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ABSTRACT 
The Southern Food and Beverage Museum in New Orleans, Louisiana is a nonprofit 501 
(c) (3) organization opened in 2008 as a “nonprofit living history organization dedicated to the 
discovery, understanding and celebration of the food, drink and the related culture of the South.” 
Today, in 2013, it is pushing for a more global scope as The SoFAB Institute, now “dedicated to 
the discovery, understanding and celebration of the food, drink and culture of the world through 
the eyes of the South!”  The changes in its mission statement reflect its proposed transition.  It 
hopes to evolve from a local tourist attraction to an important cultural resource, providing both 
visitors and scholars from across the world a place to discovery and study the South’s culinary 
heritage.  This paper seeks to examine the challenges a small, underfunded, understaffed and 
often misunderstood single-subject museum faces as it makes that transition—from so-so to 
SoFABulous. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
A museum is a non-profit, permanent institution in the service of society and its 
development, open to the public, which acquires, conserves, researches, communicates and 
exhibits the tangible and intangible heritage of humanity and its environment for the purposes of 
education, study and enjoyment.  (I. C. Museums) 
All museums tell some kind of story.  The Southern Food and Beverage Museum, 
(“SoFAB”), tells a personal story that anyone can relate to:  the heritage of Southern food and its 
connection to humanity.  An entity now part of The SoFAB Institute Foundation, the Museum 
began in 2004 as a long-standing personal dream of the director and founder, Liz Williams.  
(Appendix A, Programmatic Flowchart, and Appendix B, IRS 501 (c) (3) Letters 2008 and 2013). 
SoFAB was established in 2008 as a small single-subject “museum”-- the nation’s only 
noncorporate food museum-- and tourist attraction located in a shopping mall in New Orleans.  
Five years later, forced to close its Riverwalk location in March 2013 and temporarily homeless 
after some construction setbacks, it is tentatively scheduled to reopen in its own building in the 
fall of 2013 in the historic and economically disadvantaged Central City neighborhood of New 
Orleans in the old Dryades Street Market. 
As envisioned, SoFAB will become a stand-alone museum in its own space, and will 
include a library and a certified kitchen.  The SoFAB Institute Foundation itself, the new 
umbrella organization, encompasses a number of entities exploring and explaining the culture 
and politics of Southern food, including, besides The Southern Food and Beverage Museum, 
the SoFAB Center for Food Law, Policy & Culture, and SoFAB Media.  Through these various 
entities, SoFAB conducts panel discussions at universities across the country, participates in 
other symposia, and fronts a number of educational programs that go far beyond physical 
exhibits or cooking demonstrations. 
An accomplished professional fundraiser and arts administrator, published writer, food 
authority and attorney, Williams’ passion from an early age was the connection of food to 
culture.  As a young Sicilian–American girl growing up in New Orleans, a city where eating and 
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 food is central to life itself, Liz understood early that there was a relationship between food and 
commerce.  Her Italian grandparents had to seek out the foods they remembered from their own 
childhood; those foods didn’t just magically appear, as they weren’t always imported.  Williams 
wanted to explore the larger relationship between food and culture, but not as a historian or an 
ethnological anthropologist.  Rather, her interest is the philosophical and cultural forces that 
cause a cuisine to develop.  (E. M. Williams xv)  The story she wanted to tell required a general, 
humanities-based, inclusive context.  In our society, a museum provides that context. 
SoFAB’s current mission statement summarizes the big picture: “SoFAB is dedicated to 
the discovery, understanding and celebration of the food, drink, and culture of the world through 
the eyes of the South!”  This is reformulated from the original mission statement:  “The Southern 
Food and Beverage Museum is a nonprofit living history organization dedicated to the 
discovery, understanding and celebration of the food, drink and the related culture of the South.”  
The change is subtle, but posits a somewhat wider reach.  The first step of achieving that wider 
reach is getting into the new building.  After that major achievement, SoFAB can address 
several areas in its operations that may need improving, while continuing to apitalize on its 
significant achievements in the short time it has been in existence. 
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 II. ORGANIZATIONAL OVERVIEW 
A. HISTORY, MISSION AND VISION 
SoFAB Institute (formerly known as Southern Food and Beverage Museum Foundation) 
is a 501(c) (3) nonprofit cultural organization.  SoFAB Institute encompasses a number of 
entities exploring and explaining the culture and politics of Southern food, including The 
Southern Food and Beverage Museum (SoFAB), located in New Orleans, Louisiana.  Other 
entities are the SoFAB Center for Food Law, Policy & Culture, and SoFAB Media.   The original 
mission statement, unchanged on official documents, is The Southern Food and Beverage 
Museum is a nonprofit living history organization dedicated to the discovery, understanding and 
celebration of the food, drink and the related culture of the South. 
Its community partners include the French Market Corporation, Jefferson Parish Library 
and the New Orleans Public Library.  It has established relationships with Louisiana State 
Museum.  Corporations like Domino Foods, Inc. and Folgers Coffee have sponsored exhibits, 
and major foundations like The Julia Child Foundation for Gastronomy and the Culinary Arts 
and Emeril Lagasse Foundation have provided financial support.  SoFAB Institute/Southern 
Food and Beverage Museum received the 2013 Louisiana Culture Award in the category of 
Historic Preservation and Archaeology Awards-Heritage Award. 
Through its collections of physical artifacts, including kitchen tools, tableware, 
ephemera, and cookbooks, Southern Food and Beverage Museum preserves documents and 
displays objects that speak of our daily lives. It is a repository for donations of culturally valuable 
food-related objects, including the Bruning’s bar from the former West End New Orleans 
restaurant, a 1923 New Orleans oyster delivery truck, and the Kuyper Cake Collection.  Through 
its exhibits, it has visually portrayed our area’s culture as it relates to our unique culinary 
heritage:  from absinthe to sugar, from coffee to Gulf Coast seafood.  Through its programs, like 
Kids’ Culinary Camp and talks and demonstrations at area restaurants, bars, and the French 
Market, it reaches an even wider audience.  It brings its message about the entire South to the 
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 country through seminars in Los Angeles and Washington, D.C., as well as at universities like 
Duke. Nobody else in the country is doing this work:  SoFAB is the only noncorporate food 
museum in the United States. 
The Museum opened in 2008 at Riverwalk in New Orleans, Louisiana, after launching a 
number of exhibits in temporary spaces.  In only five years, it has persevered to receive 
significant national press, including recognition in 2011 in Saveur Magazine as one of the 
world’s best food museums.   It also recently received the 2013 Louisiana Culture Award from 
the Louisiana Office of the Lt. Governor and the Office of Cultural Development, in partnership 
with the Louisiana State Arts Council, the Louisiana Trust for Historic Preservation and the 
Council On Development Of French In Louisiana. 
SoFAB functions as a cultural enterprise committed to developing a culinary district 
along O. C. Haley Blvd in New Orleans.  Its work is part of a larger portfolio of strategies that 
envision transforming O. C. Haley Blvd., part of the St. Charles Avenue corridor and situated in 
the historic Central City neighborhood of New Orleans, to reestablish it as a commercial hub. 
The Museum site, 1504 Oretha C. Haley Blvd., was once home to the Dryades Market, serving 
what was then a multicultural community. SoFAB broke ground in 2012 and will reopen on O.C. 
Haley by the end of 2013.  As part of its outreach, SoFAB plans to develop a certified kitchen, 
as well as the Culinary Library in partnership with the New Orleans Public Library, encouraging 
economic participation by the neighborhood’s culinary workers.  (Southern Food and Beverage 
Museum) 
SoFAB broke ground on the museum site June 25, 2012.  Opening is scheduled for late 
2013, after a delay necessitated by conflicts with the original developer.  After replacing the 
original developer, a new financial structure is in place, and the loan closing finalizing the 
transaction should take place in the near future.  In the meantime, because of the uncertainties 
revolving around the Riverwalk mall’s new development and the lessor’s giving notice to its 
current tenants, SoFAB had to vacate its Riverwalk premises and closed to the public on March 
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 18.  It moved in early April 2013 to 28,000 feet of temporary storage space on Magazine Street 
near The National World War II Museum, donated by The Meraux Foundation. 
The SoFAB Culinary Library, owned by SoFAB and jointly operated with the New 
Orleans Public Library, will occupy a separate facility at 1609 O. C. Haley Blvd.   SoFAB is also 
renovating that building to house the 10,000 or so donated volumes of cookbooks and paper 
documents like menus that SoFAB holds. 
O. C. Haley Blvd. enjoys both cultural vitality and tremendous commercial potential.  As 
part of its outreach and operations, SoFAB plans to institute a Culinary Innovation Center as 
well as the Culinary Library to encourage economic participation by the neighborhood’s culinary 
workers.  Whirlpool/Jenn-Air has donated appliances for the Culinary Innovation Center.  
SoFAB has also collaborated with New Orleans Public Library for the Culinary Library, and 
recently received a grant from The Julia Child Foundation for Gastronomy and the Culinary Arts 
for acquisition and preservation of cookbooks in the Library. 
SoFAB has created exhibits that have traveled statewide, like the Louisiana Bicentennial 
Foodways Exhibit (200 Years of Taste), mounted in libraries and community centers and 
explaining Louisiana's heritage foods, food companies, and cuisine.  It has recently entered into 
a partnership with New Orleans Ernest M. Morial Convention Center to produce an annual Farm 
to Table International Symposium, to be held August 2-4, 2013, that will incorporate SoFAB's 
Hungry in the South annual symposium, and reach a national audience. The Symposium takes 
place together with the Louisiana Restaurant Association’s Annual Foodservice & Hospitality 
EXPO, an event that attracts food and beverage professionals from across the country. 
SoFAB hosts weekly programs at the French Market (“French Market Fare”) in New 
Orleans furthering the understanding of culinary culture in New Orleans and Louisiana.  It is 
negotiating with St. Bernard Parish to consult on the potential establishment of a sugar museum 
in Old Arabi. 
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Through its outreach, programs and partnerships, and its adaptive reuse of a historic 
neighborhood market in one of New Orleans’ overlooked and blighted areas, SoFAB leverages 
its considerable assets.  It employs its growing national reputation, its community partnerships, 
its recognition as a fitting home for important artifacts, and its expertise to provide greater 
cultural value to the New Orleans Central City neighborhood it will soon call home, and to the 
South as a whole. 
B. ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE 
The SoFAB Institute is a 501(c) (3) nonprofit organization.  As noted earlier, the name 
was changed last year from The Southern Food and Beverage Museum Foundation, which had 
acquired 501(c) (3) exempt recognition in 2004 and 501(c) (3) recognition in 2008.  The 
Museum is now technically an entity under the “umbrella” of the Institute, which also 
encompasses The SoFAB Center for Food Law, Policy and Culture and SoFAB Media.  The 
501(c) (3) status now applies to The SoFAB Institute.  This change allows more flexibility in 
funding.  It also ostensibly reflects a new, more global image for the institution itself.  It remains 
somewhat confusing, as the more public face of the Institute is, of course, the Museum itself.  
(Appendix A, SoFAB Programmatic Flowchart).  The website for the Museum is transitioning to 
become The SoFAB Institute’s website currently, which should help make matters clearer. 
C. STAFF 
Liz Williams, who founded the organization, is the Director and President of The 
Southern Food and Beverage Museum and The SoFAB Institute.  She earns an annual salary of 
$25,100, according to SoFAB’s 2011 Form 990; it was less in 2012.  Philip Dobard lives in Los 
Angeles but retains a presence in New Orleans.  He is Vice-President and Director of SoFAB 
Media.  Dobard has an arts administration background, is a former opera singer, a theater, 
television and movie producer, and has a lifelong interest in Southern food.  He is unpaid. 
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Joe W. Sunseri is a paid employee.  He is the Business Manager of the Museum, 
manages the gift shop, and is an archivist and a Grammy-award winning musician.  Stephanie 
Carter is Editor in Chief of the online magazine, Okra.  She has a degree in culinary arts and a 
master’s in philosophy, and has collaborated with Liz Williams on books.  Carter is a contract 
employee.  She works from home in New Orleans and is not involved with the Museum’s 
general operations. 
Kelsey Parris acts as Operations Manager of the museum, managing event planning for 
the various on and offsite programs the Museum sponsors and coordinating requests and 
scheduling.  She frequently attends meetings on behalf of Williams and takes care of many 
details, including recently many operations involving The Museum of the American Cocktail 
(MOTAC), which just merged with SoFAB.  Kelsey has been with the Museum over four years, 
beginning as an Americorps technology intern.  She works on the website and social media 
marketing.  Kelsey, a native of Baltimore, Maryland, has a degree in American history from 
Tulane.  She earns a salary. 
The Americorps Vista volunteer has been with the museum since 2011.  Her placement 
will end in November of this year.  Her title is Volunteer and Youth Program Coordinator. She 
works with the many volunteers at the Museum, and serves as Collections Manager for 
donated artifacts.  She also manages the annual summer Kids’ Culinary Camp, the frequent 
kids’ cooking programs at the Museum on Saturday mornings, and edits the weekly newsletter. 
The volunteer is from California and earned a degree in American Studies from UCLA-Berkeley 
in 2011.  She receives a stipend from Americorps Vista.   
Williams, Sunseri, Parris and the Americorps Vista volunteer are all at the Museum on a 
daily basis (although they are all working from home now that the Museum is closed).  Apart 
from them, various other people do unpaid work for the Museum.  Megan Pendergrass is 
Design Director and works on the visuals for the Museum, including the website design. She 
lives in the Washington, D.C. area.  George Oliver is a “permanent” volunteer, a retired editor 
and professor 7 
from New Orleans who works on the weekly “Back of the Drawer” series posted on the website 
and appearing on SoFAB’s YouTube channel. Stephen Binns is a photographer who 
photographs events and programs for SoFAB.   Ashley Young interned at SoFAB.  She is a 
Ph.D. candidate in history at Duke University.  She has coordinated various projects and serves 
as a curator for special exhibits.  Kate Golder is working on a contract basis as a community 
relations director in New Orleans. A librarian will join the organization when the new library 
opens.  A few other people perform some tasks for the Museum, like Sharon Ona, who works 
with SoFAB Media in Los Angeles.  However, Williams, Sunseri, Parris and the Americorps 
Vista Volunteer, with Stephanie Carter helming Okra, handle day-to-day operations. 
There were very few staff meetings while I was interning.  However, since the 
organization moved out of the Riverwalk, the staff meets weekly at Williams’ home. Mostly 
communications, before the move, were personal, or through email and telephone.  The office 
space itself was cramped, and there was no file room or even centrally located file cabinets.  
Each staffer kept documents in his personal computer, and there was no computer network 
accessed by everyone. This created some problems in that if somebody was out sick or not 
available, there was no easy way to acquire information. 
D. BOARD 
SoFAB has a 27-member board, mostly composed of out-of-state chefs, restaurant 
owners and other food and beverage industry individuals.  Liz Williams is President of the 
Board.  Because the Museum represents Southern food and intends ultimately to display 
exhibits about the food of all Southern states, it has members from Florida, Oklahoma, Texas, 
Arkansas, West Virginia, Georgia, Mississippi, and Washington, D.C.  There are few New 
Orleans board members; one of them is Dickie Brennan of the restaurants and one, Butler 
Burdine, has a public relations firm.  They do provide practical support; for example, Burdine 
publicizes Museum events and favorable news, like SoFAB’s recent Louisiana Culture Award. 
There is a sprinkling of attorneys and bankers. 
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 The Advisory Board has twelve members, including John Besh of the Besh Restaurant 
Group based in New Orleans, and John Egerton, Southern food journalist and author based in 
Memphis, Tennessee.   Others are noted African-American food authority Jessica Harris, a past 
chair of Coca-Cola (an Atlanta company), and a senior policy advisor to Senator Tom Udall 
(based in D.C.).  These names add prestige to the organization, if no practical support. 
Because of the Board’s national and far-flung nature, most meetings take place by 
telephone.  In February, SoFAB held a board meeting in Natchez, Mississippi at the plantation 
bed and breakfast operated by board member Regina Charbonneau.  To my knowledge, two 
telephone meetings occurred during my internship.  I met with one board member from 
Maryland who was in town.  Because of her connections to the cruise industry, she supported 
us in applying for a grant from the Cruise Industries Charitable Foundation. 
As a practical matter, the board is not actively involved in supervisory oversight.  
Although board members are supposed to contribute $5000 annually, very few of them even 
contribute $1000, despite board guidelines that are in place requiring a donation.  However, for 
networking and fundraising, some members of the board are more active than others.  For 
example, a Miami board member planned a May fundraising event at an area trendy restaurant, 
with a percentage of the $75 per plate proceeds going to benefit the Museum.  The event was 
also tied to collecting Florida food artifacts for the Florida exhibit at SoFAB. 
E. FUNDING 
SoFAB’s annual working budget for 2013 is $251,000, including $35,000 in revenue from 
gift shop sales and $35,000 in revenue from admissions.  (Appendix C-2013 Annual Working 
Budget).  (However, the Business Manager reported to me in an interview that usually the mix 
between admissions and sales was more like 60/40, of which the mark-up on gift shop items 
was 40%; thus, the revenue from admissions is pure profit).  Admission prices are $10.00 for 
individuals, with prices of $5.00 for students and seniors.  The Budget showed $45,000 in 
revenue from fundraising events and $30,000 from private event income.  $100,000 came from 
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 donations (not designated whether from grants or private donations).  Memberships netted 
$6,000.   Membership is available in four categories:  Kitchen Sink, at $135 annually, Friends 
and Family at $85, Individual at $55, and Out-of-Town at $50 for those who live more than 100 
miles away. (Southern Food and Beverage Museum)  Expenses equaled revenues, with the 
rent being only $12,000, while utilities are $25,000.  The largest expense was personnel, at 
$130,000.  Museum of the American Cocktail (MOTAC) was a $40,000 offset as it pays rent.  
MOTAC rented gallery space from SoFAB.  MOTAC hosts private events and seminars 
concerning cocktail culture.  MOTAC has now merged with SoFAB and the Board will merge 
with SoFAB’s board.  That process is ongoing and has presented some transitional difficulties 
The unaudited financial statement for 2012 posts $242,208 in unearned income, 
$100,000 of which is a restricted grant from Prudential and $5,000 of which is another restricted 
grant.  (Appendix D, Unaudited 2013 Financials). $132,102 was private donations.  The 
Prudential grant attaches to the financing for the new museum space.   
Total earned income was $87,810, $32,032 of which derived from admission fees and 
$20,042 from gift shop sales.  The museum earned $34,308 from its educational programs and 
private and public events.  It earned $18,000 from contributions towards its Gala and $11,198 
from the Gala and Symposium.  Total earned and unearned income for 2012, then, was 
$359,387. 
Expenses totaled $223,298 (on this statement of activities, the rent was $16,354 rather 
than $12,000).  Net income was $136,089.  A mere $2,313 was posted for collection expenses; 
payroll was $64,600, less $19,677 for MOTAC portion of payroll.   
Current assets were $87,680, up $39,437 from 2011.  The increase was $29,671 to a 
money market account and $12,718 in a checking account.  The value of the library building at 
1609 O.C. Haley also increased by $66,600, and the $100,000 note attributed to Thoron New 
Orleans (the developer of the new museum space at 1504 O.C. Haley) also increased assets by 
$100,000.  Total liabilities were $71,813, including the $60,000 in mortgage debt for the library 
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 building.  SoFAB practices conservative fiscal management and has little debt. Total net assets 
and liabilities were $269,981, a $206,036 increase from 2011 reflecting taking on the debt for 
the new buildings.  Net cash taken in by operating activities was $143,768, and $55,220 for 
financing activities.  End of period cash was $70,336. 
SoFAB’s Form 990 for 2012 reflects net assets of $198,169.  (Appendix E, 2012 Form 
990). Grants and membership dues were $237,208.  Program service revenue was $67,768, 
including $32,032 from museum admissions fees and $34,308 from educational programs.  
Other gross revenue was $23,105, including $18,000 from fundraising events, $20,042 from gift 
shop sales, and $5,000 for “federated campaigns.”  Total gross revenue reported was $356,949. 
Expenses were $220,860, $64,600 of which was salaries and $23,333 was benefits and 
taxes.  Occupancy for 2012 was $14,242.  The rest of the expenses included a line item for 
“other” of $58,385, $4,709 for insurance and $6,406 for advertising and promotion.  Net revenue 
was $91,593. 
The majority of funding, consequently, comes from grants, with earned income derived 
from museum admissions and gift shop sales.  Membership income was only $5,105 shown on 
the 2012 Form 990.  The annual fundraiser, Hungry In the South, includes a gala as well as a 
Continuing Legal Education seminar and other panel discussions.  It netted $5,148.  The 
$18,000 reported in fundraising “events” did not include that.  SoFAB did report $34,308 in 
income from educational programs in 2012. 
The Museum at present has no database of its members other than an Excel 
spreadsheet, but is currently trying out a software package to keep track.  This would facilitate a 
more focused effort to retain members and attract new ones.  It does maintain membership 
levels for out-of-state members and locals, and undertakes a membership drive once a year.  
However, this appears largely to be an undeveloped source of income.  The Museum is in the 
process now of breaking out membership email lists separately from its overall list, in order to 
solicit renewals. 
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 At the time that it closed in March, the Museum was getting fewer visitors because of the 
general deterioration of the Riverwalk mall.  Many of its stores were closed and fewer tourists 
were visiting.  Before that time, the Museum received approximately 30,000 visitors a year.  It 
anticipates 35,000 a year in the new location. 
 Probably the most significant problems facing the Museum are the delays and difficulties 
surrounding getting into its new building, a renovation of an old market on O.C. Haley Blvd. in 
the blighted Central City neighborhood of New Orleans.  Originally financing was arranged 
through a combination of tax credits and a loan from New Orleans Redevelopment Authority 
(NORA).  Prudential was also a lender.  The developer, Thoron, owned 3/9 of the project, 
SoFAB owned 2/9, and Prudential owned 4/9. 
However, Thoron ceased doing any work on the building sometime between 
groundbreaking in June of 2012 and the fall of 2012.  This default delayed the project, leaving 
SoFAB homeless for the period from mid-March to whenever construction/renovation is 
complete.  By not starting work by the end of last year, it lost its original tax credits under the 
“New Market” program.  The tax credits, coming from State Historical Preservation Agency and 
Louisiana State Parks, accounted for a large part of the financing package.  Consequently, it no 
longer qualifies for the “New Market” program but fits into another category, presumably with no 
significant financial loss. 
Thoron’s default compelled Williams and SoFAB to find a new developer, Woodward 
Design+Build.  As of this writing, Woodward has agreed to take over from Thoron, and 
Prudential will loan SoFAB the money to buy out Taylor’s interest.  The original LLC included 
Taylor as a member, but it will be renamed to leave out Thoron.  The new name is SoFAB NO 
Investments LLC.  With Thoron out, SoFAB will hold a 5/9 interest. 
SoFAB gets tax credits for 1.5 million, and the whole project is now 3.1 million, scaled 
down from an earlier $5 million.  NORA is putting up $1 million, leaving a $500,000 shortfall, 
which SoFAB hopes to close by rentals, particularly by renting the restaurant to Purloo.  SoFAB 
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 will pay rent for five years to itself to utilize the tax credits.  At the end of the five-year period, the 
property will transfer to SoFAB. 
Currently, the parties are preparing transactional documents and construction will begin 
after all the legal work is completed.  After the closing, Prudential will transfer its interest so 
SoFAB will own 9/9.  Prudential Foundation has also earmarked a $200,000 grant to support the 
Culinary Innovation Center (the certified kitchen), but that may be used to pay off Prudential’s 
interest. 
Delays in construction, coupled with the concomitant nightmare of attempting to 
renegotiate and refinance a $3 million project, have created a problem for the Museum.  The 
timing with Riverwalk’s closing and forcing SoFAB out of its space in March, months before the 
construction can even begin, was unfortunate.  The Museum does derive income from the gift 
shop and admissions, as well as private rentals, all of which has been lost for a few months at 
least. 
It is an open question to say whether due diligence would have alerted management 
before last fall that work had not been started on the building.  The groundbreaking took place in 
late June 2012.  Nonetheless, the damage is not irreparable.  The financing, with the Board’s 
approval, is in place for a somewhat diminished building on O.C. Haley.  However, it bears 
noting that the projected monthly mortgage payment for the next five years is going to be 
considerably higher than rent at Riverwalk, and the additional space of 30,000 feet will mean 
additional utilities charges. 
 As noted earlier, the Museum hopes to  make up for this increased expense by leasing 
space to Purloo, the new restaurant, and to Brewstock, a business that sells winemaking and 
distilling equipment and the raw materials for producing wine and beer.  Operations in the past 
were conservative and the Museum’s fiscally conservative approach has been successful, but 
overhead was also relatively low. 
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 The interim move itself cost $10,000.  The final move will create another hefty expense, 
although probably not as great as the interim move.  The move from Riverwalk to the storage 
space on Magazine took three-four days of actual loading of trucks and transport.  It appeared 
staff members were underprepared for the actual amount of work involved.  This time, everyone 
knows what they’re getting into and the Museum’s possessions are consolidated now into boxes 
in a smaller storage space. 
F. PROGRAMS 
 The Museum hosted children’s cooking programs frequently at its Riverwalk location.  
These were generally held on Saturday mornings and are demonstrations around a theme, such 
as making king cakes (which were actually decorated doughnuts!) or other recipes; for example, 
one group baked bread.  These may attract 5-10 children, who pay a small fee, usually $3 per 
head or more depending on the recipe.  Sponsorships cover costs.  The Museum also hosts 
groups of Girl Scouts or other groups of children for tours and events, and groups of adults, who 
may pay a fee for a cooking demonstration as well as a tour. 
Monthly demonstrations or lectures at The French Market are another regular event for 
the last two years.  These take place on Sunday afternoons and may involve a visiting chef who 
demonstrates a dish, or a lecture by a cookbook author. The French Market pays $100 to the 
Museum for these programs monthly. 
Since January, the Museum has been co-hosting events at the restaurant SoBou with 
the Museum of the American Cocktail.  It bills these as “Mixology Monday Cocktail Seminars 
with the Museum of the American Cocktail.”  They consist of an hour and a half-long themed 
demonstration by a local bartender, with a cover charge of $45 paying for cocktails and hors’ 
d’oeuvres at the restaurant.  These events are popular and attract an average of 25-30 
attendees (although some ‘comps” are also included, lowering profits). 
The Museum hosts dinners at New Orleans restaurants as fundraising events, and has 
ventured into such endeavors in other cities.  An event organized by a board member in the 
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 Miami area took place on May 8, 2013 at Swine Southern Table and Bar.  That event also 
included a call for donations of artifacts.  Other recent local dinners took place at Dijon 
Restaurant, with a menu based on Liz Williams’ “New Orleans:  A Food Biography.”  These 
fundraising dinners sometimes devote a percentage of proceeds to SoFAB; the Dijon event 
turned out to be poorly attended as it was on a Sunday night, rather than on a night the 
restaurant is normally open.  These events can continue while the Museum itself is closed, as 
can the SoBou Mixology Monday seminars. 
Programs that don’t necessarily involve cooking, eating, or drinking are the new “Nitty 
Grits” feature, an online culinary dictionary that posts a new food word definition each day via 
Twitter and Facebook.  It also has its own website.  Nitty Grits is a curated 65,000 entry multi-
lingual dictionary that SoFAB acquired.  College students at Mercer University use the dictionary 
in a food writing program; the Museum is also in talks with an English class in China to use Nitty 
Grits.  The following on Facebook and Twitter is growing. 
Through the SoFAB Institute, SoFAB sponsors a program called “Culinaria,” which is a 
symposium organized around a food policy topic of current interest.  In March, a panel 
convened at Duke University to discuss “Is Food Art?” a topic that has engendered national 
discussion since an Opinion article of the New York Times Sunday Review by William 
Deresiewicz that ran on October 26, 2012.  (Deresiewicz)  The panel consisted of academics 
and food professionals as well as Liz Williams.  There are plans to hold the symposium in 
Chicago and in Los Angeles through the rest of this year.  SoFAB also wants to mount an 
exhibit in conjunction with the topic at the Museum.  It is soliciting ideas for next year’s 
“Culinaria” topic. 
SoFAB also conducts a series of talks in Washington, D.C. called The Washington 
Roundtable Series to raise awareness of food-related and health issues affecting residents of 
the South; the last one took place a year ago concerning USDA summer meals programs for 
kids.  While I was at the Museum, I heard no discussion concerning a new series of talks. 
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The Kids’ Summer Camp, a free half-day summer program, has taken place every year 
since 2008.  Staffed by interns from Duke and Tulane and SoFAB employees, and formerly held 
at the Museum at Riverwalk, it affords kids nutritional information and teaches them to cook a 
healthy lunch they prepare themselves.  They also share family recipes and compile a 
cookbook of their creations.  In the past United Summer Grant, a program funded by Emeril 
Lagasse Foundation, Greater New Orleans Afterschool Partnership and the United Way, 
sponsored the program. This year Emeril Lagasse Foundation pulled out and the program 
sought funding from private foundations and corporations.  So far it has received $250 from 
Rotary Club.  Since the Museum is not open, staff arranged to have the camp take place at First 
Grace United Methodist Church for five weeks, beginning in June.  SoFAB recruits program 
participants by flyers distributed in area schools and by word of mouth.
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 III. DUTIES AS DEVELOPMENT INTERN 
Because my career as an attorney before entering the arts administration master’s 
program honed my skills as a writer and analytical thinker, I have chosen to focus on 
development as a career area.  At SoFAB, I was essentially operating as a Development 
Officer.  The Museum had relied on staff members, primarily Kelsey Parris, and the Director, 
who is a published writer and attorney, to write grant proposals in the past.  There was no 
physical central filing cabinet or even a computer directory containing all the past grant 
applications.  Documents were prepared at individual computer stations and sporadically stored 
in Dropbox.  The Museum also has no membership in any grant search databases.  Frequently 
there were no copies kept of applications, if the submission was made online. 
I began by sending out a call to everyone at the Museum to “share” in Dropbox all grant 
proposals they maintained in their own computer hard drive.  Once all those were sent to me, I 
created a Dropbox folder for “Development” and folders for each funder and each grant 
application.  I also created an Excel spreadsheet listing every funding source previously applied 
to, its website, the purpose for the grant, the “ask,” whether it had been funded in the past, and 
the deadlines for both submission and notification of approval or rejection.  As more funding 
opportunities came to our attention, we included them in the spreadsheet. 
I also created a folder for all documents necessary to apply for grants:  Federal Tax ID 
number, Form 990, budgets, board members, and the original 501(c) (3) letter and, when we 
received the change of name 501(c) (3) for SoFAB Institute, that one as well.  This made it far 
easier to actually apply for and track grants.  I developed language for different programs for 
grant proposals. 
During my internship from January 15, 2013 to April 15, 2013, I drafted grant proposals 
for a variety of programs.  Applications went to NEA’s The Big Read (denied), Wisner 
Foundation (funder decided to award no grants this cycle), Cruise Ship Industries Foundation 
(denied), The Mayor’s Office in conjunction with Wisner (still pending), Cracker Barrel 
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 Foundation (denied), New Orleans Rotary Fund Inc. (approved), Peyback Foundation (pending), 
BP’s Gulf Seafood and Tourism Promotional Fund (pending), and Selley Foundation (denied). 
We considered applying for grants from the Arts Council of New Orleans for the “Is Food 
Art?” exhibit, but were advised it would “fall through the cracks” of that particular funder’s 
guidelines.   We likewise reviewed Louisiana Division of the Arts’ requirements but were advised 
by the Lieutenant Governor’s office and Department of Culture, Recreation and Tourism that we 
would not qualify under Folklife, despite having received an earlier award.  We also declined to 
apply to Louisiana Office of Tourism for a “grand opening” for the Museum.  That office told us 
we had already been in existence and might not qualify for “new” opening money, even though 
we had never had a grand opening at Riverwalk and were moving to a new building.  I spoke 
with and corresponded with these funding organizations.  In addition to the proposals I drafted, 
Kelsey Parris, in collaboration with New Orleans Public Library, submitted a proposal for the 
IMLS “Spark” grant for innovative library programs. 
Because the Museum has several irons in the fire, the programs for which I sought 
funding were varied.  Some were for the Culinary Innovations Center, a certified kitchen that 
Williams anticipated becoming part of an economic booster for the Central City community.  We 
proposed financial literacy classes, to be called “Raising the Dough,” and asked for funding for 
that from Cruise Ships Industry Foundation and Wisner Foundation. We also proposed raising 
the literacy level in Central City by conducting adult literacy classes through cooking, which 
would also build life skills and teach reading in an actual context.  We applied for that program 
to Cracker Barrel Foundation.  We asked for money for the kids’ cooking camp from a number 
of sources, since a shortfall existed for that program this year after its benefactor, Emeril 
Lagasse Foundation, decided to devote its resources to other programs. 
For the BP grant, which was to go for tourism promotional efforts in the Gulf, I devised a 
detailed marketing schedule to support a weeklong grand opening event at the Museum, with 
national and local advertising and public relations campaigns.  The period for this grant was 
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 very short from announcement to submission.  It also coincided with the SoFAB move. 
Nonetheless, we met the deadline. 
I also prepared the nomination for SoFAB for the Louisiana Culture Awards, sponsored 
by the Office of Lieutenant Governor and the Office of Cultural Development, in partnership with 
the Louisiana State Arts Council, the Louisiana Trust for Historic Preservation and the Council 
for the Development of French in Louisiana.  Ms. Winnie Byrd nominated the Museum in the 
category of Historic Preservation/Heritage.  We solicited and received letters of support from 
Jefferson Parish Library, French Market Corporation and Louisiana State Museum. I drafted the 
application form and the letters of support, and we received the award for SoFAB’s work in 
preserving and furthering the state’s cultural heritage.  (Appendix F, Louisiana Culture Awards). 
I drafted an application for Liz Williams for Good Work Network to serve as a consultant 
in the food industry.  That involved a biographical outline and a description of possible services.   
We have not yet received notice of acceptance. 
In addition to my job drafting grant proposals and working on general development 
matters, I attended several workshops on development and fundraising.  I also assisted in one 
of the events at the Museum, a Bananas Foster party we catered for a convention group.  I 
occasionally took a spell at the front desk for admissions and gift sales in the shop.  In addition, 
of course, I helped with the move to the storage facility at the end of March.
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 IV. ORGANIZATIONAL ANALYSIS  
A. STRENGTHS 
1. UNIQUE MISSION AND SITUATION 
 The Southern Food and Beverage Museum is unique in that it is the only museum 
dedicated to the history of food and beverages in the country. It is located in historic New 
Orleans, Louisiana, intersecting at the crossroads of colonial rule followed by American 
dominance.  The many ethnic groups that have settled in New Orleans since its founding, based 
largely on its physical location as a port on the Mississippi River, all came together to create an 
indigenous local culture.  This resulted in a cuisine that has its own “brand.”  New Orleans’ 
reputation as a destination food venue is part of the mix. 
SoFAB capitalizes on the New Orleans brand itself as part of its approach to audience 
development.  It also draws tourists from neighboring Southern states, who can gain an 
understanding of their own state’s food while visiting New Orleans attractions.  SoFAB also 
potentially draws funding from other Southern states that may not have their own facilities for 
educating the public about their culinary history and heritage. It has created a worthy collection 
of materials from donors, and established dynamic partnerships with other organizations that 
serve it well.  SoFAB has a distinct advantage in the cultural economy of New Orleans.  There is 
nothing else like it here or indeed in the rest of the country. 
2. STRONG LEADERSHIP 
 SoFAB can rely, at present, on strong leadership in the person of its founder, President 
and Director, Liz Williams. Williams’ background in law, arts administration, historic 
preservation, writing, history, economic development, and the cultural aspects of food 
contributes to strong management skills.  Her academic depth of knowledge in Southern food 
and culture serves the institution well.  Williams was Chief Executive officer of the UNO 
Foundation during the period that it established the D-Day Museum (now the National World 
War II Museum) and The Ogden Museum of Southern Art.  Williams’ personal charisma, 
coupled with her relationships and contacts, have allowed her to do things others probably 
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 couldn’t have.  SoFAB also possesses a knowledgeable staff utilizing a wide set of experiences 
in fulfilling the museum’s mission. 
3. POSITIVE PRESS AND MEDIA PARTNERSHIPS 
 SoFAB has received a great deal of media attention and positive PR.  It is nationally 
known as a repository of artifacts and a venue for informative and attractive exhibits about food 
and culture in the South.  Its media partner is Hoffman Media, which publishes Taste of the 
South and Louisiana Cookin’.  SoFAB also has a strong relationship with Judy Walker, Food 
Editor of the New Orleans Times-Picayune, who often provides free press coverage of 
programs and upcoming plans.  As mentioned earlier, Saveur Magazine recognized the 
Museum in 2011 as one of the world’s best food museums.  Williams is much in demand as a 
writer as well, publishing a column in Louisiana Cookin’ and contributing to other publications. 
She is often a guest on radio and television shows, including “Louisiana Eats!” hosted by Poppy 
Tooker on WWNO Radio.   She has recently published a book and is under contract for another 
one to be published by the LSU Press.  All of the press coverage for these books likewise 
benefits the Museum.  Likewise, Philip Dobard in Los Angeles is able to get coverage for 
SoFAB on the West Coast, through his connections as a TV and film producer and his own 
network. 
4. NEW LOCATION 
 SoFAB is moving to its new location in late 2013, if everything goes according to plan. 
The new location will be 30,000 square feet, in a historic district and building (a former 19th 
century market) currently undergoing extensive redevelopment.  It will anchor the new “Culinary 
District” on O. C. Haley Blvd.  The current location is only 10,000 square feet.  With more space 
and away from a shopping mall, SoFAB will be able to increase its programming and better 
serve its audience.  
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 The restaurant, Purloo, will attract a new audience, as the chef Ryan Hughes is popular 
in “foodie” circles in New Orleans.  The space itself, including the library and the Culinary 
Innovations Center, will allow for more rental income. 
5. SOCIAL MEDIA PRESENCE 
 Southern Food and Beverage Museum’s Facebook page has a reach of 10,000, with 
approximately 5000 “likes.”  Its Twitter feed is also strong, with 3090 followers.  The Museum of 
the American Cocktail has 3772 Twitter followers.  New content goes up daily and there is an 
ongoing dialogue with fans.  The transition to a SoFAB Institute website should not affect the 
social media following; the Facebook and Twitter accounts will remain in the name of Southern 
Food and Beverage Museum.  The weekly newsletter also goes out to 16,000 subscribers.  
MOTAC’s newsletter has 700 subscribers, and SoFAB’s kid-specific list has 400 subscribers.  
The website itself is attractive and updated constantly.(Southern Food and Beverage Museum) 
6. COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS AND SPONSORSHIPS 
 Because of Williams’ work and reputation, the Museum has been able to form significant 
beneficial partnerships. Its partnership with Louisiana State Museum has led to programs and 
exhibits at the Old U.S. Mint in the past, and to the donation of space at the Old U.S. Mint 
building on Esplanade Avenue in New Orleans for the storage of some of the rarer cookbooks 
and documents in its collection.  Its partnership with French Market Corporation affords a steady 
source of revenue and visibility, through the “French Market Fare” programs on Sundays. 
 As mentioned earlier, SoFAB is currently working with St. Bernard Parish to help 
establish the Old Arabi Sugar Museum, which SoFAB hopes will lead to the development of a 
network of small museums in the area.  Williams is also working with The Meraux Foundation (a 
wealthy private family foundation in St. Bernard Parish) to advise it on a festival and to act as a 
fiscal sponsor.  Meraux has donated storage space in a warehouse it owns on Magazine Street 
to house the Museum’s possessions until it can move to its new location on O.C. Haley Blvd. 
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The relationship with New Orleans Public Library is the foundation of a new dream 
project:  a “Culinary Library,” consisting of 10,000 or so volumes of cookbooks, to be housed at 
1609 O.C. Haley Blvd. as part of a research library.  Theoretically the end users are 
neighborhood residents who work in culinary arts, or researchers in culinary history and culture. 
There has not been a library in that neighborhood since the 1940s. 
Relationships with Folgers Corporation and Domino Sugar also resulted in major 
permanent exhibits.  Other partners are New Orleans Ernest M. Morial Convention Center, 
which will co-sponsor the second annual Farm to Table International Symposium.  SoFAB is 
planning to “roll” its own annual Hungry in the South food symposium and fundraising event into 
the larger Farm to Table program.  It hopes to attract a larger audience by drawing from the 
participants in that program. 
7. STRONG INTERN AND VOLUNTEER PROGRAM
Out of financial necessity and as part of an educational outreach, the Museum has relied 
heavily on interns and volunteers.  An ongoing relationship with Duke University and with 
Tulane University results in a constant flow of interns who help each summer with the Kids’ 
Summer Camp and assist in other areas as needed.  One former intern, a Ph.D. history student 
at Duke, curated an exhibit about Lena Richard, an African-American woman who had a New 
Orleans television cooking show before Julia Child’s show on PBS.  That student also helped 
organize the “Culinaria” symposium at Duke held in March 2013. 
The Volunteer Coordinator (Americorps volunteer)  maintains strong relationships with 
high schools and colleges in the area and recruits volunteers as needed for projects, i.e. the 
March 2013 move. She has a good sense of what each volunteer or intern is capable of doing, 
and plans the student’s time efficiently.  One improvement, though, would be to schedule 
volunteer get-togethers as appreciation; with such an extensive roster of volunteers, some 
never see each other.  The Museum would add to the volunteer’s social recognition by providing 
some sort of certificate at an annual event.  (G. D. Lord 45)  Chris Smith’s University of New 
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 Administration Master’s Report on the Museum in 2008 mentioned that the Museum was in the 
process of creating a comprehensive volunteer program including a manual, screening process, 
orientation, and recognition program.  (Smith 11).  It has not done so. 
B. WEAKNESSES 
1. DILUTED BRAND 
Williams stated that although SoFAB has been operating since 2008 (and actually since 
2004 in other temporary locations), management always knew that the Museum would not stay 
in the original location at Riverwalk, leased for only five years.  Consequently, although it has an 
image, a strong visual logo, and name recognition as Southern Food and Beverage Museum, its 
“brand” is diluted.  The challenge in the future will be to build upon the good will and recognition 
that already exists, while repositioning itself as “SoFAB Institute,” an organization with a larger 
footprint in New Orleans, both physically and psychologically.  Without much of a budget to do 
this, it’s a challenging situation, especially as the name change to SoFAB Institute (for the 
organization, not the museum), and broader scope may confuse the public. 
2. LACK OF ORGANIZATION 
SoFAB’s office space since opening in 2008 at Riverwalk has been inadequate:  
cramped, dark, and not conducive to effective office management.  There was nowhere to store 
files and no central paper file location.  There was nowhere to store acquisitions and collections.  
As a result, it was difficult to find any object or keep records of donations’ source and location.  
This became apparent when it was time to pack up the museum’s holdings for the move.  Staff 
could not pack items by category, or even potential location in the museum, because they were 
widely scattered. 
Moreover, although a database exists for cataloguing the collection, management 
generally either left the task up to interns in the past or did it randomly, if at all.  The Museum 
does send out acknowledgement forms and thank-you letters, but there is no guarantee that any 
acquisition will be entered in the museum’s records. (Appendix G, Deed of Gift and Thank-You 
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Letter).  Theoretically, the Americorps Vista volunteer enters new donations, but there 
seems to be no consistent policy, and certainly, no accounting exists for past items.  This 
results in confusion and possible liability if objects on loan are lost. 
3. NO DISASTER MANAGEMENT PLAN
In New Orleans, it is not feasible to run a museum without a disaster management plan, 
but SoFAB does not have one in place.  There is no archival storage available for any of the 
museum’s artifacts, and no protection from floodwaters.  As was made apparent from the move 
itself, the Museum has collected a great many objects without anywhere to store them, and 
certainly a rapid removal to higher ground would be difficult to achieve. 
4. NO COLLECTION POLICY
The Museum accepts every donation offered.  There is no full or even part-time curator 
on staff at present and no budget to hire one.  There is no written collection policy.  Without a 
clear plan of what would be on a “wish list” for acquisitions, or a comprehensive catalogue of 
what is already in the collection, there’s a danger of ending up with many objects that shouldn’t 
be in a museum at all.  There are already numerous duplicate items.  Because there will never 
be enough space to accommodate this ever-growing collection, it leads to confusion and 
weakens the museum’s standing as a bona fide food museum. 
5. NO STRATEGIC PLAN
SoFAB does not have a strategic plan other than an occasional casual document 
composed when a grant proposal requires one.  Williams does not believe in strategic plans or, 
indeed, in best practices as such.  She relies on instincts and experience to guide the 
organization, and has done an excellent job of it so far.(L. Williams)  However, to build an 
organization that will survive her retirement and undergo a transition to a new Director at some 
point, a more formal, written document is necessary.  Even though, in Williams’ view, a strategic 
plan may be outdated as soon as it is composed, an organization with an eye to the future 
needs a plan of action.  Without it, SoFAB runs the risk of foundering, repeating mistakes, and 
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 jeopardizing its sustainability as an institution.  Williams’ vision is broad, but without a plan, 
SoFAB may never realize that vision. 
6. LIMITED BOARD FINANCIAL CONTRIBUTION 
 The Board is untapped as an ongoing source of financial support.  The organization’s 
finances depend too heavily on the whims of national foundations and local and national 
governmental agencies.  The current philanthropic environment is troubled.  Recurring national 
weather disasters like Hurricane Sandy compete with what few dollars there are.  SoFAB needs 
a reliable source of funding each year, and the Board is not carrying its load.  Although the 
board guidelines suggest an annual contribution of $5000 from each member, that suggestion 
has not been enforced. (See SoFAB Institute Board Intro, Appendix H).  SoFAB must diversify 
its funding for future growth. 
7. LIMITED MEMBER CONTRIBUTION 
An organization as popular as SoFAB is on social media should have more members.  
Members, like board members, are another ongoing source of support that would be more 
reliable than grants.  SoFAB’s lack of a member database is a weakness that should be 
addressed soon, so that efforts to attract and retain new members can get underway.  Recently 
staff acquired new software for managing email lists.  It is now undertaking to send out targeted 
email to members; this is a step in the right direction. 
8. LIMITED MARKETING BUDGET 
 Lack of funds is always an issue for any organization, but SoFAB has not devoted any 
funds to marketing in the past.  With a new location, it will need to spend some money.   It 
cannot begin real marketing efforts in connection with the new building until the drawings are 
approved by the State Historic Preservation Office, and as I discussed earlier, the paperwork is 
in progress right now.  Once that is done, though, it will need not just press, but also advertising, 
to attract visitors who formerly could find the location at Riverwalk by walking over from the 
Ernest N. Morial Convention Center. 
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 C. OPPORTUNITIES  
1. O.C.HALEY BLVD. 
When the Museum is installed in its new space, opportunities exist for expansion and 
buzz as O.C. Haley takes off as a new “hipster” spot.  The reopening of Café Reconcile recently 
is a start.  As other nonprofits and businesses move in, potential arises for more foot traffic and 
recognition as a destination for locals as well as tourists.  SoFAB is working with the O.C. Haley 
Merchants and Business Association Main Street organization currently, attending meetings and 
helping to plan.(O. C. Haley Boulevard Merchants and Business Association)  The funding from 
Louisiana Main Street (Redevelopment Incentive Grant for $12,500) is dedicated to an initiative 
to create a multicultural arts venue.  The Ashe’ Cultural Arts Center hosts many meetings and 
events for nonprofits.  SoFAB is getting on the ground floor of this newly developing 
neighborhood. 
2. EXPANDED PROGRAMMING AND INCREASED INCOME  
Having additional space, including a certified kitchen, is an opportunity for SoFAB to 
earn more revenue and become more self-sustaining.  Although some of Williams’ ideas for 
sponsoring “financial literacy” classes at the Museum and doing outreach in the economically at-
risk Central City neighborhood may go beyond the scope of SoFAB’s mission, there is no 
question but that having additional space can bring in rental income.  The restaurant, Purloo, 
will also attract a new audience, as the chef Ryan Hughes is popular in “foodie” circles in New 
Orleans.  Rental derived from that helps offset expenses too. 
Likewise, the Museum can develop more programming that requires a real kitchen.  
SoFAB has done limited food demonstrations at Riverwalk, but without an actual kitchen, many 
of Louisiana’s special dishes cannot be prepared and visiting chefs are unable to demonstrate 
their specialties.  With the state-of-the-art kitchen, there is no limit to the programs possible. 
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 3. EXPANDED EXHIBIT SPACE 
With limited exhibit space, SoFAB has been unable to display some objects it has in its 
collection or mount larger exhibits.  For example, it recently acquired a 1928 Mack New Orleans 
oyster delivery truck featured in the movies Live and Let Die and Pretty Baby.  The truck, when 
restored fully, can be displayed at the new Museum space and draw a crowd. 
4. MARKETING TO LOCALS 
SoFAB’s location in Riverwalk was a deterrent to locals, who dreaded the ordeal of 
parking and the inconvenient location all the way at the back of the mall at the Julia Street 
entrance.  With the new location, SoFAB can draw upon an untapped audience of locals 
interested in food, and the new restaurant will draw potential visitors. 
5. NEW SPONSORSHIPS AND DONORS 
 SoFAB has been working with authorities in St. Bernard Parish to help with the 
proposed sugar museum.  It has been offering help to The Meraux Foundation for a festival in 
St. Bernard Parish.  These relationships may lead to donations and sponsorships down the 
road, and enhance SoFAB’s visibility. 
SoFAB also receives frequent requests from organizations or cities wanting to establish 
food museums.  As a prototype for an entirely new category of single-subject museum, it has 
the opportunity to develop more funding relationships.  
6. MERGER WITH MOTAC 
New Orleans’ mystique as a “cocktail town” has been growing ever since the national 
rise of interest in historic cocktails. The establishment of Tales of the Cocktail, the annual 
cocktail symposium and festival held in July in the French Quarter, has fueled that mystique. 
SoFAB at Riverwalk housed Museum of the American Cocktail in one room, and it attracted 
many visitors annually.  Now that the two entities have merged, SoFAB can draw upon national 
interest in MOTAC’s exhibits and programs to boost its own visibility.  The Gift Shop also carried 
many MOTAC items at Riverwalk, and it can expand its MOTAC offerings in the bigger space 
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 available on O.C. Haley.  MOTAC and SOFAB have scheduled a benefit for MOTAC in July of 
this year.  The merger can only benefit both organizations. 
7. CULINARIA  
SoFAB’s “Culinaria” series bridges academic interest in food with its work as a museum.   
The event at Duke in March was well publicized and attended.  Food policy and its relationship 
to sociological issues continue to get national press.  SoFAB is organizing symposiums on “Is 
Food Art?” in both Chicago and Los Angeles.  The potential arises for SoFAB to take a 
leadership position in the national discourse on food policy, as it garners attention in major cities 
for its presentations and provocative panel discussions.  At the Duke event, Franklin Humanities 
Institute sponsored the lunch, expenses for a videographer, and a dinner for speakers. It is 
interested in helping in the future with sponsorships.  Its work bridges arts and humanities and 
its interests do align with those of SoFAB Institute. 
8. MEMBER DEVELOPMENT AND MARKETING 
The Museum is currently in the process of trying out the online email marketing service 
MailChimp, which will allow it to manage contacts, send emails and track results.  This will go a 
long way towards managing its member list, tracking current members and targeting new 
members.  SoFAB can utilize MailChimp across its 16,000-subscriber email newsletter list.  The 
lack of such software has been a detriment to developing a segmented audience and reaching 
potential members, so an opportunity presents itself. 
9. SECOND ANNUAL FARM-TO-TABLE INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM 
 This event coincides with the Louisiana Restaurant Association convention and attracts 
a group of food people.  The Ernest N. Morial Convention Center has the budget to promote the 
event, which originated in New Orleans last year. This new opportunity for SoFAB, together with 
the use of MailChimp, opens up targeted marketing possibilities that previously did not exist. 
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 10.  BRANDING 
 SoFAB has held off on a branding campaign deliberately because it knew that it would 
not stay in Riverwalk for longer than five years.  With the new name (SoFAB Institute) and new 
location, opportunities exist for an entirely new, stronger brand.   A volunteer, Prescott Trudeau, 
holds a degree from Rhode Island School of Design and is a pastry chef.  He has been working 
on new logos and designs.  This is an exciting chance for SoFAB to move forward with its 
brand. 
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 D. THREATS 
1. COMPETITION AND THE ENVIRONMENT 
244 501(c) (3) non-profit corporations are involved in culture or the cultural economy in 
Orleans Parish.  Entertainment, covering music, theatre, dance, and film and video, comprises 
the largest number, 103, followed by Visual Arts and Museums at 39. The total revenue for 
about half of these 244 non-profits that had available financial data in 2009 was $144 million, 
42% of which belongs to the largest number of organizations by segment, Entertainment. 
(Economy 6) Accordingly, in 2009, a year after SoFAB opened its doors, there were 38 Visual 
Arts and Museums competing against it for visitors, sharing some part of $60,480,000 remaining 
after Entertainment is taken out of the equation.  Although SoFAB is unusual, and has a low 
admission fee, it must compete against much larger and better-known institutions with much 
larger marketing budgets.(Economy 7) 
2. STAFF TURNOVER 
SoFAB depends on a small and enthusiastic staff that performs critical work.  The 
Operations Manager, in particular, has comprehensive knowledge of the Museum’s operations 
and programs.  Her expertise frees the Director from daily management.  It allows the Director 
to be the “face” of the organization, solicit donors, promote the Museum’s interests, and 
enhance its visibility.  The Vista volunteer will end her tenure in November of 2013.  She has 
also taken care of the Kids’ Summer Camp and coordinating volunteers.  As young staff takes 
other positions or return to school, resulting turnover may necessitate reshuffling of duties and 
loss of continuity.  Likewise, as staff near retirement age decides to leave, replacement will 
create problems. 
3. FEAR OF O.C. HALEY BLVD. 
With the May 2013 Mother’s Day shootings and increased fear in New Orleans of violent 
crime, the Museum’s relocation to a perceived dangerous area,  O.C. Haley Blvd., may deter 
both local and out-of-town visitors.  Although Riverwalk was inconvenient, it was perceived as 
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 safe; O.C. Haley Blvd. is not.  Redevelopment is underway, but high rates of crime and poverty 
impede progress.(Gadbois 3)  
4.  THE BUILDING ISN’T FINISHED 
 Everything turns on the financing going through for the new building on O.C. Haley Blvd.  
As of this writing, that is still not totally certain.  If the Museum remains closed longer than the 
end of 2013, it may have some real difficulty in rebounding financially.  Furthermore, if the 
proposed building doesn’t get finished, the Museum’s very existence is threatened. 
5. THE BUILDING IS FINISHED BUT PROVES TOO EXPENSIVE TO MAINTAIN 
Although I don’t have figures for the monthly mortgage payment and utilities bill for the 
O.C. Haley Blvd. building, I can posit that the expense is higher than for Riverwalk.  Financial 
viability depends on raising enough money to pay the overhead. 
6. POSSIBLE CONFUSION OF WILLIAMS AND SOFAB’S IDENTITY. 
 Although so far it’s not a problem, Williams recognizes that, at 62, she will not be able to 
remain at the helm of the museum forever. She has intentionally attempted to separate herself 
personally from the museum as an institution.  The risk is to become a “Martha Stewart,” 
indistinguishable from the products and services associated with her personally, from the 
magazines, radio shows and television programs to the line of cookware and housewares 
branded with her name.  Stewart’s publicly traded company is, in essence, her name and her 
aesthetic.  Williams has made an effort to delegate other members of the organization to speak 
when asked to make presentations at conferences, and to keep herself personally separate 
from SoFAB.  However, there is no succession plan. 
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 V. BEST PRACTICES & COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 
A. INTRODUCTION 
 A museum’s functions fall into three broad categories.  Under Collection/Curatorial, the 
functions are research, acquisition, documentation, conservation, collection management, 
exhibition, and publication.  Under Communications/Programming, the functions are 
interpretation, education, activities, visitor services, exhibition, marketing and publication. Under 
Administration/Management, they are buildings and grounds, security, health and safety, human 
resources, finances, board management, external and government relations, earned-income 
streams, long-range planning, and fundraising-development.(G. D. Lord 12)  
The American Alliance for Museums functions as the national accreditation agency for 
museums and brings together museum professionals to formulate voluntary guidelines for 
ethics, standards and best practices. (Merritt 19)  It has identified 38 separate “Characteristics 
of Excellence” for U.S. museums, broken into seven categories. (A. A. Museums)  They include 
guidelines for Public Trust and Accountability, Mission and Planning, Leadership and 
Organizational Structure, Collections Stewardship, Education and Interpretation, Financial 
Stability, and Facilities and Risk Management.  AAM’s “Characteristics of Excellence” guidelines 
reflect the recent shift in focus in museology from “collection-driven” to “audience-driven,” 
hewing towards audience engagement and satisfaction (G. D. Lord 12). 
SoFAB mostly adheres to best practices as set forth by AAM.  Its education and 
interpretive policies are well thought out and reach a diverse audience—from cocktail seminars 
at restaurants, demonstrations at the French Market, Kids’ Summer Camp, and a variety of 
demonstrations at the Museum.  It has exercised impressive financial stability so far, 
considering its limited resources, and has operated on a strict budget (although, as a caveat, 
having audited financials would be a benefit).  Its leadership and organizational structure mostly 
meet AAM’s standards, with its staff clearly understanding the mission of the Museum and 
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 carrying out to the best of its abilities that mission.  It handles public trust and accountability 
expertly. 
The Museum strives to be inclusive.  It is working on exhibits for the various Southern 
states.  Locally, it reaches out to its stakeholders in the community of New Orleans and 
statewide in exhibits targeted to the Vietnamese population, the Latino population, the African-
American population of New Orleans, and even the Islenos of St. Bernard Parish.  (Southern 
Food and Beverage Museum)  
There are some problem areas, though, that bear addressing.  The Museum’s failure to 
develop a strategic plan has shortchanged its “Mission and Planning.” The institution must 
assure its future now as it goes into a new phase.  Under “Leadership and Organizational 
Structure,” the issues of a Board that doesn’t contribute financially as it should, combined with 
the Director’s serving as an officer of the Board, fall into a gray area.  There is also no 
succession plan for the possible resignation of the Director.  Overall, the Museum lacks 
“Collections Stewardship.”  SoFAB has no written collections policy and no strategic plan for the 
use and development of its collections.  It maintains minimal effective management and care of 
the collections.  No emergency preparedness policy exists and there is no safeguard for the 
collection from storm damage or indeed from any kind of damage.  
B. AREAS OF OPPORTUNITY 
1. MISSION AND PLANNING 
The original mission itself has become confused, as The Southern Food and Beverage 
Museum seeks to shed its “strictly Southern” persona to reach a national audience through The 
SoFAB Institute’s activities.  The new wording in the mission statement on SoFAB’ website from 
“food, drink and culture of the South” to “food, drink and culture of the world through the eyes of 
the South” signifies this shift.  The SoFAB Institute’s broad vision is “to understand the world 
through the study of food and drink.”  (Appendix N, SoFAB Vision Statement). 
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 A mission should state what the intent or the purpose of the museum is; a vision should 
express the impact the museum would like to have. (G. D. Lord 6)  In this case, the “vision” 
operates to blur the Museum’s essential functions.  It stretches already limited resources into 
areas not strictly within SoFAB’s mission.  That leads to mission creep. 
Programs like financial literacy or even adult literacy, for example, go beyond the scope 
of the mission.  It is laudable to help an undereducated population in Central City learn to read 
or understand finances through culinary arts.  However, such programs have little to do with 
discovering, understanding and celebrating food, whether of the South or of the world.  Such a 
program arguably does not even address the broader “vision” of understanding the world 
through the study of food and drink.  SoFAB appears not to have “a clear understanding of its 
mission,” as recommended by AAM’s Characteristics of Excellence. (A. A. Museum) 
Alternatively, perhaps it simply has overreached its current capacities in its efforts to grow 
quickly. 
In any event, SoFAB has not formulated a complete foundation statement, including 
mission, vision, and mandate.  The boundaries are not clearly delineated, which hinders 
development of a strategic plan at some future time. Other comparable single-subject cultural 
museums have concise foundation statements.  For example, The Backstreet Cultural Museum, 
a very small institution dedicated to the preservation of New Orleans’ African-American cultural 
traditions, sets forth its Mission, Vision, Institutional Goals, and Core Values clearly on its 
website.(Backstreet Cultural Museum About Us) 
 Another comparable institution, Delta Blues Museum, has a full-time staff of only three 
and is located in a Mississippi small town.  Although it has a larger budget than SoFAB and 
receives a dedicated tax millage from the City of Clarksdale to help support it, it is likewise a 
single-subject museum with a mission similar to SoFAB.  It is “dedicated to creating a 
welcoming place where visitors find meaning, value, and perspective by exploring the history 
and heritage of the unique American musical art form of the blues.” (Delta Blues Museum 
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 Mission)  The Director, Shelley Ritter, told me in email, “There isn’t really any information it’s all 
a balancing act.” 
Despite juggling priorities while operating with a small staff, Delta Blues Museum 
recently received the 2013 Medal for Museum and Library Service.  The national medal is the 
highest honor conferred on museums and libraries for service to the community.  It is also a 
finalist for the 2013 National Arts and Humanities Youth Service Award for its educational 
outreach.  (Delta Blues Museum). Delta Blues Museum’s Strategic Plan Summary is on its 
website and includes specific goals under categories of Board Involvement, Clarksdale 
Community, Publications, Education, Knowledge, Sustain the Museum’s Effectiveness, and 
Professional Standards.  Under Professional Standards, it notes it has engaged a national 
museum-planning firm to help with conceptualization and implementation of new interpretive 
exhibits.  It is actively seeking accreditation from AAM.  It makes sense that the Delta Blues 
Museum’s recent national honor, and status as a finalist for another significant national award, 
could not have happened without its strategic plan. 
A further aspect of planning is a succession strategy.  Liz Williams is closely identified 
with the Museum as both Founder and President.  In any strategic plan to be drafted, it would 
be advisable to institute a procedure identifying her successor to ensure the institution’s long-
term viability.  This transition can be made easy, but SoFAB should address it at this point as 
part of best practices. (Adams 4). 
Another potential problem under “Mission and Planning” is the lack of any established 
measure of success.  SoFAB does not track the number of visitors to exhibits or to programs is 
not tracked consistently.  Again, a strategic plan undertaken with the input of all stakeholders, 
both external and internal, could include as a goal evaluating effectiveness of programs and 
exhibits, as well as assessing the quality and effectiveness of its interpretive activities. Without a 
measure of past successes or failures, SoFAB cannot grow into the world-class institution it 
wants to become. 
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 2. LEADERSHIP AND ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE 
The SoFAB Board, like all museum boards, is fiduciary and has an obligation to manage 
the property of others (i.e., the public’s), with “the same diligence, honesty and discretion, as 
prudent people would exercise in managing their own affairs.” (Lord and Lord 19).  Among a 
board’s responsibilities is ensuring the continuity of the museum’s mission, mandate and 
purposes; planning for the museum’s future; assuring the financial stability of the museum, 
including arranging for regular audits and reviewing, approving and monitoring budgets and 
financial reports; and providing for the collection’s long-term security and preservation.  The 
board is also responsible for raising money.  (Lord and Lord 19).  
SoFAB’s Board, as noted above, has not consistently participated in fundraising and 
members do not contribute financially on a regular basis.  During my internship, I saw no 
evidence that the Board reviewed budgets or financial reports, although I may simply be 
unaware of such activities.  SoFAB, an institution with a quarter of a million dollar budget, does 
not obtain audited financial statements every year.  Although having audited financials may be 
expensive in the short term, it is a “best practice” that can benefit the Museum down the road as 
it applies for grants and competes with other similarly sized institutions.  New Orleans Museum 
of Art, of course, has a large budget; but it’s worth noting that it posts its financial statements for 
the last four years on its website.(New Orleans Museum of Art)  As the Museum expands into its 
new space, it will also require more financial participation from its Board. 
Generally, the director is not a board member, but may recommend policies and attend 
all board meetings ex officio.  (Lord and Lord 19).  As mentioned earlier, the Director of SoFAB 
is the current President of the Board.  (Appendix K, SoFAB Board of Directors).  The Articles of 
Incorporation of Southern Food and Beverage Museum Foundation also provide that the Board 
of Directors shall not exceed 13 members.  Per Articles of Incorporation, Williams was the 
original Chairman of the Board of Directors.  The most recent list of Board of Directors showed 
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six officers and 23 members—hardly the “lean and mean” operation envisioned in 2004 calling 
for three officers.  (Appendix I, SoFAB Bylaws; Appendix J, SoFAB Articles of Incorporation).  
Although there is no legal prohibition against the director’s serving as board member, it 
is somewhat questionable. The practice is understandable in an organization so closely aligned 
with its Founder and Director’s vision.  Regardless, it still demonstrates a variance from best 
practices that could prejudice the Museum’s future as an organization with an independent 
Board. 
In an online search of New Orleans larger cultural institutions, neither The Ogden 
Museum of Southern Art nor Contemporary Arts Center New Orleans listed the Director as a 
member of the Board.   Nor does the tiny Backstreet Cultural Museum.  Backstreet Cultural 
Museum’s founder, Sylvester Francis, is analogous to Liz Williams in that he founded 
Backstreet out of his personal collection as a “passion project” and it reflects his vision.  The 
website lists him as Executive Director, not as a board member. 
3. COLLECTIONS STEWARDSHIP
A “best practice” set forth under Collections Stewardship is “The museum strategically 
plans for the use and development of its collections.”  (A.A. Museums).  SoFAB does not have 
such a strategic plan for its collections.  It does not budget for acquisition of new items, 
preservation or archiving.  Its only written museum policies, according to theCollections 
Manager, are contained in these documents:  Deed of Gift and Thank-You Letter.  
(Appendix).  The Museum makes an open call for donations of artifacts and cookbooks on its 
website.  It has no process for deciding what it will accept and indeed, accepts everything 
proffered.  It has no records management software used consistently, and it has no 
emergency/disaster preparedness plan. 
AAM requires the following as Ethics, Standards and Best Practices under Financial 
Stability: 
Types of Support a Museum Will Accept 
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 A museum should develop a gift acceptance policy outlining the types of support it 
accepts from businesses or individual donors and delineating a process for determining 
whether or not—from a mission, operational, business and legal perspective—to accept 
a gift as offered. A museum should determine whether it will exclude any business or 
category of business because of the business’s products and services, taking into 
consideration the characteristics, values and attitudes of its community and audience, 
discipline and mission. In deciding whether to exclude certain supporters a museum may 
wish to consider: products and services provided by a business; the business practices 
of the potential supporter; and whether to associate certain exclusions with particular 
activities (e.g., children’s programming).  (The American Alliance of Museums). 
 
As guidelines for Collection Stewardship, AAM requires that:  
A current, approved, comprehensive collections management policy is in effect and 
actively used to guide the museum’s stewardship of its collections. 
The human resources are sufficient, and the staff has the appropriate education, training 
and experience to fulfill the museum’s stewardship responsibilities and the needs of the 
collections. 
Staff is delegated responsibility to carry out the collections management policy. 
A system of documentation, records management and inventory is in effect to describe 
each object and its acquisition (permanent or temporary), current condition and location 
and movement into, out of and within the museum. 
The museum regularly monitors environmental conditions and takes proactive measures 
to mitigate the effects of ultraviolet light, fluctuations in temperature and humidity, air 
pollution, damage, pests and natural disasters on collections. 
An appropriate method for identifying needs and determining priorities for 
conservation/care is in place. 
Safety and security procedures and plans for collections in the museum’s custody are 
documented, practiced and addressed in the museum’s emergency/disaster 
preparedness plan. 
Regular assessment of, and planning for, collection needs (development, conservation, 
risk management, etc.) takes place and sufficient financial and human resources are 
allocated for collections stewardship. 
Collections care policies and procedures for collections on exhibition, in storage, on loan 
and during travel are appropriate, adequate and documented. 
The scope of a museum’s collections stewardship extends to both the physical and 
intellectual control of its property. 
Ethical considerations of collections stewardship are incorporated into the appropriate 
museum policies and procedures. 
Considerations regarding future collecting activities are incorporated into institutional 
plans and other appropriate policy documents.  (A.A. Museum). 
 
Recognizing that SoFAB is not NOMA, and that artifacts in its collection run from 
wooden spoons to ice shaving machines to cheese graters to butter churns to beer cans rather 
than French Impressionist paintings, it still falls short of best practices even for a small 
institution.  It has no policy for safety, conservation, risk management, documentation, or 
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 inventory.  It makes no ethical inquiry into the provenance of its donated items, as AAM’s 
guidelines suggest it should.  It does not address accessioning or deaccessioning. 
A lack of a policy hinders future accreditation and funding, and ultimately, the institution’s 
future as a first-ranked museum.  For example, West Baton Rouge Museum in Port Allen, 
Louisiana, is an AAM-accredited institution.  It is dedicated to preserving the culture and 
heritage of West Baton Rouge Parish and surrounding areas.  WBR Museum has an 11-page 
written collections policy covering procedures and reasons for taking donations, the 
accessioning process, deaccessioning, loans, insurance, and a brief section on caring for the 
collections, which it revises every three years.  (Appendix L, West Baton Rouge Museum 
Collections Policy).  Likewise, the AAM-accredited Longue Vue House and Gardens in New 
Orleans has a written collections policy.  (Appendix M, Longue Vue House and Gardens 
Policies). 
Most troubling, SoFAB has no emergency preparedness/disaster guidelines.  In a chart 
The Getty Conservation Institute prepared in 1999, we can see the number of institutions that 
were affected by fire, hurricanes, earthquakes, terrorist bombings, war, and volcanoes at that 
time.  It cites the 1988 Cabildo fire in New Orleans, which caused $5 million dollars in damage.  
(Dorge 2). After the recent New York hurricane and Oklahoma tornadoes, not to mention 
Hurricane Katrina in 2005 in New Orleans, we cannot hide from the reality that museum 
holdings are vulnerable. 
Of necessity, SoFAB must rely on a small staff essentially untrained in maintenance and 
preservation, and a procession of volunteers and interns who may be trained as archivists, but 
do not work regularly.  SoFAB was also handicapped by its limited space at Riverwalk.  There 
literally was no room to store anything.  Anecdotally, I understand that logging in acquisitions 
and keeping track of them has never been a task assigned to any one person.  The lack of 
trained staff is even more reason to devote time to establishing a protocol for everyone who 
works on the collections, including volunteers, to follow. Now, with 30,000 square feet at its 
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 disposal, SoFAB has an opportunity to address its shortcomings in this area.  Grant 
opportunities are available for funding, and this should become a priority. 
An emergency preparedness plan is also critical, considering New Orleans’ indigenous 
hazards of fire, hurricanes, and flooding.  The former Dryades St. Market, SoFAB’s new home, 
is a highly flammable old wood structure; the risks of hurricanes and flooding are all too familiar.  
The Seattle Art Museum, with 120 employees, instituted an emergency preparedness plan for a 
budget of $5,300 after the Loma Prieta earthquake in San Francisco in 1989.  It protected 
22,000 worth of art objects.  (Dorge 24).  Even with a far smaller budget, SoFAB could create a 
plan utilizing graduate students from University of New Orleans’ urban planning department or 
other local universities. 
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 VI. RECOMMENDATIONS 
A. MISSION, FOUNDATION AND VISION STATEMENT 
 SoFAB is moving to its own stand-alone space and has the perfect opportunity for 
“branding” in the next year. Its transition from Southern Food and Beverage Museum 
Foundation to SoFAB Institute has led to confusion as to what the new “mission” of the more 
global SoFAB Institute will be, as distinguished from that of Southern Food and Beverage 
Museum.  The Museum itself remains the tangible embodiment of SoFAB Institute. The 
Programmatic Flowchart (Appendix) visually represents the Museum as only one arm of SoFAB 
Institute, which also includes SoFAB Center for Food Law, Policy and Culture, and SoFAB 
Media.  To the public, though, and especially to funders, the Museum should clarify its mission, 
vision and foundation statement.  When the loftier goals of SoFAB Institute become conflated 
with the more immediate goals of a museum that “acquires, conserves, researches, 
communicates and exhibits the tangible and intangible heritage of humanity and its environment 
for the purposes of education, study and enjoyment,” as the definition goes, things get muddy.  
“Mission creep” sets in, because the Museum, as such, cannot fulfill the mission of a center for 
food law, policy and culture. 
B.  REMOVE PRESIDENT FROM BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
 To remove any appearance of impropriety, and to strengthen the Board’s role as an 
independent governing body, SoFAB should address Williams’ role on the Board of Directors.  If 
she sits in on Board meetings, it should be apparent that it is in the capacity of an ex officio 
member of the Board, not as “President.”  Alternatively, it should amend the Bylaws and Articles 
of Incorporation to include her as an officer. 
C.  OBTAIN AUDITED FINANCIALS 
 Chris Smith’s 2008 Master’s Report in the Arts Administration Program at University of 
New Orleans stated that the Museum had decided to obtain audited financial reports for 
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 fundraising purposes. (Smith, Southern food and beverage museum)  This still hasn’t been 
done, and it is potentially prejudicing the Museum’s ability to obtain major grants and to receive 
AAM accreditation down the line. 
D.  CREATE VOLUNTEER AND INTERN MANUAL 
 Although the absence of volunteer guidelines does not  violate “best practices” as such, 
it would strengthen SoFAB’s already-strong volunteer program to adopt an actual manual, 
screening process, and some sort of recognition program.  The Museum will continue, no doubt, 
to invest its volunteers and interns with a great deal of autonomy and authority, and to use them 
for programs and collection tasks.  By adopting a manual with specific guidelines, and including 
recognition events to provide more incentives for volunteers and interns, SoFAB would build 
capacity and provide continuity. 
E.  CREATE COLLECTION POLICY 
 A museum without a written collections policy and without an emergency preparedness 
plan jeopardizes its holdings and violates “best practices.”  Using other similarly sized and 
situated institutions’ policies as a model, SoFAB should begin work on drafting a collections 
policy and implementing it as soon as possible. 
F.  CREATE DISASTER/EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS PLAN 
 With the help of interns or volunteers, SoFAB should develop a disaster/emergency 
preparedness plan immediately. 
G.  REQUIRE BOARD TO CONTRIBUTE FINANCIALLY 
It’s time that SoFAB reviews its Board guidelines and begins enforcing them, or perhaps 
recruits different Board members who are more willing or able to contribute financially.  It is 
simply not feasible to run the organization without financial support from the Board.  Doing so 
affects every aspect of the Museum’s operations. The “Give or Get $5000” which is outlined in 
the Board orientation package is a good start.  If Board members raised $5000 annually, that 
would satisfy the requirement.  As it is, grant applications routinely list contributions of cash from 
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 board members as “revenues,” without real support for that claim.  A financially well-managed 
institution needs the assurance of continued contributions from its board. 
H.  CREATE EXECUTIVE SUCCESSION PLAN 
 A complete strategic plan is advisable, as I have discussed earlier and recommend 
below.  In the meantime, a first step is for the Board and Williams to discuss drafting a five-year 
succession plan, with a defined role for Williams in the organization post-transition to a new 
President.  Recognizing that in five years Williams may want to move to a new phase of life, 
actions should be taken now to forge an identity for the institution separate and apart from that 
of its charismatic founder.  Perhaps Williams can be more active in SoFAB Institute’s programs 
and delegate more responsibility for the management of the Museum itself to others.  In any 
event, future funders will need to believe that the institution is viable and self-sustaining in her 
absence.  The board also needs to move towards asserting its independence, making more 
decisions as a governing body. 
I.  CREATE STRATEGIC PLAN OR EQUIVALENT 
 Acknowledging that an effective strategic plan is years in the crafting, and that the 
Museum’s move to its new space right now will take a great deal of time, it is still necessary for 
SoFAB to address the need for a strategic plan.  The process itself could begin as soon as the 
move is complete.  Whether SoFAB ever creates and implements a strategic plan as such, 
certainly discussions should center on setting specific goals for the next three to five years for 
the organization. 
After conducting an analysis of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats, 
SoFAB should set tentative goals including measuring membership and attendance, developing 
a collection strategy, clarifying board development and responsibilities, and scheduling 
projected exhibitions and events. I addressed the formulation of a new, more concise mission, 
vision and foundation statement as Recommendation A.  Alternatively, SoFAB could incorporate 
this as part of its strategic plan. 
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 Given Williams’ philosophical objection to a “strategic plan,” rendered obsolete as soon 
as adopted, perhaps it could consider the ultimate document as something less formal than a 
strategic plan.  It could be deemed a “road map.”  Whatever it calls the plan, SoFAB should start 
the process. 
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 VII. CONCLUSION 
SoFAB has a distinct advantage in the cultural economy of New Orleans in that it offers 
a one-off experience:  the capacity to engage the audience with an overview of a shared 
regional cultural history around that most basic of human activities, eating.  However, to achieve 
its ambitions to become an excellent institution will require some focused work.  Although it’s an 
unusual organization that doesn’t conform in many ways to the prescribed accepted notion of a 
museum, Southern Food and Beverage Museum is in fact a museum above all else.  A museum 
must pay attention to its collections, to its audience, to its financial future, and to its own unique 
mission.  SoFAB has grown quickly in five years, achieving national recognition from the press 
and a significant statewide award.  It’s time now to take a step back and reassess where it 
wants to go, as it enters into a new phase, in a new building, with new opportunities.  Going 
from so-so to SoFABulous is an attainable goal. 
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Budget – 2013 
Southern Food and Beverage Museum Foundation 
 
 
 
 
 
Income 
Admissions 
Donations  
Gift Shop Sales 
Private Events               
Memberships 
Fundraising events 
 
 
                                                                
 
35,000 
                                                               100,000 
35,000 
30,000 
6,000 
45,000 
 
 
TOTAL        251,000 
 
 
Expenses 
Reserve           10,000  
Personnel 
Office and event supplies 
Fundraising 
Cost of goods (shop)   
Utilities 
Insurance 
Exhibit costs 
Program supplies 
Marketing 
Rent 
Janitorial 
Travel 
Memberships and journals  
MOTAC 
 
TOTAL 
130,000 
22,000 
25,000 
15,000 
25,000 
8,000 
12,000 
14,000 
8,000 
12,000 
6,000 
3,000 
1,000 
(40,000) 
 
251,000 
 
 
Income less expenses 0 
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 Accrual Basis
 Southern Food and Beverage Museum
 Statement of Activities
 January through December 2012
Jan - Dec 12 Jan - Dec 11 $ Change
Ordinary Income/Expense
Income
Public Support
Membership Dues 5,105 3,385 1,720
Private Donations & Unrestricte 132,103 107,203 24,900
Restricted Grant Income
Prudential 100,000 0 100,000
Restricted Grant Income - Other 5,000 0 5,000
Total Restricted Grant Income 105,000 0 105,000
Total Public Support 242,208 110,588 131,620
Earned Income
Admission Fees 32,032 38,905 (6,873)
Gift Shop Sales 20,042 37,915 (17,873)
Educational Programs & Events
French Market Demo 4,600 3,900 700
Private Events 24,288 14,950 9,338
Public Events 5,420 7,112 (1,692)
Total Educational Programs & Events 34,308 25,962 8,346
Fiscal Agency Income 1,428 0 1,428
Total Earned Income 87,810 102,782 (14,972)
Fundraising Events
Gala Contributions 18,000 4,300 13,700
Gala & Symposium 11,198 8,734 2,464
Total Fundraising Events 29,198 13,034 16,164
Other Income 0 28,500 (28,500)
Interest Income 171 271 (100)
Total Income 359,387 255,175 104,212
 Page 1 of 3
 Accrual Basis
 Southern Food and Beverage Museum
 Statement of Activities
 January through December 2012
Jan - Dec 12 Jan - Dec 11 $ Change
Expense
Occupancy Costs
Mortgage Interest Expense 3,747 0 3,747
Rent or Lease 16,354 28,613 (12,259)
Utilities 3,335 2,761 574
Janitorial/Maintenance/Repairs 1,470 3,751 (2,281)
MOTAC Portion of Occupancy (10,664) (13,550) 2,886
Total Occupancy Costs 14,242 21,575 (7,333)
Payroll Expenses
Salaries & Wages 64,600 50,100 14,500
EmployerTaxes 4,104 2,997 1,107
Employee Benefits - Health Insu 18,838 18,647 191
Insurance-Unemployment/WC 391 170 221
MOTAC Portion of Payroll (19,677) (23,825) 4,148
Total Payroll Expenses 68,256 48,089 20,167
Sales Costs
Cost of Goods Sold 10,759 19,140 (8,381)
Commissions Paid 5,306 7,387 (2,081)
Total Sales Costs 16,065 26,527 (10,462)
Administrative Expenses
Finance Charges 86 0 86
Licenses/Fees/Dues/Subscription 1,265 1,649 (384)
Meetings & Travel 2,071 3,911 (1,840)
Miscellaneous 3,489 3,693 (204)
Postage & Shipping 357 595 (238)
Printing & Copying 203 890 (687)
Payroll & Accounting Services 7,420 6,730 690
Total Administrative Expenses 14,891 17,468 (2,577)
Program Support Costs
Advertising & Marketing 6,046 6,061 (15)
Credit Card Processing Fees 3,399 4,119 (720)
Insurance 4,709 6,840 (2,131)
Professional Services 58,747 65,674 (6,927)
Supplies & Small Equipment 4,371 5,714 (1,343)
Total Program Support Costs 77,272 88,408 (11,136)
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 Accrual Basis
 Southern Food and Beverage Museum
 Statement of Activities
 January through December 2012
Jan - Dec 12 Jan - Dec 11 $ Change
Direct Program Expenses
Museum & Exhibits
Exhibit Expenses 1,269 0 1,269
Exhibit Infrastructur 5,325 0 5,325
Collection 2,313 0 2,313
Museum & Exhibits - Other 4,548 10,384 (5,836)
Total Museum & Exhibits 13,455 10,384 3,071
Gift Shop Expenses 266 965 (699)
Educational Programs 2,830 1,688 1,142
Private Events 966 2,592 (1,626)
Total Direct Program Expenses 17,517 15,629 1,888
Fundraising Expenses
Annual Gala & Symposium 6,050 3,383 2,667
Consulting - Development 9,005 11,829 (2,824)
Total Fundraising Expenses 15,055 15,212 (157)
Total Expense 223,298 232,908 (9,610)
Net Income 136,089 22,267 113,822
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 Accrual Basis  Southern Food and Beverage Museum
 Statement of Financial Position
 As of December 31, 2012
Dec 31, 12 Dec 31, 11 $ Change
ASSETS
Current Assets
Checking/Savings
FBT Money Market 52,266 22,595 29,671
First Bank & Trust Checking Acc 18,071 5,353 12,718
Total Checking/Savings 70,337 27,948 42,389
Accounts Receivable
MOTAC Receivable 0 3,577 (3,577)
Total Accounts Receivable 0 3,577 (3,577)
Other Current Assets
Store Inventory 11,965 11,340 625
Total Other Current Assets 11,965 11,340 625
Total Current Assets 82,302 42,865 39,437
Fixed Assets
Library Building 1609-11 OCH 87,680 21,080 66,600
Total Fixed Assets 87,680 21,080 66,600
Other Assets
Thoron New Orleans 100,000 0 100,000
Total Other Assets 100,000 0 100,000
TOTAL ASSETS 269,982 63,945 206,037
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 Accrual Basis  Southern Food and Beverage Museum
 Statement of Financial Position
 As of December 31, 2012
Dec 31, 12 Dec 31, 11 $ Change
LIABILITIES & NET ASSETS
Liabilities
Accounts Payable
Accounts Payable 0 1,360 (1,360)
Motac Payable 0 3,600 (3,600)
Sales Tax Payable (300) 261 (561)
Total Accounts Payable (300) 5,221 (5,521)
Credit Cards
FBT Credit Card (1,540) 0 (1,540)
Total Credit Cards (1,540) 0 (1,540)
Other Current Liabilities
Fiscal Agency Funds - Kaffir B (25) 0 (25)
Fiscal Agency Funds - Blackbird 10,647 0 10,647
Payroll Liabilities
Health Insurance-Employee Cont. 912 912 0
LA Income Tax 274 33 241
Federal Taxes (941/944) 1,845 920 925
Total Payroll Liabilities 3,031 1,865 1,166
Total Liabilities 11,813 7,086 4,727
Long Term Liabilities
FBT Mortgage - Library 60,000 0 60,000
Total Long Term Liabilities 60,000 0 60,000
Total Liabilities 71,813 7,086 64,727
Net Assets
Unrestricted Net Assets 62,078 34,591 27,487
Net Income 136,090 22,268 113,822
Total Unrestricted Net Assets 198,168 56,859 141,309
TOTAL LIABILITIES & NET ASSETS 269,981 63,945 206,036
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 Southern Food and Beverage Museum
 Statement of Cash Flows
 January through December 2012
Jan - Dec 12
OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Net Income 136,090
Adjustments to reconcile Net Income
to net cash provided by operations:
MOTAC Receivable 3,577
Store Inventory (625)
Accounts Payable (1,360)
Motac Payable (3,600)
Sales Tax Payable (561)
FBT Credit Card (1,540)
Fiscal Agency Funds - Kaffir B (25)
Fiscal Agency Funds - Blackbird 10,647
Payroll Liabilities:LA Income Tax 241
Payroll Liabilities:Federal Taxes (941/944) 924
Net cash provided by Operating Activities 143,768
INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Library Building 1609-11 OCH (66,600)
Thoron New Orleans (100,000)
Net cash provided by Investing Activities (166,600)
FINANCING ACTIVITIES
FBT Mortgage - Library 60,000
Retained Earnings 5,220
Net cash provided by Financing Activities 65,220
Net cash increase for period 42,388
Cash at beginning of period 27,948
Cash at end of period 70,336
 Page 1 of 1
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Form 990 (2012) SOFAB Institute 33-1081281 Page 2
Part III Statement of Program Service Accomplishments
Check if Schedule O contains a response to any question in this Part III .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 
  1 Briefly describe the organization's mission:
The Southern Food and Beverage Museum is a nonprofit living history organization dedicated
to the discovery, understanding and celebration of the food, drink and the related culture
of the South.

  2 Did the organization undertake any significant program services during the year which were not listed on
the prior Form 990 or 990-EZ? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . Yes X No
If "Yes," describe these new services on Schedule O.
  3 Did the organization cease conducting, or make significant changes in how it conducts, any program
services? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   Yes X No
If "Yes," describe these changes on Schedule O.
  4 Describe the organization's program service accomplishments for each of its three largest program services, as measured by
expenses. Section 501(c)(3) and 501(c)(4) organizations are required to report the amount of grants and allocations to others,
the total expenses, and revenue, if any, for each program service reported.
  4a (Code: ) (Expenses $ 136,626 including grants of $ 0 ) (Revenue $ 58,947 )
Museum and Exhibits
  4b (Code: ) (Expenses $ 34,156 including grants of $ 0 ) (Revenue $ 34,308 )
Educational Programs and Events
  4c (Code: ) (Expenses $ including grants of $ ) (Revenue $ )
  4d Other program services. (Describe in Schedule O.)
(Expenses  $ 0 including grants of  $ 0 ) (Revenue  $ 0 )
  4e Total program service expenses 170,782
Form 990 (2012)
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Part IV Checklist of Required Schedules
Yes No
1   Is the organization described in section 501(c)(3) or 4947(a)(1) (other than a private foundation)? If "Yes,"
complete Schedule A  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 1 X
2   Is the organization required to complete Schedule B, Schedule of Contributors  (see instructions)? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 2 X
3   Did the organization engage in direct or indirect political campaign activities on behalf of or in opposition to
candidates for public office?  If "Yes," complete Schedule C, Part I  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .3 X
4   Section 501(c)(3) organizations. Did the organization engage in lobbying activities, or have a section 501(h)
election in effect during the tax year? If "Yes," complete Schedule C, Part II  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .4 X
5   Is the organization a section 501(c)(4), 501(c)(5), or 501(c)(6) organization that receives membership dues,
assessments, or similar amounts as defined in Revenue Procedure 98-19? If "Yes," complete Schedule C,
Part III  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 5 X
6   Did the organization maintain any donor advised funds or any similar funds or accounts for which donors
have  the right to provide advice on the distribution or investment of amounts in such funds or accounts?  If
"Yes,"  complete Schedule D, Part I   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .6 X
7   Did the organization receive or hold a conservation easement, including easements to preserve open space,
the environment, historic land areas, or historic structures? If "Yes," complete Schedule D, Part II  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 7 X
8   Did the organization maintain collections of works of art, historical treasures, or other similar assets? If "Yes,"
complete Schedule D, Part III  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 8 X
9   Did the organization report an amount in Part X, line 21, for escrow or custodial account liability; serve as a
custodian for amounts not listed in Part X; or provide credit counseling, debt management, credit repair, or debt
negotiation services? If "Yes," complete Schedule D, Part IV .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 9 X
10   Did the organization, directly or through a related organization, hold assets in temporarily restricted
endowments, permanent endowments, or quasi-endowments?  If "Yes," complete Schedule D, Part V  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 10 X
11   If the organization's answer to any of the following questions is "Yes," then complete Schedule D, Parts VI,
VII, VIII, IX, or X as applicable.
a Did the organization report an amount for land, buildings, and equipment in Part X, line 10? If "Yes," complete
Schedule D, Part VI. .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .11a X
b Did the organization report an amount for investments—other securities in Part X, line 12 that is 5% or more
of its total assets reported in Part X, line 16? If "Yes," complete Schedule D, Part VII. .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 11b X
c Did the organization report an amount for investments—program related in Part X, line 13 that is 5% or more
of its total assets reported in Part X, line 16? If "Yes," complete Schedule D, Part VIII. .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 11c X
d Did the organization report an amount for other assets in Part X, line 15 that is 5% or more of its total assets
reported in Part X, line 16? If "Yes," complete Schedule D, Part IX. .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 11d X
e Did the organization report an amount for other liabilities in Part X, line 25?  If "Yes," complete Schedule D, Part X. .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .11e X
f Did the organization's separate or consolidated financial statements for the tax year include a footnote that addresses
the organization's liability for uncertain tax positions under FIN 48 (ASC 740)? If "Yes," complete Schedule D, Part X .  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .11f X
12a Did the organization obtain separate, independent audited financial statements for the tax year?  If "Yes," complete
Schedule D, Parts XI and XII . .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 12a X
b Was the organization included in consolidated, independent audited financial statements for the tax year? If "Yes,"
and if the organization answered "No" to line 12a, then completing Schedule D, Parts XI and  XII is optional  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 12b X
13   Is the organization a school described in section 170(b)(1)(A)(ii)? If "Yes," complete Schedule E  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .13 X
14a Did the organization maintain an office, employees, or agents outside of the United States? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 14a X
b Did the organization have aggregate revenues or expenses of more than $10,000 from grantmaking,
fundraising, business, investment, and program service activities outside the United States, or aggregate
foreign investments valued at $100,000 or more?  If "Yes," complete Schedule F, Parts I and IV  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .14b X
15   Did the organization report on Part IX, column (A), line 3, more than $5,000 of grants or assistance to any
organization or entity located outside the United States?  If "Yes," complete Schedule F, Parts II and IV .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .15 X
16   Did the organization report on Part IX, column (A), line 3, more than $5,000 of aggregate grants or assistance
to individuals located outside the United States?  If "Yes," complete Schedule F, Parts III and IV  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .16 X
17   Did the organization report a total of more than $15,000 of expenses for professional fundraising services
on Part IX, column (A), lines 6 and 11e? If "Yes," complete Schedule G, Part I (see instructions) .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .17 X
18   Did the organization report more than $15,000 total of fundraising event gross income and contributions on
Part VIII, lines 1c and 8a? If "Yes," complete Schedule G, Part II  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 18 X
19   Did the organization report more than $15,000 of gross income from gaming activities on Part VIII, line 9a?
If "Yes," complete Schedule G, Part III .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 19 X
20a Did the organization operate one or more hospital facilities? If "Yes," complete Schedule H  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .20a X
b If "Yes" to line 20a, did the organization attach a copy of its audited financial statements to this return? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .20b
Form 990 (2012)
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Part IV Checklist of Required Schedules (continued)
Yes No
21   Did the organization report more than $5,000 of grants and other assistance to any government or organization
in the United States on Part IX, column (A), line 1? If "Yes," complete Schedule I, Parts I and II  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 21 X
22   Did the organization report more than $5,000 of grants and other assistance to individuals in the
United States on Part IX, column (A), line 2? If "Yes," complete Schedule I, Parts I and III .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 22 X
23   Did the organization answer "Yes" to Part VII, Section A, line 3, 4, or 5 about compensation of the
organization's current and former officers, directors, trustees, key employees, and highest compensated
employees? If "Yes," complete Schedule J  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .23 X
24a Did the organization have a tax-exempt bond issue with an outstanding principal amount of more than
$100,000 as of the last day of the year, that was issued after December 31, 2002? If "Yes," answer lines
24b through 24d and complete Schedule K. If "No," go to line 25  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 24a X
b Did the organization invest any proceeds of tax-exempt bonds beyond a temporary period exception? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 24b
c Did the organization maintain an escrow account other than a refunding escrow at any time during the year
to defease any tax-exempt bonds? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 24c
d Did the organization act as an "on behalf of" issuer for bonds outstanding at any time during the year? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .24d
25a Section 501(c)(3) and 501(c)(4) organizations.  Did the organization engage in an excess benefit transaction
with a disqualified person during the year? If "Yes," complete Schedule L, Part I  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 25a X
b Is the organization aware that it engaged in an excess benefit transaction with a disqualified person in a
prior year, and that the transaction has not been reported on any of the organization's prior Forms 990 or
990-EZ? If "Yes," complete Schedule L, Part I .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 25b X
26   Was a loan to or by a current or former officer, director, trustee, key employee, highest compensated employee, or
disqualified person outstanding as of the end of the organization's tax year? If "Yes," complete Schedule L, Part II .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 26 X
27   Did the organization provide a grant or other assistance to an officer, director, trustee, key employee,
substantial contributor or employee thereof, a grant selection committee member, or to a 35% controlled
entity or family member of any of these persons?  If "Yes," complete Schedule L, Part III  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .27 X
28   Was the organization a party to a business transaction with one of the following parties (see Schedule L,
Part IV instructions for applicable filing thresholds, conditions, and exceptions):
a  A current or former officer, director, trustee, or key employee? If "Yes," complete Schedule L, Part IV  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .28a X
b  A family member of a current or former officer, director, trustee, or key employee? If "Yes," complete
Schedule L, Part IV .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 28b X
c  An entity of which a current or former officer, director, trustee, or key employee (or a family member thereof)
was an officer, director, trustee, or direct or indirect owner? If "Yes," complete Schedule L, Part IV  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .28c X
29   Did the organization receive more than $25,000 in non-cash contributions? If "Yes," complete Schedule M  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 29 X
30   Did the organization receive contributions of art, historical treasures, or other similar assets, or qualified
conservation contributions? If "Yes," complete Schedule M  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .30 X
31   Did the organization liquidate, terminate, or dissolve and cease operations?  If "Yes," complete Schedule N,
Part I  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .31 X
32   Did the organization sell, exchange, dispose of, or transfer more than 25% of its net assets?
If "Yes," complete Schedule N, Part II  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .32 X
33   Did the organization own 100% of an entity disregarded as separate from the organization under Regulations
sections 301.7701-2 and 301.7701-3? If "Yes," complete Schedule R, Part I .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .33 X
34   Was the organization related to any tax-exempt or taxable entity? If "Yes," complete Schedule R, Part II,
III, or IV, and Part V, line 1  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 34 X
35a Did the organization have a controlled entity within the meaning of section 512(b)(13)? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 35a
b If  "Yes" to line 35a, did the organization receive any payment from or engage in any transaction with a controlled
entity within the meaning of section 512(b)(13)? If "Yes," complete Schedule R, Part V, line 2    .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 35b
36   Section 501(c)(3) organizations. Did the organization make any transfers to an exempt non-charitable related
organization? If "Yes," complete Schedule R, Part V, line 2  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .36 X
37   Did the organization conduct more than 5% of its activities through an entity that is not a related organization
and that is treated as a partnership for federal income tax purposes? If "Yes," complete Schedule R, Part
VI .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 37 X
38   Did the organization complete Schedule O and provide explanations in Schedule O for Part VI, lines 11b and
19? Note. All Form 990 filers are required to complete Schedule O. .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 38 X
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Part V Statements Regarding Other IRS Filings and Tax Compliance
Check if Schedule O contains a response to any question in this Part V .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .
Yes No
1a   Enter the number reported in Box 3 of Form 1096. Enter -0- if not applicable .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 1a 0
b   Enter the number of Forms W-2G included in line 1a. Enter -0- if not applicable .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 1b 0
c   Did the organization comply with backup withholding rules for reportable payments to vendors and reportable
gaming (gambling) winnings to prize winners? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 1c X
2a   Enter the number of employees reported on Form W-3, Transmittal of Wage and Tax
Statements, filed for the calendar year ending with or within the year covered by this return .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .2a 2
b   If at least one is reported on line 2a, did the organization file all required federal employment tax returns? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 2b X
Note. If the sum of lines 1a and 2a is greater than 250, you may be required to e-file.  (see instructions)
3a   Did the organization have unrelated business gross income of $1,000 or more during the year? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 3a X
b   If "Yes," has it filed a Form 990-T for this year? If "No," provide an explanation in Schedule O  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 3b X
4a   At any time during the calendar year, did the organization have an interest in, or a signature or other authority
over, a financial account in a foreign country (such as a bank account, securities account, or other financial
account)? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .4a X
b   If "Yes," enter the name of the foreign country:
See instructions for filing requirements for Form TD F 90-22.1, Report of Foreign Bank and Financial Accounts.
5a   Was the organization a party to a prohibited tax shelter transaction at any time during the tax year? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 5a X
b   Did any taxable party notify the organization that it was or is a party to a prohibited tax shelter transaction? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 5b X
c   If "Yes" to line 5a or 5b, did the organization file Form 8886-T? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .5c X
6a   Does the organization have annual gross receipts that are normally greater than $100,000, and did the
organization solicit any contributions that were not tax deductible as charitable contributions? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .6a X
b   If "Yes," did the organization include with every solicitation an express statement that such contributions or
gifts were not tax deductible? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 6b
7     Organizations that may receive deductible contributions under section 170(c).
a   Did the organization receive a payment in excess of $75 made partly as a contribution and partly for goods
and services provided to the payor? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 7a X
b   If "Yes," did the organization notify the donor of the value of the goods or services provided? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 7b X
c   Did the organization sell, exchange, or otherwise dispose of tangible personal property for which it was
required to file Form 8282? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 7c X
d   If "Yes," indicate the number of Forms 8282 filed during the year .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .7d
e   Did the organization receive any funds, directly or indirectly, to pay premiums on a personal benefit contract? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 7e X
f   Did the organization, during the year, pay premiums, directly or indirectly, on a personal benefit contract? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 7f X
g   If the organization received a contribution of qualified intellectual property, did the organization file Form 8899 as required?  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .7g X
h   If the organization received a contribution of cars, boats, airplanes, or other vehicles, did the organization file a Form 1098-C?  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .7h X
8     Sponsoring organizations maintaining donor advised funds and section 509(a)(3) supporting
organizations. Did the supporting organization, or a donor advised fund maintained by a sponsoring
organization, have excess business holdings at any time during the year? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .8 X
9     Sponsoring organizations maintaining donor advised funds.
a   Did the organization make any taxable distributions under section 4966? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 9a X
b   Did the organization make a distribution to a donor, donor advisor, or related person? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .9b X
10     Section 501(c)(7) organizations. Enter:
a   Initiation fees and capital contributions included on Part VIII, line 12 .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .10a 0
b   Gross receipts, included on Form 990, Part VIII, line 12, for public use of club facilities .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .10b 0
11     Section 501(c)(12) organizations. Enter:
a   Gross income from members or shareholders .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .11a 0
b   Gross income from other sources (Do not net amounts due or paid to other sources
against amounts due or received from them.) .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 11b 0
12a   Section 4947(a)(1) non-exempt charitable trusts.  Is the organization filing Form 990 in lieu of Form 1041? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .12a
b   If "Yes," enter the amount of tax-exempt interest received or accrued during the year .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .12b 0
13     Section 501(c)(29) qualified nonprofit health insurance issuers.
a   Is the organization licensed to issue qualified health plans in more than one state? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 13a X
Note. See the instructions for additional information the organization must report on Schedule O.
b   Enter the amount of reserves the organization is required to maintain by the states in which
the organization is licensed to issue qualified health plans .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 13b
c   Enter the amount of reserves on hand .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .13c
14a   Did the organization receive any payments for indoor tanning services during the tax year? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 14a X
b   If "Yes," has it filed a Form 720 to report these payments? If "No," provide an explanation in Schedule O  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 14b X
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Part VI Governance, Management, and Disclosure For each "Yes" response to lines 2 through 7b below, and for a "No"
response to line 8a, 8b, or 10b below, describe the circumstances, processes, or changes in Schedule O. See instructions.
Check if Schedule O contains a response to any question in this Part VI .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .X
Section A. Governing Body and Management
Yes No
1a  Enter the number of voting members of the governing body at the end of the tax year .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 1a 28
If there are material differences in voting rights among members of the governing body, or
if the governing body delegated broad authority to an executive committee or similar
committee, explain in Schedule O.
b  Enter the number of voting members included in line 1a, above, who are independent .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .1b 27
2    Did any officer, director, trustee, or key employee have a family relationship or a business relationship with
any other officer, director, trustee, or key employee? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 2 X
3    Did the organization delegate control over management duties customarily performed by or under the direct
supervision of officers, directors, or trustees, or key employees to a management company or other person? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .3 X
4    Did the organization make any significant changes to its governing documents since the prior Form 990 was filed?  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .4 X
5    Did the organization become aware during the year of a significant diversion of the organization's assets? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 5 X
6    Did the organization have members or stockholders? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 6 X
7a  Did the organization have members, stockholders, or other persons who had the power to elect or appoint
one or more members  of the governing body? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 7a X
b  Are any governance decisions of the organization reserved to (or subject to approval by) members,
stockholders, or persons other than the governing body? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 7b X
8    Did the organization contemporaneously document the meetings held or written actions undertaken during
the year by the following:
a  The governing body? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 8a X
b  Each committee with authority to act on behalf of the governing body? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 8b X
9    Is there any officer, director, trustee, or key employee listed in Part VII, Section A, who cannot be reached
at the organization's mailing address? If "Yes," provide the names and addresses in Schedule O  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .9 X
Section B. Policies (This Section B requests information about policies not required by the Internal Revenue Code.)
Yes No
10a  Did the organization have local chapters, branches, or affiliates? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 10a X
b  If "Yes," did the organization have written policies and procedures governing the activities of such chapters,
affiliates, and branches to ensure their operations are consistent with the organization's exempt purposes? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 10b X
11a  Has the organization provided a complete copy of this Form 990 to all members of its governing body before filing the form? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 11a X
b  Describe in Schedule O the process, if any, used by the organization to review this Form 990.
12a  Did the organization have a written conflict of interest policy? If "No," go to line 13 .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 12a X
b  Were officers, directors, or trustees, and key employees required to disclose annually interests that could give rise to conflicts? 12b X
c  Did the organization regularly and consistently monitor and enforce compliance with the policy? If "Yes,"
describe in Schedule O how this was done .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .12c X
13   Did the organization have a written whistleblower policy? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 13 X
14   Did the organization have a written document retention and destruction policy? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .14 X
15   Did the process for determining compensation of the following persons include a review and approval by
independent persons, comparability data, and contemporaneous substantiation of the deliberation and decision?
a  The organization's CEO, Executive Director, or top management official.   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .15a X
b  Other officers or key employees of the organization .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 15b X
If "Yes" to line 15a or 15b, describe the process in Schedule O (see instructions).
16a  Did the organization invest in, contribute assets to, or participate in a joint venture or similar arrangement
with a taxable entity during the year? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .16a X
b   If "Yes," did the organization follow a written policy or procedure requiring the organization to evaluate its
participation in joint venture arrangements under applicable federal tax law, and take steps to safeguard
the organization's exempt status with respect to such arrangements? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 16b X
Section C. Disclosure
17    List the states with which a copy of this Form 990 is required to be filed LA
18    Section 6104 requires an organization to make its Forms 1023 (or 1024 if applicable), 990, and 990-T (Section 501(c)(3)s only)
available for public inspection. Indicate how you made these available. Check all that apply.
  Own website X   Another's website X   Upon request   Other (explain in Schedule O)
19    Describe in Schedule O whether (and if so, how), the organization made its governing documents, conflict of interest
policy, and financial statements available to the public during the tax year.
20    State the name, physical address, and telephone number of the person who possesses the books and records of the
organization: Name: Liz Williams Phone Number: (504) 569-0405
Physical Address: 1609 Oretha Castle Haley Drive, New Orleans, LA 70113
Form 990 (2012)
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Part VII Compensation of Officers, Directors, Trustees, Key Employees, Highest Compensated
Employees, and Independent Contractors
Check if Schedule O contains a response to any question in this Part VII .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 
Section A. Officers, Directors, Trustees, Key Employees, and Highest Compensated Employees
1a Complete this table for all persons required to be listed. Report compensation for the calendar year ending with or within the
organization's tax year.
List all of the organization's current officers, directors, trustees (whether individuals or organizations), regardless of amount
of compensation. Enter -0- in columns (D), (E), and (F) if no compensation was paid.
List all of the organization's current key employees, if any. See instructions for definition of "key employee."
List the organization's five current highest compensated employees (other than an officer, director, trustee, or key employee)
who received reportable compensation (Box 5 of Form W-2 and/or Box 7 of Form 1099-MISC) of more than $100,000 from the
organization and any related organizations.
List all of the organization's former officers, key employees, and highest compensated employees who received more than
$100,000 of reportable compensation from the organization and any related organizations.
List all of the organization's former directors or trustees that received, in the capacity as a former director or trustee of the
organization, more than $10,000 of reportable compensation from the organization and any related organizations.
List persons in the following order: individual trustees or directors; institutional trustees; officers; key employees; highest
compensated employees; and former such persons.
  Check this box if neither the organization nor any related organization compensated any current officer, director, or trustee.
(C)
Position
(A) (B) (do not check more than one (D) (E) (F)
Name and Title Average box, unless person is both an Reportable Reportable Estimated
hours per officer and a director/trustee) compensation compensation amount of
week (list any from from related other
hours for the organizations compensation
related organization (W-2/1099-MISC) from the
organizations (W-2/1099-MISC) organization
below dotted and related
line) organizations
  (1) Liz Williams 40.00
President 0.00 X X 4,200
  (2) James Carter 1.00
Chairman 0.00 X
  (3) Butler Burdine 1.00
1st Vice Chairman 0.00 X
  (4) Shawn Smith 1.00
2nd Vice Chairman 0.00 X
  (5) Matt Konigsmark 1.00
Treasurer 0.00 X
  (6) Anne Hart 1.00
Secretary 0.00 X
  (7) Jennifer Baquer 1.00
Officer 0.00 X
  (8) Lynne Breaux 1.00
Officer 0.00 X
  (9) Dickie Brennan 1.00
Officer 0.00 X
(10) Regina Charboneau 1.00
Officer 0.00 X
(11) Ann Colvin 1.00
Officer 0.00 X
(12) Sheila Crye 1.00
Officer 0.00 X
(13) Chena Dederian 1.00
Officer 0.00 X
(14) Randy Ensminger 1.00
Officer 0.00 X
Form 990 (2012)
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Part VII     Section A. Officers, Directors, Trustees, Key Employees, and Highest Compensated Employees (continued)
(C)
Position
(A) (B) (do not check more than one (D) (E) (F)
Name and title Average box, unless person is both an Reportable Reportable Estimated
hours per officer and a director/trustee) compensation compensation amount of
week (list any from from related other
hours for the organizations compensation
related organization (W-2/1099-MISC) from the
organizations (W-2/1099-MISC) organization
below dotted and related
line) organizations
(15) Cassandra Gaines 1.00
Officer 0.00 X
(16) David Guas 1.00
Officer 0.00 X
(17) Dale Hawkins 1.00
Officer 0.00 X
(18) Edward Johnston 1.00
Officer 0.00 X
(19) Julia Johnston 1.00
Officer 0.00 X
(20) Jane Long 1.00
Officer 0.00 X
(21) Maria Machita 1.00
Officer 0.00 X
(22) Rebecca Maisel 1.00
Officer 0.00 X
(23) William Merlin 1.00
Officer 0.00 X
(24) Rex Nelson 1.00
Officer 0.00 X
(25) Caroline Rosen 1.00
Officer 0.00 X
 1b Sub-total .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .4,200 0 0
   c Total from continuation sheets to Part VII, Section A  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 0 0 0
   d Total (add lines 1b and 1c).   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .4,200 0 0
 2 Total number of individuals (including but not limited to those listed above) who received more than $100,000 of
reportable compensation from the organization 0
Yes No
 3 Did the organization list any former officer, director, or trustee, key employee, or highest compensated
employee on line 1a? If "Yes," complete Schedule J for such individual  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 3 X
 4 For any individual listed on line 1a, is the sum of reportable compensation and other compensation from
the organization and related organizations greater than $150,000? If "Yes," complete Schedule J for such
individual .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 4 X
 5 Did any person listed on line 1a receive or accrue compensation from any unrelated organization or individual
for services rendered to the organization? If "Yes," complete Schedule J for such person  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 5 X
 Section B. Independent Contractors
 1 Complete this table for your five highest compensated independent contractors that received more than $100,000 of
compensation from the organization. Report compensation for the calendar year ending with or within the organization's tax
year.
(A) (B) (C)
Name and business address Description of services Compensation
NONE 0
0
0
0
0
 2 Total number of independent contractors (including but not limited to those listed above) who received
more than $100,000 of compensation from the organization 1
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Part VIII Statement of Revenue
Check if Schedule O contains a response to any question in this Part VIII. .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .
(A) (B) (C) (D)
Total revenue Related or Unrelated Revenue
exempt business excluded from
function revenue tax under sections
revenue 512, 513, or 514
1a  Federated campaigns .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .1a 5,000
b  Membership dues .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 1b 5,105
c  Fundraising events .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 1c 18,000
d  Related organizations .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .1d 0
e  Government grants (contributions) .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 1e 0
f  All other contributions, gifts, grants, and
similar amounts not included above .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 1f 232,103
g  Noncash contributions included in lines 1a-1f: $ 0
h  Total. Add lines 1a–1f   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 260,208
Business Code
2a  Museum Admission Fees 900099 32,032 32,032
b  Educational Programs 900099 34,308 34,308
c  Fiscal Agency Income 900099 1,428 1,428
d  0
e  0
f  All other program service revenue .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .0
g  Total. Add lines 2a–2f .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 67,768
3     Investment income (including dividends, interest, and
other similar amounts) .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 171 171
4     Income from investment of tax-exempt bond proceeds .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .0
5     Royalties .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .0
(i) Real (ii) Personal
6a  Gross rents .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .
b  Less: rental expenses .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 
c  Rental income or (loss) .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 0 0
d  Net rental income or (loss) .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .0
7a  Gross amount from sales of (i) Securities (ii) Other
assets other than inventory .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 0 0
b  Less: cost or other basis
and sales expenses .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 0 0
c  Gain or (loss) .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .0 0
d  Net gain or (loss) .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 0
8a  Gross income from fundraising
events (not including $ 18,000
of contributions reported on line 1c).
See Part IV, line 18 .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .a 11,198
b  Less: direct expenses .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .b 6,050
c  Net income or (loss) from fundraising events .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 5,148
9a  Gross income from gaming activities.
See Part IV, line 19.   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .a 0
b  Less: direct expenses .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .b 0
c  Net income or (loss) from gaming activities .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 0
10a  Gross sales of inventory, less
returns and allowances .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .a 20,042
b  Less: cost of goods sold .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .b 16,065
c  Net income or (loss) from sales of inventory .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .3,977 3,977 0 0
Miscellaneous Revenue Business Code
11a  Payroll costs reimbursed by MOTAC 19,677 19,677
b  0
c  0
d  All other revenue .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .0
e  Total. Add lines 11a–11d .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 19,677
12    Total revenue. See instructions. .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 356,949 91,593 0 0
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Part IX Statement of Functional Expenses
Section 501(c)(3) and 501(c)(4) organizations must complete all columns. All other organizations must complete column (A).
Check if Schedule O contains a response to any question in this Part IX .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . X
(A) (B) (C) (D)
Total expenses Program service Management and Fundraising
  Do not include amounts reported on lines 6b,
  7b, 8b, 9b, and 10b of Part VIII. expenses general expenses expenses
1    Grants and other assistance to governments and
organizations in the United States. See Part IV, line 21 0
2    Grants and other assistance to individuals in the
United States. See Part IV, line 22 .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 0
3    Grants and other assistance to governments,
organizations, and individuals outside the
United States. See Part IV, lines 15 and 16 .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 0
4    Benefits paid to or for members .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .0
5    Compensation of current officers, directors,
trustees, and key employees .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .4,200 0 4,200
6    Compensation not included above, to disqualified
persons (as defined under section 4958(f)(1)) and
persons described in section 4958(c)(3)(B) .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .0
7    Other salaries and wages .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .64,600 44,923 19,677
8    Pension plan accruals and contributions (include
section 401(k) and 403(b) employer contributions) .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 0
9    Other employee benefits .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 19,229 19,229
10    Payroll taxes .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 4,104 4,104
11    Fees for services (non-employees):
a  Management .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .0
b  Legal .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .0
c  Accounting .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .7,420 7,420
d  Lobbying .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 0
e  Professional fundraising services. See Part IV, line 17 .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .9,005 9,005
f  Investment management fees .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 0
g  Other. (If line 11g amount exceeds 10% of line 25, column
(A) amount, list line 11g expenses on Schedule O.) 58,385 58,385
12    Advertising and promotion .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .6,046 6,046
13    Office expenses .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .2,294 469 1,825
14    Information technology .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 0
15    Royalties .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 0
16    Occupancy .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .14,242 14,242
17    Travel .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .3,152 1,081 2,071
18    Payments of travel or entertainment expenses
for any federal, state, or local public officials .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .0
19    Conferences, conventions, and meetings .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .0
20    Interest .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .0
21    Payments to affiliates .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .0
22    Depreciation, depletion, and amortization .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 0 0 0 0
23    Insurance .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .4,709 4,709
24    Other expenses. Itemize expenses not covered
above (List miscellaneous expenses in line 24e. If
line 24e amount exceeds 10% of line 25, column
(A) amount, list line 24e expenses on Schedule O.)
a  Supplies & Small Equipment 13,635 13,135 500
b  Credit card processing fees 3,399 3,399
c  0
d  0
e  All other expenses 6,440 5,769 671
25    Total functional expenses. Add lines 1 through 24e .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 220,860 170,782 41,073 9,005
26    Joint costs. Complete this line only if the
organization reported in column (B) joint costs
from a combined educational campaign and
fundraising solicitation. Check here   if
following SOP 98-2 (ASC 958-720) .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .
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Part X Balance Sheet
Check if Schedule O contains a response to any question in this Part X .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .
(A) (B)
Beginning of year End of year
1    Cash—non-interest-bearing .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 5,229 1 20,008
2    Savings and temporary cash investments .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .22,595 2 52,266
3    Pledges and grants receivable, net .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 0 3 0
4    Accounts receivable, net .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 3,577 4 0
5    Loans and other receivables from current and former officers, directors,
trustees, key employees, and highest compensated employees.
Complete Part II of Schedule L .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .5
6    Loans and other receivables from other disqualified persons (as defined under section
4958(f)(1)), persons described in section 4958(c)(3)(B), and contributing employers and
sponsoring organizations of section 501(c)(9) voluntary employees' beneficiary
organizations (see instructions). Complete Part II of Schedule L. .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 6
7    Notes and loans receivable, net .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 0 7 0
8    Inventories for sale or use .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 11,438 8 11,965
9    Prepaid expenses and deferred charges .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 9
10a  Land, buildings, and equipment: cost or
other basis. Complete Part VI of Schedule D 10a 187,680
b  Less: accumulated depreciation .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 10b 0 21,080 10c 187,680
11    Investments—publicly traded securities .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 0 11 0
12    Investments—other securities. See Part IV, line 11 .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 0 12 0
13    Investments—program-related. See Part IV, line 11 .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .0 13 0
14    Intangible assets .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .0 14 0
15    Other assets. See Part IV, line 11 .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 0 15 0
16    Total assets. Add lines 1 through 15 (must equal line 34)   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .63,919 16 271,919
17    Accounts payable and accrued expenses .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .5,221 17 98
18    Grants payable .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 18
19    Deferred revenue .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 19
20    Tax-exempt bond liabilities .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .20
21    Escrow or custodial account liability. Complete Part IV of Schedule D .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .21
22    Loans and other payables to current and former officers, directors,
trustees, key employees, highest compensated employees, and
disqualified persons. Complete Part II of Schedule L .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .22
23    Secured mortgages and notes payable to unrelated third parties .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .0 23 0
24    Unsecured notes and loans payable to unrelated third parties .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 0 24 60,000
25    Other liabilities (including federal income tax, payables to related third
parties, and other liabilities not included on lines 17-24). Complete
Part X of Schedule D .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .1,865 25 13,652
26    Total liabilities. Add lines 17 through 25 .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .7,086 26 73,750
Organizations that follow SFAS 117 (ASC 958), check here X  and
complete lines 27 through 29, and lines 33 and 34.
27    Unrestricted net assets .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .56,833 27 198,169
28    Temporarily restricted net assets .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 28
29    Permanently restricted net assets .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 29
Organizations that do not follow SFAS 117 (ASC958), check here  and
complete lines 30 through 34.
30    Capital stock or trust principal, or current funds .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 30
31    Paid-in or capital surplus, or land, building, or equipment fund .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .31
32    Retained earnings, endowment, accumulated income, or other funds .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .32
33    Total net assets or fund balances .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .56,833 33 198,169
34    Total liabilities and net assets/fund balances .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 63,919 34 271,919
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Part XI Reconciliation of Net Assets
Check if Schedule O contains a response to any question in this Part XI .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .X
1     Total revenue (must equal Part VIII, column (A), line 12) .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .1 356,949
2     Total expenses (must equal Part IX, column (A), line 25) .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .2 220,860
3     Revenue less expenses. Subtract line 2 from line 1 .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .3 136,089
4     Net assets or fund balances at beginning of year (must equal Part X, line 33, column (A)) .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .4 56,833
5     Net unrealized gains (losses) on investments .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 5
6     Donated services and use of facilities .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .6
7     Investment expenses .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .7
8     Prior period adjustments .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .8
9     Other changes in net assets or fund balances (explain in Schedule O) .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 9 5,247
10     Net assets or fund balances at end of year. Combine lines 3 through 9 (must equal Part X, line 33,
column (B)) .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 10 198,169
Part XII Financial Statements and Reporting
Check if Schedule O contains a response to any question in this Part XII .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 
Yes No
1     Accounting method used to prepare the Form 990:  Cash X  Accrual  Other
If the organization changed its method of accounting from a prior year or checked "Other," explain in
Schedule O.
2a   Were the organization's financial statements compiled or reviewed by an independent accountant? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 2a X
If "Yes," check a box below to indicate whether the financial statements for the year were compiled or
reviewed on a separate basis, consolidated basis, or both:
X  Separate basis  Consolidated basis  Both consolidated and separate basis
b   Were the organization's financial statements audited by an independent accountant? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 2b X
If "Yes," check a box below to indicate whether the financial statements for the year were audited on a
separate basis, consolidated basis, or both:
X  Separate basis  Consolidated basis  Both consolidated and separate basis
c   If "Yes" to line 2a or 2b, does the organization have a committee that assumes responsibility for oversight of
the audit, review, or compilation of its financial statements and selection of an independent accountant? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 2c X
If the organization changed either its oversight process or selection process during the tax year, explain in
Schedule O.
3a   As a result of a federal award, was the organization required to undergo an audit or audits as set forth in
the Single Audit Act and OMB Circular A-133? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .3a X
b   If "Yes," did the organization undergo the required audit or audits? If the organization did not undergo the
required audit or audits, explain why in Schedule O and describe any steps taken to undergo such audits .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .3b
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Name of the Organization   Employer identification number
SOFAB Institute 33-1081281
Part VII Section A  Continuation of Officers, Directors, Trustees, Key Employees, and Highest
 Compensated Employees
(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F)
Name and title Average Position (check all that apply) Reportable Reportable Estimated
hours per compensation compensation amount of
week from from related other
(list any the organizations compensation
hours for organization (W-2/1099-MISC) from the
related (W-2/1099-MISC) organization
organizations and related
below dotted organizations
line)
(26) Robert Schamber 1.00
Officer 0.00 X
(27) Norman VanAken 1.00
Officer 0.00 X
(28) Jay Wiener 1.00
Officer 0.00 X
(29)
(30)
(31)
(32)
(33)
(34)
(35)
(36)
(37)
(38)
(39)
(40)
(41)
(42)
(43)
(44)
(45)
(46)
Form
er
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ey em
ployee
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fficer
Institutional trustee
Individual trustee
or director
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H
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SCHEDULE A OMB No. 1545-0047
(Form 990 or 990-EZ) Public Charity Status and Public Support
Complete if the organization is a section 501(c)(3) organization or a section
4947(a)(1) nonexempt charitable trust. Open to PublicDepartment of the Treasury
Internal Revenue Service Attach to Form 990 or Form 990-EZ. See separate instructions. Inspection
Name of the organization    Employer identification number
SOFAB Institute 33-1081281
Part I Reason for Public Charity Status (All organizations must complete this part.) See instructions.
The organization is not a private foundation because it is: (For lines 1 through 11, check only one box.)
1      A church, convention of churches, or association of churches described in section 170(b)(1)(A)(i).
2      A school described in section 170(b)(1)(A)(ii). (Attach Schedule E.)
3      A hospital or a cooperative hospital service organization described in section 170(b)(1)(A)(iii).
4      A medical research organization operated in conjunction with a hospital described in section 170(b)(1)(A)(iii). Enter the
  hospital's name, city, and state:
5      An organization operated for the benefit of a college or university owned or operated by a governmental unit described
  in section 170(b)(1)(A)(iv). (Complete Part II.)
6      A federal, state, or local government or governmental unit described in section 170(b)(1)(A)(v).
7      An organization that normally receives a substantial part of its support from a governmental unit or from the general public
  described in section 170(b)(1)(A)(vi). (Complete Part II.)
8      A community trust described in section 170(b)(1)(A)(vi). (Complete Part II.)
9    X   An organization that normally receives: (1) more than 33 1/3% of its support from contributions, membership fees, and gross
  receipts from activities related to its exempt functions—subject to certain exceptions, and (2) no more than 33 1/3% of its
  support from gross investment income and unrelated business taxable income (less section 511 tax) from businesses
  acquired by the organization after June 30, 1975. See section 509(a)(2). (Complete Part III.)
10      An organization organized and operated exclusively to test for public safety. See section 509(a)(4).
11      An organization organized and operated exclusively for the benefit of, to perform the functions of, or to carry out the
  purposes of one or more publicly supported organizations described in section 509(a)(1) or section 509(a)(2). See section
  509(a)(3). Check the box that describes the type of supporting organization and complete lines 11e through 11h.
  a   Type I b    Type II c    Type III–Functionally integrated d    Type III–Non-functionally integrated
e    By checking this box, I certify that the organization is not controlled directly or indirectly by one or more disqualified
  persons other than foundation managers and other than one or more publicly supported organizations described in section
  509(a)(1) or section 509(a)(2).
f    If the organization received a written determination from the IRS that it is a Type I, Type II, or Type III supporting
  organization, check this box .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 
g    Since August 17, 2006, has the organization accepted any gift or contribution from any of the
  following persons?
  (i) A person who directly or indirectly controls, either alone or together with persons described in (ii) Yes No
and (iii) below, the governing body of the supported organization? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .11g(i)
  (ii) A family member of a person described in (i) above? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 11g(ii)
  (iii) A 35% controlled entity of a person described in (i) or (ii) above? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .11g(iii)
h    Provide the following information about the supported organization(s).
(i) Name of supported
organization
(ii) EIN (iii) Type of organization
(described on lines 1–9
above or IRC section
(see instructions))
(iv) Is the organization
in col. (i) listed in your
governing document?
(v) Did you notify
the organization in
col. (i) of your
support?
(vi) Is the
organization in col.
(i) organized in the
U.S.?
(vii) Amount of monetary
support
Yes No Yes No Yes No
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)
Total 0
For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see the Instructions for Schedule A (Form 990 or 990-EZ) 2012
Form 990 or 990-EZ.
HTA
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Part II Support Schedule for Organizations Described in Sections 170(b)(1)(A)(iv) and 170(b)(1)(A)(vi)
(Complete only if you checked the box on line 5, 7, or 8 of Part I or if the organization failed to qualify under
Part III. If the organization fails to qualify under the tests listed below, please complete Part III.)
Section A. Public Support
Calendar year (or fiscal year beginning in) (a) 2008 (b) 2009 (c) 2010 (d) 2011 (e) 2012 (f) Total
1 Gifts, grants, contributions, and
membership fees received. (Do not
include any "unusual grants.") .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .0
2 Tax revenues levied for the organization's
benefit and either paid to or expended on
its behalf .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 0
3 The value of services or facilities
furnished by a governmental unit to the
organization without charge .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .0
4 Total. Add lines 1 through 3  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 The portion of total contributions by each
person (other than a governmental unit
or publicly supported organization)
included on line 1 that exceeds 2%
of the amount shown on line 11,
column (f) .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .
6 Public support. Subtract line 5 from line 4. 0
Section B. Total Support
Calendar year (or fiscal year beginning in) (a) 2008 (b) 2009 (c) 2010 (d) 2011 (e) 2012 (f) Total
7 Amounts from line 4 .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .0 0 0 0 0 0
8 Gross income from interest, dividends,
payments received on securities loans,
rents, royalties and income from similar
sources .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 0
9 Net income from unrelated business
activities, whether or not the business is
regularly carried on .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 0
10 Other income.  Do not include gain or
 loss from the sale of capital assets
(Explain in Part IV.) .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .0
11 Total support. Add lines 7 through 10 .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .0
12 Gross receipts from related activities, etc. (see instructions) .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 12
13 First five years. If the Form 990 is for the organization's first, second, third, fourth, or fifth tax year as a section 501(c)(3)
organization, check this box and stop here .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 
Section C. Computation of Public Support Percentage
14 Public support percentage for 2012 (line 6, column (f) divided by line 11, column (f)) .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .14 0.00%
15 Public support percentage from 2011 Schedule A, Part II, line 14 .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .15 0.00%
16a 33 1/3% support test—2012. If the organization did not check the box on line 13, and line 14 is 33 1/3% or more, check this box
and stop here. The organization qualifies as a publicly supported organization .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 
b 33 1/3% support test—2011. If the organization did not check a box on line 13 or 16a, and line 15 is 33 1/3% or more, check this
box and stop here. The organization qualifies as a publicly supported organization .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 
17a 10%-facts-and-circumstances test—2012. If the organization did not check a box on line 13, 16a, or 16b, and line 14
is 10% or more, and if the organization meets the "facts-and-circumstances" test, check this box and stop here. Explain in
Part IV how the organization meets the "facts-and-circumstances" test. The organization qualifies as a publicly supported
organization. .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .
b 10%-facts-and-circumstances test—2011. If the organization did not check a box on line 13, 16a, 16b, or 17a, and line
15 is 10% or more, and if the organization meets the "facts-and-circumstances" test, check this box and stop here.  Explain in
Part IV how the organization meets the "facts-and-circumstances" test. The organization qualifies as a publicly
supported organization .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .
18 Private foundation. If the organization did not check a box on line 13, 16a, 16b, 17a, or 17b, check this box and see
instructions .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .
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Part III Support Schedule for Organizations Described in Section 509(a)(2)
(Complete only if you checked the box on line 9 of Part I or if the organization failed to qualify under Part II.
If the organization fails to qualify under the tests listed below, please complete Part II.)
Section A. Public Support
Calendar year (or fiscal year beginning in) (a) 2008 (b) 2009 (c) 2010 (d) 2011 (e) 2012 (f) Total
  1 Gifts, grants, contributions, and membership fees
received. (Do not include any "unusual grants.") 156,000 144,607 106,872 110,588 242,207 760,274
  2 Gross receipts from admissions, merchandise
sold or services performed, or facilities furnished
in any activity that is related to the
organization's tax-exempt purpose .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 27,200 95,684 122,727 106,907 87,810 440,328
  3 Gross receipts from activities that are not an
unrelated trade or business under section 513 .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 0
  4 Tax revenues levied for the organization's
benefit and either paid to or expended on
its behalf .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 0
  5 The value of services or facilities
furnished by a governmental unit to the
organization without charge .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 0
  6 Total. Add lines 1 through 5 .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 183,200 240,291 229,599 217,495 330,017 1,200,602
  7a Amounts included on lines 1, 2, and 3
received from disqualified persons .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 0
  b Amounts included on lines 2 and 3 received
from other than disqualified persons that
exceed the greater of $5,000 or 1% of the
amount on line 13 for the year .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 0 41,000 28,148 47,000 160,500 276,648
  c Add lines 7a and 7b .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 0 41,000 28,148 47,000 160,500 276,648
  8 Public support (Subtract line 7c from
line 6.) .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 923,954
Section B. Total Support
Calendar year (or fiscal year beginning in) (a) 2008 (b) 2009 (c) 2010 (d) 2011 (e) 2012 (f) Total
  9 Amounts from line 6 .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 183,200 240,291 229,599 217,495 330,017 1,200,602
10a Gross income from interest, dividends,
payments received on securities loans,
rents, royalties and income from similar sources 0
  b Unrelated business taxable income (less
section 511 taxes) from businesses
acquired after June 30, 1975   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 0
  c Add lines 10a and 10b .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 Net income from unrelated business
activities not included in line 10b, whether
or not the business is regularly carried on .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 0
12 Other income. Do not include gain or
loss from the sale of capital assets
(Explain in Part IV.) .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 0
13 Total support. (Add lines 9, 10c, 11,
and 12.) .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 183,200 240,291 229,599 217,495 330,017 1,200,602
14 First five years. If the Form 990 is for the organization's first, second, third, fourth, or fifth tax year as a section 501(c)(3)
organization, check this box and stop here .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 
Section C. Computation of Public Support Percentage
15 Public support percentage for 2012 (line 8, column (f) divided by line 13, column (f)) .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .15 76.96%
16 Public support percentage from 2011 Schedule A, Part III, line 15 .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .16 87.22%
Section D. Computation of Investment Income Percentage
17 Investment income percentage for 2012 (line 10c, column (f) divided by line 13, column (f)) .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .17 0.00%
18 Investment income percentage from 2011 Schedule A, Part III, line 17 .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 18 0.00%
19a 33 1/3% support tests—2012. If the organization did not check the box on line 14, and line 15 is more than 33 1/3%, and line 17 is
not more than 33 1/3%, check this box and stop here. The organization qualifies as a publicly supported organization .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . X
    b 33 1/3% support tests—2011. If the organization did not check a box on line 14 or line 19a, and line 16 is more than 33 1/3%, and
line 18 is not more than 33 1/3%, check this box and stop here. The organization qualifies as a publicly supported organization .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .
20 Private foundation. If the organization did not check a box on line 14, 19a, or 19b, check this box and see instructions .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 
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Part IV Supplemental Information. Complete this part to provide the explanations required by Part II, line 10;
Part II, line 17a or 17b; and Part III, line 12. Also complete this part for any additional information. (See
instructions).
Schedule A (Form 990 or 990-EZ) 2012
Schedule B OMB No. 1545-0047
(Form 990, 990-EZ,
Schedule of Contributors
or 990-PF)
Department of the Treasury
Internal Revenue Service
Attach to Form 990, Form 990-EZ, or Form 990-PF.
Name of the organization   Employer identification number
SOFAB Institute 33-1081281
Organization type (check one):
Filers of: Section:
Form 990 or 990-EZ X   501(c)( 3 ) (enter number) organization
  4947(a)(1) nonexempt charitable trust not treated as a private foundation
  527 political organization
Form 990-PF   501(c)(3) exempt private foundation
  4947(a)(1) nonexempt charitable trust treated as a private foundation
  501(c)(3) taxable private foundation
Check if your organization is covered by the General Rule or a Special Rule.
Note. Only a section 501(c)(7), (8), or (10) organization can check boxes for both the General Rule and a Special Rule. See
instructions.
General Rule
  For an organization filing Form 990, 990-EZ, or 990-PF that received, during the year, $5,000 or more (in money or
  property) from any one contributor. Complete Parts I and II.
Special Rules
X   For a section 501(c)(3) organization filing Form 990 or 990-EZ that met the 33 1/3% support test of the regulations under
  sections 509(a)(1) and 170(b)(1)(A)(vi) and received from any one contributor, during the year, a contribution of the greater
  of (1) $5,000 or (2) 2% of the amount on (i) Form 990, Part VIII, line 1h, or (ii) Form 990-EZ, line 1. Complete Parts I and
  II.
  For a section 501(c)(7), (8), or (10) organization filing Form 990 or 990-EZ that received from any one contributor, during
  the year, total contributions of more than $1,000 for use exclusively  for religious, charitable, scientific, literary, or
  educational purposes, or the prevention of cruelty to children or animals. Complete Parts I, II, and III.
  For a section 501(c)(7), (8), or (10) organization filing Form 990 or 990-EZ that received from any one contributor, during
  the year, contributions for use exclusively  for religious, charitable, etc., purposes, but these contributions did not
  total to more than $1,000. If this box is checked, enter here the total contributions that were received during the
  year for an exclusively  religious, charitable, etc., purpose. Do not complete any of the parts unless the  General Rule
  applies to this organization because it received nonexclusively religious, charitable, etc., contributions of $5,000 or more
  during the year .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .  $
Caution. An organization that is not covered by the General Rule and/or the Special Rules does not file Schedule B (Form 990,
990-EZ, or 990-PF), but it must answer "No" on Part IV, line 2 of its Form 990; or check the box on line H of its Form 990-EZ or on
Part I, line 2 of its Form 990-PF, to certify that it does not meet the filing requirements of Schedule B (Form 990, 990-EZ, or 990-PF).
For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see the Instructions for Form 990, 990-EZ, or 990-PF. Schedule B (Form 990, 990-EZ, or 990-PF) (2012)
HTA
Schedule B (Form 990, 990-EZ, or 990-PF) (2012) Page 2
Name of organization   Employer identification number
SOFAB Institute 33-1081281
Part I Contributors (see instructions). Use duplicate copies of Part I if additional space is needed.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
No. Name, address, and ZIP + 4 Total contributions Type of contribution
1 Prudential Foundation Person X
Three Gateway Center, 15th Floor Payroll
Newark NJ 01702 $ 100,000 Noncash
Foreign State or Province:
Foreign Country:
(Complete Part II if there is
a noncash contribution.)
(a) (b) (c) (d)
No. Name, address, and ZIP + 4 Total contributions Type of contribution
2 United Way of Southeast Louisiana Person X
2515 Canal Street Payroll
New Orleans LA 70119 $ 5,000 Noncash
Foreign State or Province:
Foreign Country:
(Complete Part II if there is
a noncash contribution.)
(a) (b) (c) (d)
No. Name, address, and ZIP + 4 Total contributions Type of contribution
3 Edward Johnston Person X
P.O. Box 95 Payroll
Covington LA 70433 $ 5,000 Noncash
Foreign State or Province:
Foreign Country:
(Complete Part II if there is
a noncash contribution.)
(a) (b) (c) (d)
No. Name, address, and ZIP + 4 Total contributions Type of contribution
4 Murphy Oil Person X
P.O. Box 7000 Payroll
El Dorado AK 70731 $ 5,000 Noncash
Foreign State or Province:
Foreign Country:
(Complete Part II if there is
a noncash contribution.)
(a) (b) (c) (d)
No. Name, address, and ZIP + 4 Total contributions Type of contribution
5 Rick Normand Person X
1110 Burgundy Street Payroll
New Orleans LA 70116 $ 5,000 Noncash
Foreign State or Province:
Foreign Country:
(Complete Part II if there is
a noncash contribution.)
(a) (b) (c) (d)
No. Name, address, and ZIP + 4 Total contributions Type of contribution
6 Julia Child Foundation Person X
P.O. Box 50818 Payroll
Santa Barbara CA 93108 $ 5,000 Noncash
Foreign State or Province:
Foreign Country:
(Complete Part II if there is
a noncash contribution.)
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Name of organization   Employer identification number
SOFAB Institute 33-1081281
Part I Contributors (see instructions). Use duplicate copies of Part I if additional space is needed.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
No. Name, address, and ZIP + 4 Total contributions Type of contribution
7 American Beverage Association Person X
1101 Sixteenth Street NW Payroll
Washington DC 20036 $ 7,500 Noncash
Foreign State or Province:
Foreign Country:
(Complete Part II if there is
a noncash contribution.)
(a) (b) (c) (d)
No. Name, address, and ZIP + 4 Total contributions Type of contribution
8 Domino Sugar Person X
7417 North Peters Street Payroll
Arabi LA 70032 $ 28,000 Noncash
Foreign State or Province:
Foreign Country:
(Complete Part II if there is
a noncash contribution.)
(a) (b) (c) (d)
No. Name, address, and ZIP + 4 Total contributions Type of contribution
9 Louisiana Bicentennial Commission Person X
P.O. Box 44032 Capitol Station Payroll
Baton Rouge LA 70804 $ 20,000 Noncash
Foreign State or Province:
Foreign Country:
(Complete Part II if there is
a noncash contribution.)
(a) (b) (c) (d)
No. Name, address, and ZIP + 4 Total contributions Type of contribution
10 The J.M. Smucker Co. Person X
1 Strawberry Lane Payroll
Orrville OH 44667 $ 30,000 Noncash
Foreign State or Province:
Foreign Country:
(Complete Part II if there is
a noncash contribution.)
(a) (b) (c) (d)
No. Name, address, and ZIP + 4 Total contributions Type of contribution
Person
Payroll
$ Noncash
Foreign State or Province:
Foreign Country:
(Complete Part II if there is
a noncash contribution.)
(a) (b) (c) (d)
No. Name, address, and ZIP + 4 Total contributions Type of contribution
Person
Payroll
$ Noncash
Foreign State or Province:
Foreign Country:
(Complete Part II if there is
a noncash contribution.)
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Name of organization    Employer identification number
SOFAB Institute 33-1081281
Part II Noncash Property (see instructions). Use duplicate copies of Part II if additional space is needed.
(a) No. (c)
from FMV (or estimate)
Part I
(b)
Description of noncash property given (see instructions)
(d)
Date received
$
(a) No. (c)
from FMV (or estimate)
Part I
(b)
Description of noncash property given (see instructions)
(d)
Date received
$
(a) No. (c)
from FMV (or estimate)
Part I
(b)
Description of noncash property given (see instructions)
(d)
Date received
$
(a) No. (c)
from FMV (or estimate)
Part I
(b)
Description of noncash property given (see instructions)
(d)
Date received
$
(a) No. (c)
from FMV (or estimate)
Part I
(b)
Description of noncash property given (see instructions)
(d)
Date received
$
(a) No. (c)
from FMV (or estimate)
Part I
(b)
Description of noncash property given (see instructions)
(d)
Date received
$
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Name of organization    Employer identification number
SOFAB Institute 33-1081281
Part III   Exclusively  religious, charitable, etc., individual contributions to section 501(c)(7), (8), or (10) organizations
  total more than $1,000 for the year. Complete columns (a) through (e) and the following line entry.
  For organizations completing Part III, enter the total of exclusively religious, charitable, etc.,
  contributions of $1,000 or less for the year. (Enter this information once. See instructions.) $ 0
  Use duplicate copies of Part III if additional space is needed.
(a) No.
from
Part I
(b) Purpose of gift (c) Use of gift (d) Description of how gift is held
(e) Transfer of gift
Transferee's name, address, and ZIP + 4 Relationship of transferor to transferee
For. Prov. Country
(a) No.
from
Part I
(b) Purpose of gift (c) Use of gift (d) Description of how gift is held
(e) Transfer of gift
Transferee's name, address, and ZIP + 4 Relationship of transferor to transferee
For. Prov. Country
(a) No.
from
Part I
(b) Purpose of gift (c) Use of gift (d) Description of how gift is held
(e) Transfer of gift
Transferee's name, address, and ZIP + 4 Relationship of transferor to transferee
For. Prov. Country
(a) No.
from
Part I
(b) Purpose of gift (c) Use of gift (d) Description of how gift is held
(e) Transfer of gift
Transferee's name, address, and ZIP + 4 Relationship of transferor to transferee
For. Prov. Country
Schedule B (Form 990, 990-EZ, or 990-PF) (2012)
SCHEDULE D OMB No. 1545-0047
(Form 990) Supplemental Financial Statements
Complete if the organization answered "Yes," to Form 990,
Part IV, line 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11a, 11b, 11c, 11d, 11e, 11f, 12a, or 12b.
Department of the Treasury
Internal Revenue Service Attach to Form 990. See separate instructions.
Open to Public
Inspection
Name of the organization   Employer identification number
SOFAB Institute 33-1081281
 Part I Organizations Maintaining Donor Advised Funds or Other Similar Funds or Accounts. Complete if
the organization answered "Yes" to Form 990, Part IV, line 6.
(a) Donor advised funds (b) Funds and other accounts
1 Total number at end of year .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 
2 Aggregate contributions to (during year)
3 Aggregate grants from (during year) .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 
4 Aggregate value at end of year .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 
5 Did the organization inform all donors and donor advisors in writing that the assets held in donor advised
funds are the organization's property, subject to the organization's exclusive legal control? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . Yes No
6 Did the organization inform all grantees, donors, and donor advisors in writing that grant funds can be
used only for charitable purposes and not for the benefit of the donor or donor advisor, or for any other
purpose conferring impermissible private benefit? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . Yes No
 Part II Conservation Easements. Complete if the organization answered "Yes" to Form 990, Part IV, line 7.
1 Purpose(s) of conservation easements held by the organization (check all that apply).
  Preservation of land for public use (e.g., recreation or education)   Preservation of an historically important land area
  Protection of natural habitat   Preservation of a certified historic structure
  Preservation of open space
2 Complete lines 2a through 2d if the organization held a qualified conservation contribution in the form of a conservation
easement on the last day of the tax year.
Held at the End of the Tax Year
a Total number of conservation easements .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 2a
b Total acreage restricted by conservation easements .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 2b
c Number of conservation easements on a certified historic structure included in (a) .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 2c
d Number of conservation easements included in (c) acquired after 8/17/06, and not on a
historic structure listed in the National Register .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 2d
3 Number of conservation easements modified, transferred, released, extinguished, or terminated by the organization
during the tax year
4 Number of states where property subject to conservation easement is located
5 Does the organization have a written policy regarding the periodic monitoring, inspection, handling of
violations, and enforcement of the conservation easements it holds? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .Yes No
6 Staff and volunteer hours devoted to monitoring, inspecting, and enforcing conservation easements during the year
7 Amount of expenses incurred in monitoring, inspecting, and enforcing conservation easements during the year
$
8 Does each conservation easement reported on line 2(d) above satisfy the requirements of section
170(h)(4)(B)(i) and section 170(h)(4)(B)(ii)? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . Yes No
9 In Part XIII, describe how the organization reports conservation easements in its revenue and expense statement, and
balance sheet, and include, if applicable, the text of the footnote to the organization's financial statements that describes
the organization's accounting for conservation easements.
 Part III Organizations Maintaining Collections of Art, Historical Treasures, or Other Similar Assets.
Complete if the organization answered "Yes" to Form 990, Part IV, line 8.
1a If the organization elected, as permitted under SFAS 116 (ASC 958), not to report in its revenue statement and balance sheet
works of art, historical treasures, or other similar assets held for public exhibition, education, or research in furtherance
of public service, provide, in Part XIII, the text of the footnote to its financial statements that describes these items.
b If the organization elected, as permitted under SFAS 116 (ASC 958), to report in its revenue statement and balance sheet
works of art, historical treasures, or other similar assets held for public exhibition, education, or research in furtherance
of public service, provide the following amounts relating to these items:
(i) Revenues included in Form 990, Part VIII, line 1 .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . $ 0
(ii) Assets included in Form 990, Part X .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .$ 0
2 If the organization received or held works of art, historical treasures, or other similar assets for financial gain, provide the
following amounts required to be reported under SFAS 116 (ASC 958) relating to these items:
a Revenues included in Form 990, Part VIII, line 1 .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .$ 0
b Assets included in Form 990, Part X .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . $ 0
For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see the Instructions for Form 990. Schedule D (Form 990) 2012
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Part III Organizations Maintaining Collections of Art, Historical Treasures, or Other Similar Assets (continued)
 3 Using the organization's acquisition, accession, and other records, check any of the following that are a significant
use of its collection items (check all that apply):
a X Public exhibition d Loan or exchange programs
b Scholarly research e Other
c X Preservation for future generations
 4 Provide a description of the organization's collections and explain how they further the organization's exempt purpose in
Part XIII.
 5 During the year, did the organization solicit or receive donations of art, historical treasures, or other similar
assets to be sold to raise funds rather than to be maintained as part of the organization's collection? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . Yes X No
Part IV Escrow and Custodial Arrangements. Complete if the organization answered "Yes" to Form 990, Part
IV, line 9, or reported an amount on Form 990, Part X, line 21.
 1a Is the organization an agent, trustee, custodian or other intermediary for contributions or other assets not
included on Form 990, Part X? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .Yes No
b If "Yes," explain the arrangement in Part XIII and complete the following table:
Amount
c Beginning balance .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .1c 0
d Additions during the year .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 1d
e Distributions during the year .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 1e
f Ending balance .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 1f 0
 2a Did the organization include an amount on Form 990, Part X, line 21? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . Yes X No
b If "Yes," explain the arrangement in Part XIII. Check here if the explanation has been provided in Part XIII .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .
Part V Endowment Funds. Complete if the organization answered "Yes" to Form 990, Part IV, line 10.
(a) Current year (b) Prior year (c) Two years back (d) Three years back (e) Four years back
 1a Beginning of year balance .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .0 0
b Contributions .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 
c Net investment earnings, gains,
and losses .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 
d Grants or scholarships .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 
e Other expenditures for facilities
and programs .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 
f Administrative expenses .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 
g End of year balance .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 0 0 0 0 0
 2 Provide the estimated percentage of the current year end balance (line 1g, column (a)) held as:
a Board designated or quasi-endowment %
b Permanent endowment %
c Temporarily restricted endowment %
The percentages in lines 2a, 2b, and 2c should equal 100%.
 3a Are there endowment funds not in the possession of the organization that are held and administered for the
organization by: Yes No
(i) unrelated organizations .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .3a(i)
(ii) related organizations .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .3a(ii)
b If "Yes" to 3a(ii), are the related organizations listed as required on Schedule R? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .3b
 4 Describe in Part XIII the intended uses of the organization's endowment funds.
Part VI Land, Buildings, and Equipment. See Form 990, Part X, line 10.
Description of property (a) Cost or other basis (b) Cost or other (c) Accumulated (d) Book value
(investment) basis (other) depreciation
 1a Land .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 0 0 0
b Buildings .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 0 187,680 0 187,680
c Leasehold improvements .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 0 0 0 0
d Equipment .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 0 0 0 0
e Other .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 0 0 0 0
Total. Add lines 1a through 1e. (Column (d) must equal Form 990, Part X, column (B), line 10(c).) .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .187,680
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 Part VII Investments—Other Securities. See Form 990, Part X, line 12.
(b) Book value(a) Description of security or category
(including name of security)
(c) Method of valuation:
Cost or end-of-year market value
(1) Financial derivatives  .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 0
(2) Closely-held equity interests .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 0
(3) Other
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)
(F)
(G)
(H)
(I)
Total. (Column (b) must equal Form 990, Part X, col. (B) line 12.) 0
 Part VIII Investments—Program Related. See Form 990, Part X, line 13.
(a) Description of investment type (b) Book value (c) Method of valuation:
Cost or end-of-year market value
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
Total. (Column (b) must equal Form 990, Part X, col. (B) line 13.) 0
 Part IX Other Assets. See Form 990, Part X, line 15.
(a) Description (b) Book value
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
Total. (Column (b) must equal Form 990, Part X, col. (B) line 15.) .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 0
 Part X Other Liabilities. See Form 990, Part X, line 25.
1. (a) Description of liability (b) Book value
(1) Federal income taxes 3,030
(2) Fiscal Agency Funds 10,622
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
Total. (Column (b) must equal Form 990, Part X, col. (B) line 25.) 13,652
2. FIN 48 (ASC 740) Footnote. In Part XIII, provide the text of the footnote to the organization's financial statements that reports the organization's liability
for uncertain tax positions under FIN 48 (ASC 740). Check here if the text of the footnote has been provided in Part XIII .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 
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 Part XI Reconciliation of Revenue per Audited Financial Statements With Revenue per Return
1 Total revenue, gains, and other support per audited financial statements .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .1
2 Amounts included on line 1 but not on Form 990, Part VIII, line 12:
a Net unrealized gains on investments .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 2a
b Donated services and use of facilities .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 2b
c Recoveries of prior year grants .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .2c
d Other (Describe in Part XIII.) .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .2d
e Add lines 2a through 2d .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .2e 0
3 Subtract line 2e from line 1 .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 3 0
4 Amounts included on Form 990, Part VIII, line 12, but not on line 1:
a Investment expenses not included on Form 990, Part VIII, line 7b .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 4a
b Other (Describe in Part XIII.) .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .4b
c Add lines 4a and 4b .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .4c 0
5 Total revenue. Add lines 3 and 4c. (This must equal Form 990, Part I, line 12.) .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .5 0
 Part XII Reconciliation of Expenses per Audited Financial Statements With Expenses per Return
1 Total expenses and losses per audited financial statements .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .1
2 Amounts included on line 1 but not on Form 990, Part IX, line 25:
a Donated services and use of facilities .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 2a
b Prior year adjustments .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 2b
c Other losses .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .2c
d Other (Describe in Part XIII.) .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .2d
e Add lines 2a through 2d .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .2e 0
3 Subtract line 2e from line 1 .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 3 0
4 Amounts included on Form 990, Part IX, line 25, but not on line 1:
a Investment expenses not included on Form 990, Part VIII, line 7b .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 4a
b Other (Describe in Part XIII.) .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .4b
c Add lines 4a and 4b .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .4c 0
5 Total expenses. Add lines 3 and 4c. (This must equal Form 990, Part I, line 18.) .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 5 0
 Part XIII Supplemental Information
Complete this part to provide the descriptions required for Part II, lines 3, 5, and 9; Part III, lines 1a and 4; Part IV, lines 1b and 2b;
Part V, line 4; Part X, line 2; Part XI, lines 2d and 4b; and Part XII, lines 2d and 4b. Also complete this part to provide any
additional information.
Part III Line 1a Footnotes are not provided as part of the compiled financial statements
Part III Line 4 The collections are the artifacts, books, documents, photos, and other
ephemera that make it possible for us to create exhibits, allow us to preserve and
document the foodways, and make all of this open and available to the public to further
our educational purposes. We also use the books and papers for research.
Schedule D (Form 990) 2012
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 Part XIII Supplemental Information (continued)
Schedule D (Form 990) 2012
Supplemental Information Regarding OMB No. 1545-0047
Fundraising or Gaming ActivitiesSCHEDULE G(Form 990 or 990-EZ)
Complete if the organization answered "Yes" to Form 990, Part IV, lines 17, 18, or 19, or if the
organization entered more than $15,000 on Form 990-EZ, line 6a. Open to PublicDepartment of the Treasury
Internal Revenue Service Attach to Form 990 or Form 990-EZ. See separate instructions. Inspection
Name of the organization     Employer identification number
SOFAB Institute 33-1081281
Fundraising Activities. Complete if the organization answered "Yes" to Form 990, Part IV, line 17.Part I Form 990-EZ filers are not required to complete this part.
1 Indicate whether the organization raised funds through any of the following activities. Check all that apply.
a    Mail solicitations  e  Solicitation of non-government grants
b    Internet and email solicitations  f  Solicitation of government grants
c    Phone solicitations  g X  Special fundraising events
d    In-person solicitations
2a   Did the organization have a written or oral agreement with any individual (including officers, directors, trustees or
key employees listed in Form 990, Part VII) or entity in connection with professional fundraising services?  Yes X  No
b   If "Yes," list the ten highest paid individuals or entities (fundraisers) pursuant to agreements under which the fundraiser is
to be compensated at least $5,000 by the organization.
(i) Name and address of individual
or entity (fundraiser) (ii) Activity
(iv) Gross receipts
from activity
(iii) Did fundraiser have
custody or control of
contributions?
(v) Amount paid to
(or retained by)
fundraiser listed in
col. (i)
(vi) Amount paid to
(or retained by)
organization
Yes No
1 N/A
0 0 0
2
0 0 0
3
0 0 0
4
0 0 0
5
0 0 0
6
0 0 0
7
0 0 0
8
0 0 0
9
0 0 0
10
0 0 0
Total .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .0 0 0
3 List all states in which the organization is registered or licensed to solicit contributions or has been notified it is exempt from
registration or licensing.
Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see the Instructions for Form 990 or 990-EZ. Schedule G (Form 990 or 990-EZ) 2012
HTA
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Part II Fundraising Events. Complete if the organization answered "Yes" to Form 990, Part IV, line 18, or reported
more than $15,000 of fundraising event contributions and gross income on Form 990-EZ, lines 1 and 6b. List
events with gross receipts greater than $5,000.
(a) Event #1 (b) Event #2 (c) Other events
Gala & Symposium NONE
(event type) (event type) (total number)
(d) Total events
(add col. (a) through
col. (c))
1 Gross receipts .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 29,198 0 29,198
2 Less: Contributions .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 18,000 0 18,000
3 Gross income (line 1
minus line 2) .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .11,198 0 11,198
4 Cash prizes .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 0 0 0
5 Noncash prizes .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .0 0 0
6 Rent/facility costs .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 0 0 0
7 Food and beverages .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 0 0
8 Entertainment .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 0 0
9 Other direct expenses .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 6,050 0 6,050
10 Direct expense summary. Add lines 4 through 9 in column (d) .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . (                        6,050)
11 Net income summary. Combine line 3, column (d), and line 10 .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 5,148
Part III Gaming. Complete if the organization answered "Yes" to Form 990, Part IV, line 19, or reported more
than $15,000 on Form 990-EZ, line 6a.
(a) Bingo (b) Pull tabs/instantbingo/progressive bingo (c) Other gaming
(d) Total gaming (add
col. (a) through col. (c))
1 Gross revenue .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .0
2 Cash prizes .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 0
3 Noncash prizes .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .0
4 Rent/facility costs .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 0
5 Other direct expenses .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 0
 Yes %  Yes %  Yes %
6 Volunteer labor .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .No  No  No
7 Direct expense summary. Add lines 2 through 5 in column (d) .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . (                               0)
8 Net gaming income summary. Combine line 1, column d, and line 7 .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .0
9    Enter the state(s) in which the organization operates gaming activities:
a  Is the organization licensed to operate gaming activities in each of these states? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .Yes No
b  If "No," explain:
10a  Were any of the organization's gaming licenses revoked, suspended or terminated during the tax year? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . Yes No
b  If "Yes," explain:
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11   Does the organization operate gaming activities with nonmembers? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .Yes No
12   Is the organization a grantor, beneficiary or trustee of a trust or a member of a partnership or other entity
formed to administer charitable gaming? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .Yes  No
13    Indicate the percentage of gaming activity operated in:
a  The organization's facility .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .13a %
b  An outside facility .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .13b %
14    Enter  the name and address of the person who prepares the organization's gaming/special events books
and records:
Name
Address
15a  Does the organization have a contract with a third party from whom the organization receives gaming
revenue? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . Yes  No
b  If "Yes," enter the amount of gaming revenue received by the organization $ 0  and the
amount of gaming revenue retained by the third party $ 0 .
c  If "Yes," enter name and address of the third party:
Name
Address
16    Gaming manager information:
Name
Gaming manager compensation $ 0
Description of services provided
 Director/officer  Employee  Independent contractor
17    Mandatory distributions:
a  Is the organization required under state law to make charitable distributions from the gaming proceeds to
retain the state gaming license? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . Yes  No
b  Enter the amount of distributions required under state law to be distributed to other exempt organizations
or spent in the organization's own exempt activities during the tax year $ 0
Part IV Supplemental Information. Complete this part to provide the explanations required by Part I, line 2b, columns
(iii) and (v), and Part III, lines 9, 9b, 10b, 15b, 15c, 16, and 17b, as applicable. Also complete this part to
provide any additional information (see instructions).
Schedule G (Form 990 or 990-EZ) 2012
SCHEDULE L OMB No. 1545-0047Transactions With Interested Persons(Form 990 or 990-EZ) Complete if the organization answered
"Yes" on Form 990, Part IV, line 25a, 25b, 26, 27, 28a, 28b, or 28c,
or Form 990-EZ, Part V, line 38a or 40b.Department of the Treasury
Internal Revenue Service Attach to Form 990 or Form 990-EZ. See separate instructions.
Open To Public
Inspection
Name of the organization   Employer identification number
SOFAB Institute 33-1081281
Part I Excess Benefit Transactions (section 501(c)(3) and section 501(c)(4) organizations only).
Complete if the organization answered "Yes" on Form 990, Part IV, line 25a or 25b, or Form 990-EZ, Part V, line 40b.
(b) Relationship between disqualified person (d) Corrected?1  (a) Name of disqualified person and organization (c) Description of transaction Yes No
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
2  Enter the amount of tax incurred by the organization managers or disqualified persons during the year
under section 4958 .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . $
3  Enter the amount of tax, if any, on line 2, above, reimbursed by the organization .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .$
Part II Loans to and/or From Interested Persons.
Complete if the organization answered "Yes" on Form 990-EZ, Part V, line 38a or Form 990, Part IV, line 26; or if the
organization reported an amount on Form 990, Part X, line 5, 6, or 22.
(a) Name of interested person (b) Relationship (c) Purpose (f) Balance due (g) In default?
with organization of loan
(d) Loan to or from
the organization?
(e) Original
principal amount
(i) Written
agreement?
(h) Approved
by board or
committee?
To From Yes No Yes No Yes No
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
Total .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .$ 0
Part III Grants or Assistance Benefiting Interested Persons.
Complete if the organization answered "Yes" on Form 990, Part IV, line 27.
(a) Name of interested person (c) Amount of assistance (d) Type of assistance (e) Purpose of assistance(b) Relationship between interested
person and the organization
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see the Instructions for Form 990 or 990-EZ. Schedule L (Form 990 or 990-EZ) 2012
HTA
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Part IV Business Transactions Involving Interested Persons.
Complete if the organization answered "Yes" on Form 990, Part IV, line 28a, 28b, or 28c.
(a) Name of interested person (d) Description of transaction(c) Amount of
transaction
(b) Relationship between
interested person and the
organization
(e) Sharing of
organization's
revenues?
Yes No
(1) Liz Williams Board President 4,200 Fee For Services X
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
Part V Supplemental Information
Complete this part to provide additional information for responses to questions on Schedule L (see instructions).
Schedule L (Form 990 or 990-EZ) 2012
SCHEDULE M OMB No. 1545-0047
(Form 990)
Noncash Contributions
Complete if the organizations answered "Yes" on Form
990, Part IV, lines 29 or 30. Open To PublicDepartment of the Treasury
Internal Revenue Service Attach to Form 990. Inspection
Name of the organization   Employer identification number
SOFAB Institute 33-1081281
Part I Types of Property
(c)
Noncash contribution
amounts reported on
(a)
Check if
applicable
(b)
Number of contributions or
items contributed Form 990, Part VIII, line 1g
(d)
Method of determining
noncash contribution amounts
1    Art—Works of art .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 
2    Art—Historical treasures .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .
3    Art—Fractional interests .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 
4    Books and publications .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 
5    Clothing and household
goods .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 
6    Cars and other vehicles .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 
7    Boats and planes .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 
8    Intellectual property .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .
9    Securities—Publicly traded .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .
10    Securities—Closely held stock
11    Securities—Partnership, LLC,
or trust interests .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 
12    Securities—Miscellaneous .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .
13    Qualified conservation
contribution—Historic
structures .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 
14    Qualified conservation
contribution—Other .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 
15    Real estate—Residential .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 
16    Real estate—Commercial .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 
17    Real estate—Other .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 
18    Collectibles .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .
19    Food inventory .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 
20    Drugs and medical supplies .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .
21    Taxidermy .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 
22    Historical artifacts .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .
23    Scientific specimens .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 
24    Archeological artifacts .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .
25    Other ( )
26    Other ( )
27    Other ( )
28    Other ( )
29    Number of Forms 8283 received by the organization during the tax year for contributions for
which the organization completed Form 8283, Part IV, Donee Acknowledgment .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .29
Yes No
30a  During the year, did the organization receive by contribution any property reported in Part I, lines 1–28
that it must hold for at least three years from the date of the initial contribution, and which is not
required to be used for exempt purposes for the entire holding period? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 30a
b  If "Yes," describe the arrangement in Part II.
31    Does the organization have a gift acceptance policy that requires the review of any non-standard
contributions? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 31
32a  Does the organization hire or use third parties or related organizations to solicit, process, or sell
noncash contributions? .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .32a
b  If "Yes," describe in Part II.
33    If the organization did not report an amount in column (c) for a type of property for which column (a) is
checked, describe in Part II.
For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see the Instructions for Form 990. Schedule M (Form 990) (2012)
HTA
Schedule M (Form 990) (2012) SOFAB Institute 33-1081281 Page 2
Part II Supplemental Information. Complete this part to provide the information required by Part I, lines 30b,
32b, and 33, and whether the organization is reporting in Part I, column (b), the number of contributions, the
number of items received, or a combination of both. Also complete this part for any additional information.
Schedule M (Form 990) (2012)
SCHEDULE O OMB No. 1545-0047
(Form 990 or 990-EZ) Supplemental Information to Form 990 or 990-EZ
Department of the Treasury
Internal Revenue Service
Complete to provide information for responses to specific questions on
Form 990 or 990-EZ or to provide any additional information.
Attach to Form 990 or 990-EZ.
Open to Public
Inspection
Name of the organization   Employer identification number
SOFAB Institute 33-1081281
Form  990 Part VI Line 11 The paid preparer meets with the President to review in detail each 
section of the return. After any appropriate changes are made, the 990 is sent to each member of 
the board for review and comment before being filed with the IRS.
Form 990 Part VI Line 19 The Southern Food and Beverage Museum is registered with 
guidestar.org, and makes its governing documents, 990s, and related documents available to the 
public online through that organization. Should a document not be available online, or should
a member of the public so request, the documents are also available for viewing at the museum.
Form 990 Part XI Line 9 SOFAB institute is to merge with the Museum of the American Cocktail at 
the start of 2013. As such, inter-entity receivables and payables have been eliminated.
Form 990 Part IX Line 11g $58,385 in payments for professional services. $31,540 for production 
of online magazine, and assistance with annual symposium. $9,693 payment to Tulane Unversity 
for VISTA volunteer. $13,000 for assistance with educational events. Balance of payments for 
miscellaneous purposes.
For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see the Instructions for Form 990 or 990-EZ. Schedule O (Form 990 or 990-EZ) (2012)
HTA
Schedule O (Form 990 or 990-EZ) (2012) Page 2
Name of the organization   Employer identification number
SOFAB Institute 33-1081281
Schedule O (Form 990 or 990-EZ) (2012)
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LOUISIANA CULTURE AWARDS  
2013 CALL FOR NOMINATIONS 
 
The Office of the Lt. Governor and the Office of Cultural Development, in partnership with the 
Louisiana State Arts Council, the Louisiana Trust for Historic Preservation and the Council On  
Development Of French In Louisiana is sponsoring the annual Louisiana Culture Awards on 
April 23. The focus of this awards program is to recognize individuals and organizations making 
outstanding contributions to Louisiana’s culture.  
 
 
 
AWARD CATEGORIES 
 
The Louisiana Culture Awards are open to any individual, organization or community whose 
efforts contribute to preserving or enhancing the state’s culture. A recipient may or may not be 
selected in each award category. Awards will be given in the following categories: 
 
 
 
ARTS AWARDS 
 
Cultural District Award—Awarded to a Cultural District that exemplifies the strategic use of 
creativity, arts and culture to build a climate for cultural expression, improve the quality of life, 
enhance existing assets and strengthen economic opportunity, while respecting the quality of 
the place. 
 
Education Award—Recognizes the efforts of individuals or organizations that have helped, 
through educational efforts, to broaden people’s understanding of the importance and value of 
arts and traditions in Louisiana. 
 
Leadership Award—An individual or organization that is making or has made a significant 
contribution to the promotion of arts, folk heritage or the development of his or her artistic 
discipline in a community, region or the state. 
 
Outstanding Arts Organization—An established nonprofit organization that has made an 
outstanding contribution to Louisiana’s arts or folk cultures in its region or the state. 
 
Artist of the Year—Recognizes the efforts of a professional or folk artist in any artistic 
discipline who has made a significant contribution to his or her art form and to the arts industry 
in Louisiana. 
 
 
 
 
 
HISTORIC PRESERVATION AND ARCHAEOLOGY AWARDS 
 
Main Street Communities Award—Awarded to a Main Street that exemplifies the strategic use 
of creativity, historic preservation and/or culture to build a climate for cultural expression, 
improve the quality of life, enhance existing assets and strengthen economic opportunity, while 
respecting the quality of the place. 
 
Education Award—Recognizes the efforts of individuals or organizations that have helped, 
through educational efforts, broaden people’s understanding of the importance and value 
historic preservation or archaeology in Louisiana. 
 
Leadership Award—An individual or organization that is making or has made a significant 
contribution to the promotion of historic preservation, archaeology or the development of his or 
her cultural discipline in a community, region or the state. 
 
Heritage Award—A geographically-oriented program, initiative or site that has successfully 
leveraged assets to provide greater cultural value to its region within the state (examples 
include a heritage tourism project, archaeological site or restoration/preservation effort like 
adaptive reuse). 
 
Preservationist of the Year—Recognizes the efforts of an individual or organization that has 
made a significant contribution to historic preservation in Louisiana. 
 
Archaeologist of the Year—Recognizes the efforts of an individual or organization that has 
made a significant contribution to archaeology in Louisiana. 
 
 
French Language Award 
 
Le Prix de la Franco-Responsabilité—Est décerné à un individu ou une structure qui œuvre à 
la création d’un écosystem pour que le français se développe sur les plans économiques, 
éducatifs, culturels et professionnels et dans lequel les parlants français et créole de Louisiane 
sont valorisés dans leur identité culturelle et linguistique. 
 
The Prix de la Franco-Responsabilité—Awarded to a individual or organization that works 
toward the creation of an ecosystem that allows for the development of French in the economic, 
educational, cultural and professional sectors and in which Louisiana’s French and Creole 
speakers are valorized in their cultural and linguistic identity. 
 
 
 
EVALUATION CRITERIA 
Awards are based on the following criteria: 
 Significance and magnitude of the nominee’s contributions and/or achievements 
 Consistent or innovative involvement with and commitment to culture  
 Benefit of the nominee’s contributions to Louisiana’s cultural industries 
 
 
AWARDS TIMELINE 
Nominations must be received in our office by 4:30 p.m. on Thursday, March 21. 
The Louisiana Culture Awards ceremony will take place in Baton Rouge at the Capitol Park 
Museum on Tuesday, April 23. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LOUISIANA CULTURE AWARDS  
2013 SUBMISSION INSTRUCTIONS 
 
Nominations with supporting material must be received by the  
Office of Cultural Development by 4:30 p.m. on Thursday, March 21.   
 
Nominations must be submitted online and will not be accepted after this date. 
 
 
To submit a nomination, submit the following items:  
 
1. Nomination Form.  Only one nomination per form. 
2. One-page narrative that addresses why this individual, organization, or community 
deserves a Louisiana Culture Award.  Explain why the nominee’s efforts and 
accomplishments are noteworthy. The narrative must address the category in which the 
nominee is being recommended and address the evaluation criteria.  For an individual 
being nominated, also include general biographical information/community and 
professional affiliations. Please provide detailed information.  
3. Optional: Supporting materials that document the nominee’s contributions.  
Documentation may include email attachments or hyperlinks to video recordings, press 
clippings, catalogs, images (slides, digital or print), programs, letters of support, etc.   
 
Nominations must be submitted no later than 4:30 p.m. on Thursday, March 21, 2013 to: 
 
cthriffiley@crt.la.gov 
 
 
For more information, contact Claire Thriffiley at 225.342.6083 or cthriffiley@crt.la.gov. 
 
 
 
Deadline:  Thursday, March 21 at 4:30 p.m. 
Nominations must be submitted online and will not be accepted after this date. 
For more information, contact Claire Thriffiley at 225.342.6083 or cthriffiley@crt.la.gov. 
 
 
 
 
 
LOUISIANA CULTURE AWARDS  
2013 NOMINATION FORM 
 
Arts                                                          Historic Preservation and Archaeology            
___ Cultural District Award                    ___ Main St. Communities Award 
___ Education Award                              ___  Education Award                           
___ Leadership Award                            ___ Leadership Award 
___ Outstanding Arts Organization       ___ Heritage Award 
___ Artist of the Year                              ___ Preservationist of the Year 
                                                                  ___ Archaeologist of the Year 
 
CODOFIL – French Language Award 
___   The Prix de la Franco-Responsabilité 
 
NOMINEE:       
Mailing Address:       City:       
State:       Zip:       Parish:       
Telephone:        Email:       
Contact Person:        
If different than Nominee 
  Contact 
Telephone:        
Contact 
Email:       
 
NOMINATOR:       
Mailing Address:       City:       
State:       Zip:       Parish:       
Telephone:        Email:       
Contact Person:        
If different than Nominee 
  Contact 
Telephone:        
Contact 
Email:       
 
Deadline:  Thursday, March 21 at 4:30 p.m. 
Nominations must be submitted online and will not be accepted after this date. 
For more information, contact Claire Thriffiley at 225.342.6083 or cthriffiley@crt.la.gov. 
[Please provide a narrative below that addresses why this individual, organization, or 
community deserves a Louisiana Culture Award.  Explain why the nominee’s efforts and 
accomplishments are noteworthy.] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Deadline:  Thursday, March 21 at 4:30 p.m. 
Nominations must be submitted online and will not be accepted after this date. 
For more information, contact Claire Thriffiley at 225.342.6083 or cthriffiley@crt.la.gov. 
[Optional: Support materials that document the nominee’s contributions.  Documentation may 
include email attachments or hyperlinks to video recordings, press clippings, catalogs, images 
(slides, digital or print), programs, letters of support, etc.] 
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About the SoFAB Institute 
• The SoFAB Institute (SoFAB) is a tax-exempt, 501(c)(3) nonprofit living history organization dedicated to the discovery, 
understanding, and celebration of the food, drink, and related culture of the South and beyond. It is home to several entities, 
among them the Southern Food & Beverage Museum, Museum of the American Cocktail, the SoFAB Center for Food Law, 
Policy & Culture, and SoFAB Media. 
 
• In addition to pursuing activities that fulfill its core mission of celebrating, documenting, examining, investigating, and 
preserving foodways of all races and ethnicities, through exhibits, publishing, and a range of media, SoFAB serves as a 
critical forum for academics, advocates, and policymakers engaged in the study of problems and solutions to hunger, 
nutrition, obesity, and whole-person literacy. 
 
• Based in New Orleans but powered by a global mission, SoFAB is a cultural enterprise participating in the development of a 
culinary district along Oretha C. Haley Blvd., an economically disadvantaged and ethnically diverse neighborhood rich in 
both cultural history and untapped economic potential. The approximately $5 million project will occupy a central location in 
an envisioned culinary district that is currently home to Brown's Dairy, Café Reconcile, Leidenheimer Baking Co., Rouses 
Market Downtown, and numerous restaurants; Ashé Cultural Arts Center, Good Work Network, the New Orleans 
Redevelopment Authority's new offices, the New Orleans Jazz Orchestra and Institute, and Zeitgeist Multi-Disciplinary Arts 
Center; and the pending home of Edible New Orleans, Jack & Jake's Market, and other developments. 
 
• SoFAB’s work is part of a larger portfolio of strategies that will transform Oretha C. Haley Blvd., part of the St. Charles 
Avenue corridor, reestablishing it as a hub of commerce that capitalizes on the neighborhood’s current ethnic diversity and 
rich cultural history. Major partners in the development and execution of those strategies are the New Orleans 
Redevelopment Authority, the private-public legal mechanism that will partially finance transformation of the site via a 
bundle of local, state, and federal grants and tax credits; Woodward Design+Build, a developer specializing in tax credit-
financed adaptive reuse; the Emeril Lagasse Foundation; the Prudential Foundation; Domino Sugar; Jenn-Air; Mountain 
Valley Spring Water; Rouses Markets; the Felicity Street Redevelopment Project Inc.; and others. 
 
• The Southern Food & Beverage Museum site, 1504 Oretha C. Haley Blvd., was once home to the Dryades Market, serving 
what was then a multicultural and polyglot community. SoFAB broke ground on the museum site June 25, 2012. Opening is 
scheduled for summer 2013. 
 
• The SoFAB Culinary Library, owned by SoFAB and jointly operated with the New Orleans Public Library, is situated in a 
separate facility at 1609 Oretha C. Haley Blvd. 
 
• Oretha C. Haley Blvd. enjoys both cultural vitality and tremendous commercial potential. By restoring two of the 
neighborhood’s storied addresses to commerce, SoFAB will provide both visitors and scholars from across the world with a 
place to discover and study our shared culinary heritage through the eyes of the South. 
Rooftop Garden and Terrace 
 
Museum Entrance Hall and Main Gallery 
 
SoFAB’s EXHIBITS and PROGRAMS 
• Tout de Sweet – All about Sugar, a new permanent exhibit that opened January 4, 2011, tells the story of the development 
of sugar in the South, spanning four centuries. 
• Other major, current and past exhibits include: 
– Gallery of the South: States of Taste 
– A Celebration of Lena Richard, the first African American to have a 
 televised cooking show 
– Louisiana Eats! Laissez Faire – Savoir Fare 
– Acadian to Cajun: From Migration to Commercialization 
– Capturing the Coast: Eating from the Gulf 
– Barbecue Nation 
– La Galerie d’Absinthe 
– IlluminEATing: Home Economics as Cultural Expression 
– Roots, Rice, and Beans: The Legacy of Africa in our Fields and 
 Our Cooking Pots 
• Recent acquisitions include The Frances Kuyper Cake Collection, four mixed-media chairs from YAYA (donated by the 
Louisiana Restaurant Association), several collections of vintage kitchen and dining-room linens, antique oyster tongs, and 
antique prints of the New Orleans Sugar Exchange. 
• Site of September 13, 2010 FDA Press Conference regarding Gulf Coast Seafood Safety with Dr. Margaret A. Hamburg, 
U.S. Commissioner of the Food and Drug Administration, and Chris Comerford, Executive Chef of the White House. 
• Site of June 6, 2011 reception featuring Ken Burns and advance screening of his new documentary, Prohibition, aired 
October 2011. 
• A major strategic partnership with New York University’s Food Studies program, the premiere program of its kind in the 
United States, launched in 2009. 
• SoFAB’s signature annual event, “Hungry in the South Weekend,” featuring the Gala, Symposium, Continuing Legal 
Education Seminars, and Film Feast, takes place in September. The overarching theme is “Hungry in the South.” The 
annual Contemporary Issues in Southern Food and Beverage Lecture Series, presented by Domino Sugar, closes out 
the Symposium. 
• Nitty Grits: The International Culinary Dictionary, recently launched by SoFAB, is the world's first online, open-access 
source of global culinary lexicography. 
 
• The Culinary Library, a division of the SoFAB Center for Food Law, Policy and Culture, is built on the premise that 
books tell the story of the foodways and beverage culture of their time and place. Thus we collect cookbooks from 
both the South and those areas that have influenced the South. That means all cookbooks. We also collect books 
that define the South politically and geographically and books about Southern growing, hunting, manufacturing, etc.  
 
• We consider the community cookbook an important document of the time and people who have created it. How else 
could we know what that hospital auxiliary or that church group eats at home? How else could we know that at some 
point in the 20th century people even considered that they could base a weight-loss diet on their zodiac sign? And the 
lowly food stain is powerful anthropological evidence of an era’s most commonly employed recipes. 
 
• The Culinary Library will be the most complete document of contemporary Southern foodways and drink. We will 
gradually extend the collection retrospectively, so that the record grows ever more complete. This means that we will 
collect and maintain as many books as possible, including ones that document fads, diets, and idiosyncratic foods. 
About the Culinary Library 
Documenting a Unique Culinary Culture 
• The SoFAB Culinary Library, owned by SoFAB and jointly operated with the New Orleans Public Library, will occupy 
an historic structure at 1609 Oretha C. Haley Blvd. 
 
• Archives 
– Currently home to over 10,000 volumes, a growing number of important collections, and a treasure-trove of 
literary and graphic culinaria, the facility will return library access to a neighborhood that has been without it 
since 1946, when the city's only library then open to African Americans closed its doors. 
– The Menu Project is an ongoing effort to collect, catalog, and digitize menus from every restaurant throughout 
the South and Southern-inspired restaurants across the world. The database records the public history of 
eating and equips scholars with a critical tool in their study of American foodways. 
 
• Research 
– The SoFAB Culinary Library, effectively the culinary branch of the New Orleans Public Library, is a unique 
resource for residents, visitors, and researchers in the fields of fitness, nutrition, policy, and public health. 
– An open resource that will facilitate the professional development of current and future culinary artists.  
 
• The SoFAB Culinary Library, before and after renovation. 
About the Culinary Library 
A Commitment to Access and Research 
SoFAB Media produces and distributes a curated slate of filmed entertainment, 
publishing projects, and other media that support and advance the mission of the 
SoFAB Institute. Projects include the development and production of motion pictures, 
both narrative and documentary, television programs, new media content, and 
interactive digital media, including gaming and other gallery- and web-based 
applications. It also stages Film Feast, an annual food-focused film festival, in New 
Orleans. 
 
Among SoFAB Media’s current filmed projects are KAFFIR BOY: THERE LIES 
HOPE, the cinematic adaptation of Mark Mathabane’s bestselling autobiography, 
and SERVE, its accompanying documentary, both produced in association with Hill & 
Brand Entertainment; MARMITE: TASTE OF A NATION?, a feature-length 
documentary on the quintessentially British foodstuff; and THE SECRET LIFE OF 
MITCH SPINACH, an animated television series adapted from the children’s book 
series, produced in association with Hill & Brand Kids and Cookie Jar Entertainment. 
 
Among SoFAB Media’s published offerings is OKRA, an online magazine featuring 
work from a wide-ranging field of authors writing on a broad spectrum of culinary 
subjects. Other projects include HOT PLATE MUSIC HOUR, a variety show for radio 
featuring a rich blend of food and music. 
 
SoFAB Media’s signature digital project is NITTY GRITS: THE INTERNATIONAL 
CULINARY DICTIONARY, the world's first online, truly global, interactive culinary 
resource. 
A Commitment to Education 
• SoFAB offers children’s culinary classes, teaching cooking techniques and emphasizing heritage and the 
nutritional aspects of healthy foods. Children learn intentional eating, how to taste food, and how to enjoy the real 
food they learn to prepare. 
 
• These classes are offered without charge, especially for low-income children who may eat a disproportionate 
amount of fast food. SoFAB offers these classes every summer in weekly camps where children in second through 
fourth grades prepare their own lunch. These classes are also offered in a school setting. 
 
• Designed in partnership with the Institut du Goût, Paris, these classes not only have nutritional content, they teach 
actual cooking techniques and support the development of cognitive skills. 
 
• SoFAB offers children’s classes on Saturdays across the school year. 
 
• The Children’s Summer Camp offers 30 children each week the opportunity to learn about and enjoy our cuisine. 
At the end of the week, each child takes home a cookbook of the recipes they have learned to prepare. 
 
• We also offer classes for Girl Scouts and Boy Scouts to qualify for merit badges. 
 
 
• SoFABVenture will be the name of SoFAB’s new, dedicated children’s gallery. It will consist of five areas, each 
focusing on a core aspect of foodways: farming, fishing, restaurants and food service, markets, and the home 
kitchen. 
 
• Walls will feature an historical survey of children's cooking toys and cabinets will feature old children's cookbooks. 
 
• Integrated into the Museum as a whole: 
– Okry, an illustrated okra character always placed at kid's eye level, will identify for children the salient points 
of virtually every collection of artifacts in the entire Museum. SoFABVenture, then, will be a center of youth 
learning and understanding rather than a “holding area” for the young. The Okry points also will feature QR 
codes with kid-appropriate references that further supplement children’s learning. 
– Each exhibit throughout the Museum, both permanent and special, will feature Okry points. 
– Regular and special programming will forever be a core component of SoFAB's children's activities, with 
Saturday-morning programming that highlights and expands upon regular and special exhibits, extending 
across the school year. 
– Continuation of the kids cooking camp that has been expanded each year and now includes nutrition 
activities, math and reading literacy components, and physical activity. 
– Education coordinator and school field trips. 
– Educational materials for teachers and parents, as well as kid's activities, all on the website. 
 
• Goals 
– To provide kids with an understanding of earth to table understanding of the food cycle. 
– To encourage learning and exploration through hands on activities, role playing and pretend. 
– To build cooperative and sensory learning. 
– To celebrate food and beverage production.  
 
• Jonathan Tate, a professor of architecture at Tulane University, and Carolyn Pearce, a professional educator, are 
collaborating on the gallery’s design. 
About SoFABVenture 
SoFABVenture 
Children’s Gallery Layout 
(preliminary) 
RESTAURANT & FOOD SERVICE 
•Dining room 
•Table settings 
•Maître d’ station 
•Chef’s hats and aprons 
•Menu boards 
•Other appropriate 
items 
FISHING 
•Boat 
•Cast nets and rods 
•Plastic crabs, fish, etc. 
•Hip boots 
•Other appropriate items 
FARMING 
•“Outdoor” garden 
•Pretend soil & vegetation  
•Child-safe farm implements 
•Other appropriate items 
FRESH MARKET 
•Plastic fruits and vegetables 
•Other grocery items 
•Shopping baskets 
•Cashier’s station 
•Other appropriate items 
HOME KITCHEN 
•Mock kitchen 
•Child-safe “appliances” 
•Preparation space 
•Pots, pans 
•Other child-safe cooking gear 
 
• The Southern Food & Beverage Museum will spearhead and anchor the development of a culinary district along Oretha 
C. Haley Blvd., an economically disadvantaged and ethnically diverse neighborhood rich in cultural history and untapped 
economic potential, by developing a Culinary Innovation Center and Culinary Library that will serve as a commercially-
certified home to the community’s culinary artists. 
• The SoFAB Culinary Innovation Center, to be housed in the Kitchen Auditorium by Jenn-Air, at the Museum’s new, in-
development facility at 1504 Oretha C. Haley Blvd., will serve as a laboratory, studio, and primary place of business for 
the area’s economically disadvantaged culinary artists. The site was once home to the Dryades Market, serving what was 
then a multi-ethnic and polyglot community. The SoFAB Culinary Library, situated in a separate facility at 1609 Oretha C. 
Haley Blvd., will be an open resource that will facilitate the professional development of current and future culinary artists. 
Research reveals that the site has housed at least two restaurants. 
• Oretha C. Haley Blvd. is a place currently characterized by ethnic diversity and economic malaise. Many of its residents 
live below the poverty line. The neighborhood, nevertheless, enjoys both cultural vitality and tremendous commercial 
potential.  By restoring two of the neighborhood’s storied addresses to commerce, and anchoring an envisioned culinary 
district, SoFAB will provide the area’s underemployed workforce with a place to develop, practice, and, most importantly, 
derive an income from the culinary arts. SoFAB expects that some of those artists, in time, will establish stand-alone 
culinary operations in the neighborhood, spurring further, culture-based and creative economic development. 
• SoFAB’s work is part of a larger portfolio of strategies that will transform the community, reestablishing it as a hub of 
commerce that capitalizes on the neighborhood’s current ethnic diversity and rich cultural history.  
About the Culinary Innovation Center 
A Commitment to Community Development 
About Hungry in the South 
• “Hungry in the South” is SoFAB’s annual, all-out, weekend-long bash. The 2012 edition, “Science and Technology: 
Past, Present, and Future,” ran September 13-16. 
• Media Sponsor Hoffman Media (Birmingham, AL) publishes a portfolio of high-circulation magazines, including 
Taste of the South and Cooking with Paula Deen. 
• The events menu included: 
– Film Feast (details below); 
– Opening of SoFAB’s first international exhibit, “Then and Now: The Story of Coffee in Brazil and New 
Orleans: 18th Century to the Present”; 
– Continuing Legal Education Seminar: Food, Drink, and the Law (in partnership with Tulane University Law 
School); 
– Hard-Hat Gala, showcasing SoFAB’s new museum site; After Party at the Culinary Library; and Midnight 
Screening; 
– Symposium, featuring speakers whose work marks the intersection of food, law, policy, and technology; and 
– French Quarter Cookbook Fair, in partnership with the French Market Corporation. 
 
 
About Film Feast 
• This year SoFAB added Film Feast to its “Hungry in the South” menu. The food-focused film festival launched with 
a reception and inaugural screening. Screenings, including two world, and several regional, premieres, continued 
through the weekend and concluded with a closing reception and double bill. 
• Rouses Market Downtown hosted the debut of SoFAB’s “Film al Fresco,” a monthly series of outdoor screenings, 
each featuring the finest in food-centric films and fine selections from Rouses’ kitchen. 
 
 
SoFAB’s SMALL BITES 
• A 501(c)(3) museum that opened June 7, 2008, an opening delayed by Hurricane Katrina. 
• SoFAB celebrates and documents Southern food, drink, and culture through exhibits, digital and social media, 
programs, internships, public outreach, and collections. 
• Saveur magazine (May 2011) named SoFAB one of the world’s “Five Great Museums Devoted to Food.” It was 
the only museum in the U.S. so named. 
• In the United States, SoFAB is the only non-corporate, general-interest museum focusing on food, beverages, and 
foodways. 
• SoFAB examines: 
– the food and drink of the South in all of its aspects; 
– the many ethnicities—African-American and Caribbean, French, Spanish, and German, et al.—that have 
combined to create unique Southern food and drink traditions; 
– the farmers, fishermen, hunters, and gatherers who provide the food; 
– the processors, inventors, chefs, and business people who manufacture the products that stock our stores 
and run our restaurants; and 
– the home cooks and families who have passed down recipes and food traditions for generations. 
• Currently located in Downtown New Orleans on the east bank of the Mississippi River, SoFAB consists of 10,000 
square feet of exhibit space divided into seven separate galleries, with each gallery housing more than one exhibit. 
In addition, there are 4,500 square feet of space housing a gift shop, offices, storage, and prep space. 
• SoFAB will relocate to a larger, 30,000 square-foot permanent site in early 2013 where it will join other entities 
already engaged in building a “Culinary District” along Oretha C. Haley Blvd. and the adjacent St. Charles Avenue 
corridor. 
• Average attendance of over 700 people per week and 36,000 people per year and growing. Three-quarters of 
visitors are between 35 and 65 years old. Two thirds of visitors are tourists. 
• Kids are a focal point of programming, with 50% of all Saturday programs serving 750 Girl Scouts during a school 
year and more than 100 campers attending the annual Kids Summer Cooking Camp, as well as numerous 
birthday parties. Kids prepare food, learn about healthy eating and cultural traditions, and share their food with 
family members. 
• SoFAB’s collections are rapidly growing, with over 10,000 volumes in its library, thousands of donated menus, and 
thousands of artifacts from around the South. 
Recognition and Praise for the Southern Food & Beverage Museum 
One of the world’s “Five Great Museums Devoted to Food” 
-- Saveur magazine May 2011 
 
A “must-see.” 
-- ZAGAT’s “Summer Getaway Guide: 50 Food Attractions by State,” July 2012 
 
One of the “Best 5 Funky Food and Beverage Museums in America” 
-- Yahoo! Voices May 2012 
 
One of “The 10 Most Innovative, Air-Conditioned Museums in the South” 
-- Deep South Magazine July 2012 
 
Featured selection in Forbes Travel Guide June 2012 
 
“The Southern Food & Beverage Museum has done a truly exceptional job of unearthing and preserving the rich historical past, present, and 
future of the delicious and distinctive culinaria of the South. Having grown during New Orleans‘s post-Katrina period, SOFAB is another 
great beacon of hope and inspiration to a city where food and drink rule.” 
-- Mario Batali, star of Iron Chef, Cookbook Author, Media Personality, and Restaurateur 
 
“First up, let's head to the Southern Food & Beverage Museum (aka SOFAB), at the Riverwalk Marketplace near the slow-rolling Mississippi 
River. Step inside and you'll find exhibits that feed your mind—and make you hungry.” 
-- Chris Macias, Ohio.com 
 
“More than just a collection of artifacts and photographs, SoFAB aims to become a resource center for serious study of the culinary arts, 
complete with an ever-expanding library and archives.” 
-- Judy Walker in the Times-Picayune, opening day, June 8, 2008 
 
“SoFAB is a wonderful and interesting museum…”  
-- Ken Burns, award-winning filmmaker, May 2011 
 
“There’s actually a pretty fascinating, well-executed exhibit behind the fronting shop that includes more information than you’ll probably ever 
need on the food staples and dishes of the South, and New Orleans and Louisiana in particular.” 
--Lonely Planet 
 
“It's an impressive assemblage of Southern food and drink history, from farmers to cooks and all between, represented by all kinds of goodies.” 
-- “Frommer’s Review” in the New York Times “Travel” section 
 
“In New Orleans, along the banks of the Mississippi River, the Southern Food & Beverage Museum captures the essence of southern culture 
and cuisine. Make it your first stop on your next trip to New Orleans and get the inside scoop on those quirky southern appetites.“ 
-- Deb Burst, FineBooks & Collections magazine  
  
 
Southern Food & Beverage 
Museum 
 
 
 
Leadership 
Liz Williams 
President & Director 
 
Always fascinated by the way the lure of nutmeg and peppercorns motivated the 
exploration of the world, Liz Williams was lucky to be born into a family of Sicilian heritage 
in New Orleans.  She grew up eating in two great food traditions.   She is a founder and 
President of the Southern Food and Beverage Museum in New Orleans.  Much of her 
research and writing centers on the legal and policy issues related to food and 
foodways.  Besides establishing this new museum, which opened in June, 2008, she 
consults on issues of nonprofit management and governance, as well as public/private 
partnerships, intellectual property and publishing.  Her book, The Encyclopedia of Law and 
Food, is being published by Greenwood Publishing. 
 
She was for five years the President and CEO of the University of New Orleans Foundation, during which time the UNO 
Foundation opened the D-Day Museum, the Nims Center (a film studio with motion capture laboratory), established a 33-
acre research park with over 250,000 square feet of office space, established the Ogden Museum of Southern Art and 
several other projects, including the UNO Press.  Prior to the UNO Foundation, Williams was the Director of the Arts 
Administration Program at the University of New Orleans.  She also practiced law with an emphasis on nonprofit 
organizations and giving.  She has taught Arts Administration Law, and several other courses such as Historic Preservation 
Law, Business Ethics, and the History of the Restaurant. 
 
A graduate of Louisiana State University (BA, English) and Louisiana State University Law Center (JD) she has served in 
the U.S. Army as a Judge Advocate General (JAG).  She has practiced law in Washington, DC and Louisiana. Travel is an 
excuse to eat in new places. She is a member of the Folklife Commission, State of Louisiana. 
 
 
  Philip M. Dobard 
Vice President & Director of SoFAB Media 
 
Philip’s work spans executive management, film and television production, higher education, and live 
performance. With Hill & Brand Entertainment, Philip is executive producing the Nickelodeon television 
series, Deadtime Stories (Diane Ladd, Jennifer Stone). With GKW Creative, Philip’s roster of clients 
featured the National Symphony Orchestra of Ukraine, Grammy Award-winning, African-American 
conductor John McLaughlin Williams (Detroit Symphony Orchestra, Boston Lyric Opera, Dorian, Naxos), 
Italian conductor Alessandro Siciliani (Metropolitan Opera, Mariinsky Theatre), and director-designer Nic 
Muni (Canadian Opera Company, National Theatre Prague, San Francisco Opera). 
 
Philip has produced more than three dozen operas and other theatrical properties, most notably two world premieres: Mark Adamo’s 
Lysistrata, or The Nude Goddess (New York City Opera and Houston Grand Opera) and Susan Kander’s Somebody’s Children, and 
critically-acclaimed revivals of Verdi’s Aida, Mozart’s The Magic Flute (Hawaii Opera Theatre and Lyric Opera of Kansas City), Hans 
Krása’s Brundibár, and, with support from the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA), Kurt Weill’s The Threepenny Opera 
(Vancouver Opera and Arizona Opera). As General Director of Opera Columbus, he staged 17 new productions and presented some 
of opera’s leading artists, including Renée Fleming, Denyce Graves, and Dawn Upshaw, in concert. There he also co-founded the 
Columbus Cultural Leadership Consortium, “created to bring organization and voice to the city’s major cultural institutions, with a 
focus on policy and strategy.” 
 
At the University of New Orleans (UNO), he directed the Graduate Program in Arts Administration, teaching courses in arts policy, 
fundraising, governance, marketing, and strategic planning, and surveys of managerial practice in the music and visual arts industries. 
Additionally, he conducted research sponsored by the NEA and the Pew Charitable Trusts. Other early-career engagements include 
General Director of Pensacola Opera, where he participated in downtown revitalization efforts and led a successful, award-winning 
campaign to purchase and renovate the Pensacola Opera Center; the Shakespeare Festival at Tulane; New Orleans Opera; and 
Adjunct Professor of Arts Policy and Administration at The Ohio State University. 
 
A musician trained in both the classical and jazz traditions, Philip has extensive performing experience. As a singer, he was a frequent 
concert soloist and appeared in over 100 staged productions, portraying a wide range of operatic roles. As a conductor and music 
director, he led countless performances. As a guitarist, he founded the pop-rock ensemble, Murmurs, and performed with a number of 
big bands and jazz combos in his native New Orleans. Composing credits include Michael Merino’s Hemispheric Dysfunctionalism 
and the Cortical Titanic. 
 
Philip completed graduate studies at the University of California, Los Angeles (film and television production) and UNO (arts 
administration and orchestral conducting) and undergraduate studies at Loyola University New Orleans (voice performance). He 
currently serves as a program advisor to the Art Institute of California – Los Angeles, home to a range of career education programs, 
notably among them specializations in culinary arts and management. 
• Board Responsibilities 
 
• Board of Directors Roster 
 
• Advisory Board Roster 
 
• Key Contacts 
ATTACHMENTS 
BOARD EXPECTATIONS & RESPONSIBILITIES 
Each member of the SoFAB Board of Directors assumes the following responsibilities upon accepting an invitation to 
membership. The next two pages present the names, affiliations, and locations of those who already have made 
that commitment. 
 
• Attend two Board meetings per year. There is a summer meeting in New Orleans and a winter meeting in another 
city. The 2013 winter meeting will be January 19 in Natchez, MS, hosted by Director Regina Charboneau, Chef de 
Cuisine of The American Queen and Owner-Operator of Twin Oaks Plantation in Natchez.  Board members are 
also expected to participate in phone and email meetings. There are usually two conference call meetings per 
year. (If it is impossible to attend a board meeting in person, there is always the phone option.) 
 
• Work with other Board members on one of the Institute's several committees. 
 
• “Give or Get” $5,000 each year to support the Institute. 
 
• Help your state(s) of residence in being well represented in the Institute and its Museum. 
 
• Help the Institute become better known in your state(s) of residence. 
 
• Use your connections and influence to help the Institute, when asked or when the opportunity arises. 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
Officers 
James Carter, Chairman; CEO, Cypress Pointe, Inc., Hemp Hill, TX 
Elizabeth M. Williams, President; President, SoFAB Institute, New Orleans, LA 
Shawn Smith, First Vice Chairman; Chairman & CEO, Hattie Mae & PALS Foundation, Grand Bay, AL 
Butler Burdine, Second Vice Chairman; Vice President, Business Development, Noble Mouse, Savannah, GA & New Orleans, LA 
Matt Konigsmark, Treasurer; Vice President, Marketing, KontrolFreek, Atlanta, GA 
Anne Hart, Secretary; Chef and Owner, Provence Market Café, Bridgeport, WV 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
Dr. Jennifer Banquer, Dentist, New Orleans, LA 
Jeanette Bell, Owner, Fleur D’Eden Community Garden, New Orleans, LA 
Lynne Breaux, President, Restaurant Association Metropolitan Washington (retired), Washington, DC 
Dickie Brennan, Owner, Dickie Brennan’s Steakhouse, Palace Café, Bourbon House, New Orleans, LA 
Regina Charboneau, Chef and Owner, Twin Oaks Plantation, Natchez, MS 
Ann Colvin, Vice President, JP Morgan, New Orleans, LA 
Sheila Crye, Owner, Young Chefs, Inc., Silver Spring, MD 
Chena Dederian, Senior Vice President, Strategic Marketing Executive, Bank of America, New York, NY 
Randy Ensminger, Owner, Primrose Creek, Little Rock, AR 
Cassandra Gaines, Director, National Soul Food Cook-off, Oklahoma City, OK 
David Guas, Pastry Chef, Damgoodsweet Consulting, Washington, DC 
Dale Hawkins, Chef, Fish Hawk Acres, Rock Cave, WV 
Edward A. Johnston, Murphy Oil Corporation (retired), Covington, LA 
Julia Johnston, Owner, Kitchens for Cooking, Boca Raton, FL 
Jane Long, Food Activist, Atlanta, GA 
Maria Machita, Vice President of Sales and Marketing, Consumer Division, Domino Foods, Inc., Iselin, NJ 
Rebecca Maisel, General Counsel & Director of Government Affairs, Gulf Distributing Holdings, Mobile, AL 
William F. “Chip” Merlin, Jr., President and Founder, Merlin Law Group, P.A., Tampa, FL 
Rex Nelson, President, Arkansas’ Independent Colleges & Universities, Little Rock, AR 
Caroline Rosen, Regional Sales Manager, Mountain Valley Spring Water, Montgomery, AL 
Robert Schamber, Vice President of Operations, Sandestin Golf & Beach Resort, Destin, FL 
Norman Van Aken, Chef, Tuyo & Director of Restaurants, Miami Culinary Institute, Miami, FL; Chef-Owner, Norman’s at The Ritz-
Carlton, Grande Lakes, Orlando, FL 
Jay Wiener, Owner, Law Offices of Jay L. Wiener, San Francisco, CA and Jackson, MS 
ADVISORY BOARD 
John Besh, Chef, Besh Restaurant Group, New Orleans, LA; James Beard Foundation Award 2006 
John Egerton, Author and Journalist, Nashville, TN 
Rick Ellis, Food Stylist, Rick Ellis Food, New York, NY 
C. Pat Garner, Professor, University of North Carolina, Raleigh-Durham, NC; President (past), Southeast and West Asia Division, 
The Coca-Cola Company, Atlanta, GA 
Jim Gossen, Chairman, Sysco Louisiana Seafood; President & CEO, Louisiana Fine Food Companies, Houston, TX 
Jessica Harris, PhD, Ray Charles Chair in African-American Material Culture, Dillard University, New Orleans, LA 
Linton Hopkins, Executive Chef, Restaurant Eugene, Atlanta, GA; James Beard Foundation Award 2012 
John Kunkel, CEO, 50 Eggs Restaurant Group, Inc., Miami, FL 
Marcy Nathan, VP/Director of Advertising, Alford Advertising, New Orleans, LA 
Louis Osteen, Chef, Louis’s at Sanford’s, Pawleys Island, SC; James Beard Foundation Award 2004 
Jeff Tunks, Chef/Co-Owner, DC Coast, TenPenh, Ceiba, Acadian, Washington, DC 
Andrew Wallace, Senior Policy Adviser to Sen. Tom Udall, Washington, DC 
Nora Wetzel, Chef-Owner, Educated Palate, LLC, New Orleans, LA 
KEY CONTACTS 
SoFAB Institute 
Riverwalk 
1 Poydras St., Ste. 169 
New Orleans, LA 70130 
O: (504) 569-0405 
F: (504) 587-7944 
www.southernfood.org 
 
Elizabeth M. Williams 
President & Director 
M: (504) 430-5619 
liz@southernfood.org 
 
Philip M. Dobard 
Vice President 
Director, SoFAB Media 
M: (504) 251-4739 
philip@southernfood.org 
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BYLAWS 
 
OF 
 
SOUTHERN FOOD AND BEVERAGE MUSEUM FOUNDATION 
 
 
ARTICLE I.  OFFICES 
 
Section 1. Registered Office.  The registered office of the Corporation shall be located at 
such place in the State of Louisiana as the Board of Directors of the Corporation (the 
“Board”) may decide.  The registered agent of the Corporation shall be appointed by and 
serve at the pleasure of the Board. 
 
Section 2.  Other Offices.  The Corporation also may have offices at such other places 
both within and without the State of Louisiana as the Board may from time to time 
designate. 
 
 
ARTICLE II.  MEMBERS 
 
Section 1.  The members of the Corporation shall be the members of the Board of 
Directors. 
 
 
ARTICLE III.  GOVERNANCE 
 
Section 1.  General Authority, Board of Directors.  The general management corporate 
powers of the Corporation shall be vested in the Board of Directors, which may exercise 
all powers of the Corporation and do all acts and thinks permitted by law to be done by a 
Louisiana nonprofit corporation, subject to the Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws of 
this Corporation. 
 
Section 2.  Board of Directors.  The number of Directors which shall constitute the first 
Board and subsequent Boards shall not be less than three (3), and shall be specified from 
time to time by resolution of the Board. 
 
The Directors shall be elected by the Board of Directors at its annual meeting.  Except to 
allow for a staggering of terms for the initial Board, each trustee shall be elected to serve 
for a three-year term, or until his successor has been elected and qualifies, whichever is 
later. 
 
Section 3.  Vacancies.  In the event an elected director’s position shall become vacant for 
any reason, such vacancy shall be filled by the affirmative vote of a majority of the 
remaining voting directors.  A director elected to fill such a vacancy shall be elected for 
the remainder of the term of the trustee’s position he or she was elected to fill.  A failure 
to replace a member of the Board of Directors elected position on the Board shall not be 
deemed to be a default in terms of the Articles of Incorporation or the Bylaws and the 
Board shall have full authority to continue to operate. 
 
Section 4.  Resignation.  Any director of the Corporation may resign at any time by 
giving written notices to the Board, the Chairman or the Secretary of the Corporation.  
Unless otherwise specified in this notice, the resignation shall take effect upon receipt 
thereof by the Board or the Chairman or the Secretary of the Corporation, as the case may 
be, and the acceptance of such resignation shall not be necessary to make it effective. 
 
Section 5.  Removal.  Any director may be removed at any time with or without cause by 
the vote of a two-thirds (2/3) of the Directors then in office. 
 
Section 6.  Quorum: Required Vote.  At any meeting of the Board or any committee 
thereof, a quorum for the transaction of business shall exist and be present is a majority 
of the Directors then in office or serving as committee members then in office, as the case 
may be, shall be present.  Members of the Board may not vote by proxy. 
 
Section 7.  Annual, Regular, and Special Meetings.  An annual meeting of the Board of 
Directors shall be held at least once a year by resolution of the Board, beginning with the 
year 2003, at such place and times as designated by the Chairman or, in the event of his 
disability, by the Vice-Chairman.  Regular meetings of the Board may be held at such 
time and place as may be designated by the Chairman or Vice-Chairman, but at least four 
times per year.  Special meetings of the Board may be called by the Chairman or by the 
petition of a majority of the Board. 
 
Section 8.  Notice of Meetings.  Written or printed notice stating the place, day and hour 
of a meeting and, in case of a special meeting, the purpose of purposes for which the 
meeting is called, shall be delivered not less than five (5) days before the date of the 
meeting, personally, by mail, telefax, telegram, overnight courier or electronic mail, by or 
at the direction of the Chairman, the Secretary, or the persons calling the meeting, to each 
director in office.  If mailed, such notice shall be deemed to be delivered when deposited 
in the United States mail addressed to a director at his or her address as it appears on the 
records of the Corporation, with postage thereon prepaid.  A director may waive such 
notice, either before or after the meeting for which the notice is required to be given, and 
such waiver in writing made by the person entitled to notice shall itself be deemed 
equivalent to notice.  All such waivers shall be filed with the records of the Corporation.   
The attendance of a director at any meeting shall constitute a waiver of notice of such 
meeting, except where a director attends a meeting for the purpose of objecting to the 
transaction of any business because the meeting is not lawfully called or convened. 
 
Section 9.  Meetings by Telephone.  Any or all trustees may participate in a meeting of 
the Board or a committee thereof by means of conference call by means of a conference 
telephone or by any means of communication by which all persons participating in the 
meeting are able to hear one another, and such participation shall constitute presence in 
person at such meeting. 
 Section 10.  Action Without Meeting.  Any action required or permitted to be taken at a 
meeting of the Board or a committee thereof may be taken without a meeting if all 
members of the Board or the committee, as the case may be, consent thereto in writing.  
Such consent shall have the same force and effect as a unanimous vote of the Board and 
shall be submitted to the Secretary and shall be filed with the minutes of the Board. 
 
Section 11.  Adjourned Meeting.  If a quorum shall not be present at any meeting of the 
Board or committee thereof, the directors or committee members present thereat may 
adjourn the meeting from time to time until the quorum shall be present, and do so 
without notice other than announcement at the meeting. 
 
Section 12.  Majority.  In the event that the Board of any committee thereof is composed 
of an even number of persons, a majority means one half (1/2) of the number plus one. 
 
Section 13.  Committees.    The Board may establish one or more committees, each 
committee to consist of one or more of the members of the Board.  Such committee or 
committees shall have such member or members selected to the Board. 
 
Section 14.  Committee Vacancies; Removal of Committee Members; Abolition of 
Committees.  Vacancies in any committee shall be filled by action of the Board.  The 
Board may abolish any committee previously established by the Board.  Any trustee may 
resign from any committee at any time by giving written notice to the Board, the 
Chairman or the Secretary of the Corporation.  Unless otherwise specified in the notice, 
the resignation shall take effect upon receipt thereof by the Board or the Chairman or the 
Secretary, as the case may be, and the acceptance of such resignation shall not be 
necessary to make it effective. 
 
Section 15. Compensation of Directors.  The members of the Board shall not be 
compensated for service on the Board but may be reimbursed for reasonable expenses 
incurred by attending meetings or conducting any proper business of their offices, 
pursuant to policy adopted by the Board. 
 
Section 16.  Abstention.  Any director or officer shall declare his or her abstention from 
voting on and discussing any matter on which he or she may be considered to have a 
conflict of interest.  The declaration of abstention shall be made for the record at the 
beginning of any such motion or discussion and shall be recorded in the official minutes 
of the meeting.  The same conflict of interest shall apply to any director participating in 
any committee discussion or vote. 
 
Section 17.  Procedure.  When not in conflict with any of the provisions of this Article, 
Robert’s Rules of Order shall constitute the rules of parliamentary procedure applicable 
to all members of the Board. 
 
 
ARTICLE IV.  OFFICERS AND EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
 Section 1.  Positions.  Unless and until otherwise provided by resolution of the Board or 
by amendment to these Bylaws, the officers of the Corporation shall be a Chairman, two 
(2) Vice-Chairmen, a Secretary, a Treasurer and such other officers as the Board from 
time to time.  The Board shall elect the Chairman, Vice-Chairmen, Secretary and 
Treasurer of the Corporation by resolution.  The Board may also appoint such other 
officers as it deems appropriate.  Two or more offices shall not be held simultaneously by 
the same person.  No officer shall execute, acknowledge or verify any instrument in more 
than one capacity.  The Chairman, Vice-Chairmen, Secretary and Treasurer must be 
members of the Board. 
 
Section 2.  Terms of Office.  The officers of the Corporation shall hold office for a term 
of one (1) years or until their successors are chosen and qualified or until their earlier 
resignation or death. 
 
Section 3.  Vacancies.  A vacancy in the office of the Chairman because of death, 
resignation, removal, disqualification or otherwise, shall be filled by one of the serving 
Vice-Chairmen as selected by the Board.  A vacancy in any other office because of death, 
resignation, removal, disqualification or otherwise, shall be filled by the Board for the 
vacancy of the term. 
 
Section 4.  Removal.  An officer may be removed at any time, with or without cause, by 
the Board at any meeting to which notice of such purpose has been given to the members 
of the Board. 
 
Section 5.  Resignation.  An officer may resign at any time by giving written notice to the 
Chairman, the Secretary of the Board.  Such resignation shall take effect at the time 
specified therein. 
 
Section 6.  Chairman.  The Chairman shall be the chief officer of the Corporation.  The 
Chairman shall exercise general supervision and management of the business of the 
Corporation, and shall have the power and authority to sign, execute and deliver any and 
all contracts or other documents on behalf of the Corporation as authorized by the Board.  
The Chairman shall preside at all meetings of the Board, ensure that all orders and 
resolutions of the Board are carried into effect and in general perform all duties normally 
incident to the office of the Chairman and such other duties as may be prescribed by the 
Board. 
 
Section 7.  Vice-Chairman.  In the absence of the Chairman or in the event of the 
Chairman’s inability to act, the Vice-Chairman shall perform the duties of the Chairmen, 
and when so acting shall have all the powers of, and be subject to all the restrictions 
upon, the Chairman.  The Vice-Chairman shall perform such other duties and have such 
other powers as the Board or, if authorized by the Board to do so, the Chairman, may 
prescribe.  If there are only three members of the Board, there shall be no Vice-Chairman. 
 
Section 8.  Secretary.  The Secretary shall attend all meetings of the Board and shall 
cause to be recorded all the proceedings of such meetings of the Board in a book to be 
kept for that purpose, and shall perform like duties for the committees of the Board, when 
so requested; when unable to perform such duties, the Secretary may delegate his or her 
recordation duties to another Board member.  The Secretary shall see that all notices are 
duly given in accordance with the provision of these By-laws, or as required by law or as 
directed by the Board or the Chairman.  The Secretary shall see that the books, reports, 
statement, certificates, and all other documents and records required by law are properly 
kept and filed, and shall perform such other duties as may be prescribed by the Board or 
by the Chairman, under whose supervision the Secretary shall function.  The Secretary 
may attest all instruments signed on behalf of the Corporation by the Chairman or other 
officer.  The Secretary shall in general perform all duties incident to the office of the 
Secretary and such other duties as may be assigned by the Board or, if authorized by the 
Board to do so, the Chairman. 
 
Section 9. Treasurer.  The Treasurer shall be responsible for all the funds of the 
Corporation and shall cause full and accurate accounts of receipts and disbursements to 
be kept in books belonging to the Corporation, and shall cause all moneys and other 
valuable effects to be deposited in the name and to the credit of the Corporation in such 
depositories as may be designated by the Board.  The Treasurer or the Treasurer’s 
designee(s) shall disburse the funds of the Corporation as ordered by the Board, taking 
proper vouchers for such disbursements.  The Treasurer shall render to the Board or any 
director upon request an account of all the Corporation’s financial transactions and the 
Corporation’s financial condition.  The Treasurer shall perform all other duties incident 
to the office of the Treasurer and such other duties as may be assigned by the Board, or if 
authorized by the Board to do so, the Chairman.  The Treasurer may be required to 
furnish a corporate surety bond in favor of the Corporation, and for such amounts, as the 
Board may from time to time, by resolution, determine and require.  The premium on any 
such surety bond shall be paid by the Corporation. 
 
Section 10.  Fidelity Bonds.  The Corporation may secure the fidelity of any or all of its 
officers or agents by corporate surety bond or otherwise. 
 
Section 11.  Compensation of Officers.  The officers of the Corporation shall not be 
compensated for service to the Corporation, but may be reimbursed for reasonable 
expenses for attending meetings or conducting the business of their offices, pursuant to 
policy adopted by the Board. 
 
Section 12.  Execution of Documents.  All deeds, mortgages, bonds, contracts, and other 
instruments may be executed on behalf of the Corporation by the Chairman, or with such 
officer or person as may be authorized by the Board (unless such power may be restricted 
by the Board resolution or is required by law to be otherwise signed or executed). 
 
 
ARTICLE V.  COMMITTEES 
 
Section 1.  Standing Committees.  Unless and until otherwise decided and directed by the 
Board, the standing committees of the corporation shall consist of the following: 
 
A. Executive Committee. 
 
1. The Executive Committee shall be the administrative body of the 
Corporation.  The Chairman, Vice-Chairmen, Secretary and Treasurer, 
and the immediate past Chairman of the Corporation, and one or more 
members of the Board appointed by the Chairman shall comprise the 
Executive Committee. 
 
2. The Executive Committee shall have full power and authority to 
exercise the powers of the Board in the management of the business 
and affairs of the Corporation, subject, however, to any limitations the 
Board may, by resolution or amendment to these Bylaws, prescribe. 
 
3. The Executive Committee shall in no case have the power and 
authority to sell, assign, transfer, or otherwise convey any of the 
property of the Corporation unless specifically authorized by the 
Board to authorize and execute such acts of sale, assignment, transfer 
or conveyance of said property. 
 
4. The Chairman of the Board shall be the Chairman of the Executive 
Committee and the Secretary of the Corporation shall be the Secretary 
of the Executive Committee. 
 
5. The Executive Committee shall meet at a time, place, and frequency as 
established by its members or upon the call of the Chairman, provided 
that written or telephone notice of such called meetings is given to all 
Executive Committee members, which waiver may be granted before 
or after the meeting. 
 
B. Other Committees.  Other committees may be established, both permanent 
and ad hoc, as needed by the corporation from time to time. 
 
Section 2.  Meetings.  Except for the Executive Committee (the provisions of which are 
set forth in Section (a)(5) above, each committee shall meet at a time, place and 
frequency as established by the committee’s members or upon the call of the committee’s 
chairman. 
 
Section 3.  Quorum.  A majority of the voting members present at a committee meeting 
shall constitute a quorum for such meeting except in cases of the Executive Committee, 
where a majority of the members of the Executive Committee must be present in order to 
constitute a quorum. 
 
Section 4.  Vacancies.  Vacancies in the membership of any committee may be filled by 
appointments made in the same manner as provided for the original appointments. 
 
Section 5.  Rules.  Each committee may adopt rules for its own management not 
inconsistent with these Bylaws or with the rules adopted by the Board. 
 
 
ARTICLE VI.  EXCULPATION, INDEMNIFICATION AND INSURANCE 
 
Section 1.  Exculpation of Directors.  No director shall be liable to anyone for any acts on 
behalf of the Corporation or any omissions with respect to the Corporation committees by 
such director except for his or her own willful neglect or default, nor shall any director be 
liable to anyone for any act of negligence or default on the part of any one or more of the 
other directors of the Corporation in the absence of specific knowledge on the part of 
such director of such neglect or default. 
 
Section 2.  Indemnification.  The Corporation shall indemnify, to the fullest extent of the 
laws of the State of Louisiana as those laws presently exist or hereafter may be amended, 
any director, officer or former director or officer of the Corporation, or any person who 
may have served at its request as a director or officer of another corporation, whether for-
profit or nonprofit, against expenses actually and necessarily incurred by him or her in 
connection with the defense of any action, suit or proceeding in which he or she is made a 
party by reason of having been such director or officer, except in relation to matters as to 
which he or she shall be adjudged in such action, suit or proceeding to be liable for 
negligence or misconduct in the performance of a duty.  Advances against reasonable 
expenses may be made by the Corporation on terms fixed by the Board, subject to an 
obligation to repay if indemnification proves unwarranted.  Such indemnification shall 
not be deemed exclusive of any other rights to which such director or officer may be 
entitled under any bylaw, agreement, vote of the Board, or otherwise, including rights 
under any insurance policy that may be purchased by the Corporation to the extent 
permitted by the laws of the State of Louisiana, as they presently exist or hereafter may 
be amended. 
 
Section 3.  Insurance.  The Corporation may purchase and maintain, to the fullest extent 
permitted by the laws of the State of Louisiana as the presently exist or hereafter may be 
amended, insurance on behalf of any officer, director, employee, trustee or agent of the 
Corporation and any person who is or was serving at the request of the Corporation as an 
officer, director, employee, trustee or agent of the Corporation and any person who is or 
was serving at the request of the Corporation as an officer, director, employee, trustee or 
agent of another enterprise against any liability asserted against him or her or incurred by 
him or her in any such capacity or status. 
 
 
ARTICLE VII.  GENERAL PROVISIONS 
 
Section 1.  Prohibition Against Sharing in Corporate Earnings. 
 (a) No part of the earnings of the Corporation shall inure to the benefit of or be 
distributable to its incorporators, directors, officers or other private persons 
(except that reimbursement for reasonable expenses incurred in connection 
with the services rendered to or for the Corporation in effecting one or more 
of its purposes may be paid.)  It is the policy of the organization that neither 
its Board members nor their immediate families will be employed by the 
organization nor provide paid services to the organization, unless the family 
member was employed prior to the Board member’s appointment. 
 
(b) All directors and officers of the Corporation shall be deemed to have 
expressly consented and agreed that, upon dissolution or winding up of the 
affairs of the Corporation, the Board shall, after paying and making provision 
for the payment of all liabilities of the Corporation, dispose of the remaining 
assets of the Corporation exclusively for the purpose set out in the Articles of 
Incorporation. 
 
Section 2.  Exempt Activities.  In all events and under all circumstances, and not 
withstanding merger, consolidation, reorganization, termination, dissolution, or winding 
up of the Corporation, voluntary or involuntary or by operation of law, 
 
(a) The Corporation shall not have or exercise any power or authority either 
expressly or by interpretation or operation of law, nor shall it directly or 
indirectly engage in any activity, that would prevent it from qualifying (and 
continuing to qualify) as a corporation described in Sections 501 (c)(3) and 
509 (a)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (or corresponding provision 
of any future federal internal revenue law). 
 
(b) Neither the whole, nor any part or portion, of the assets or net earnings of the 
Corporation shall be used, nor shall the Corporation ever be organized or 
operated, for objects or purposes other than those set out in the Articles of 
Incorporation. 
 
Section 3.  Fiscal Year.  The fiscal year of the Corporation shall extend from January 1 of 
one year to December 31 of the next, but may be altered by the Board.   
 
Section 4.  Deposits.  All funds of the Corporation not otherwise employed shall be 
deposited promptly to the credit of the Corporation in such banks, trust companies, or 
other depositories as the Board of Directors may direct.  For the purpose of making such 
deposits, checks, drafts, and other orders for the payment of money that they are payable 
to the Corporation may be endorsed, assigned, and delivered by any officer of the 
Corporation or in such manner as may from time to time be determined by resolution of 
the Board of Directors, 
 
 
 
Section 5.  Compensation.  The directors, trustees and officers of the Corporation shall 
serve without compensation, but may be reimbursed for reasonable expenses, if any, 
incurred in carrying out the purposes of the Corporation.  Any reimbursement of 
expenses shall in no way adversely affect the Corporation’s qualification under 501 (c)(3) 
of the Code.  Other employees of the Corporation may be compensated in carrying out 
the purposes of the Corporation.  The Executive Committee of the Corporation shall 
establish the appropriate level of compensation for such employees.  Any compensation 
of employees shall in no way adversely affect the Corporation’s qualification under 
Section 501 (c)(3) of the Code. 
 
Section 6.  Loans.  No loans shall be contracted for on behalf of the Corporation and no 
evidence of indebtedness shall be issued in the name of the Corporation unless authorized 
by resolution of the Board.  Debt service is a budgetary matter and, as such, is a matter to 
be approved by the Budget Review Committee.  Such authority may be general or may be 
confined to specific instances.  The Corporation shall make no loan to any director, 
trustee, or officer of the Corporation. 
 
Section 7.  Form of Records.  Any records maintained by the Corporation in the regular 
course of its business, including its books of account, and minute books, may be kept on, 
or be in the form of magnetic tape, photographs, microphotographs, or any other 
information storage device, provided that the records so kept can be converted into 
clearly legible written form within a reasonable time.  The Corporation shall so convert 
any records so kept upon the request of any person entitles to inspect the same. 
 
 
ARTICLE VII.  AMENDMENT 
 
Section 1.  Amendments.  Any amendment or repeal of any provision of these Bylaws 
shall be valid and effective if a majority of the directors and trustees present at a meeting 
votes in favor of the amendment or repeal. 
 
 
ARTICLE IX.  EFFECTIVE DATE OF BYLAWS 
 
These Bylaws shall become effective upon their approval by the Board of Directors. 
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Board Members 
 
Officers 
 
James Carter (Chairman) CEO: Cypress Pointe, Inc. in Hemp Hill, TX 
 
Elizabeth M. Williams (President) President: SoFAB in New Orleans, LA 
 
Butler Burdine (First Vice Chairman) Consultant: Butler Burdine in New Orleans, LA 
 
Shawn Smith (Second Vice Chairman) CEO and Chairman, Hattie Mae & PALS Foundation in Alabama, 
Mississippi, and Louisiana 
 
Matt Konigsmark (Treasurer), Vice President, Marketing, KontrolFreek, Atlanta, GA 
 
Anne Hart (Secretary) Chef and Owner: Provence Market Cafe in Bridgeport, WV 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
Dr. Jennifer Baquer, Dentist in New Orleans, LA 
 
Jeanette Bell, Owner: Fleur D’Eden Community Garden in New Orleans, LA 
 
Lynne Breaux, President, Restaurant Association Metropolitan Washington, Washington, DC 
 
Dickie Brennan, Owner: Dickie Brennan’s Steakhouse, Palace Cafe, Bourbon House in New Orleans, LA 
  
Regina Charboneau, Chef and Owner: Twin Oaks Plantation in Natchez, MS 
 
Ann Colvin, Vice President:  J.P. Morgan’s Private Bank in New Orleans, LA 
 
Sheila Crye, Owner: Young Chefs, Inc. in Silver Spring, MD 
Chena Dederian, Senior Vice President, Strategic Marketing Executive, Bank of America in New 
York, NY 
Randy Ensminger, Owner: Primrose Creek in Little Rock, AR 
Cassandra Gaines, Director of Muskogee Civic Center in Muskogee, OK 
David Guas, Pastry Chef:  Damgoodsweet Consulting in Washington, DC 
 
Dale Hawkins, Chef: Fish Hawk Acres in Rock Cave, WV 
 
Edward Johnston, Retired Executive in Covington, LA 
500 Port of Orleans Place Suite 169 ▪ New Orleans, Louisiana ▪ 70130 ▪ 504-569-0405 ▪ www.southernfood.org 
 
 Julia Johnston, Owner: Kitchens for Cooking in Boca Raton, FL 
 
Jane Long, Food Activist in Atlanta, GA 
 
Maria Machita, Vice President of Sales and Marketing, Consumer Division: Domino Foods, Inc, Iselin, NJ 
 
William F. “Chip” Merlin Jr., President and Founder of the Merlin Law Group, P.A. in Tampa, FL 
Rex Nelson, President: Arkansas‘ Independent Colleges & Universities and prominent culture 
blogger (“Rex Nelson‘s Southern Fried“) in Little Rock, Arkansas 
Caroline Rosen, Regional Sales Manager:  Mountain Valley Spring Water in Montgomery, AL  
 
Norman Van Aken, Founder/Chef/Partner: Norman’s at the Ritz Carlton and Norman’s 180 in Orlando and 
Miami, FL 
Jay Wiener, Owner: Law Offices of Jay L. Wiener, San Francisco, CA and Jackson, MS 
 
 
 
SoFAB ADVISORY BOARD 
 
John Besh, Chef, Besh Restaurant Group, New Orleans, LA; James Beard Foundation Award 2006 
 
John Egerton, Author and Journalist, Nashville, TN 
 
Rick Ellis, Food Stylist: Rick Ellis Food in New York City, NY 
 
C. Pat Garner, Professor, University of North Carolina, Raleigh-Durham, NC; President (past), Southeast and 
West Asia Division, The Coca-Cola Company, Atlanta, GA 
 
Jim Gossen, Chairman, Sysco Louisiana Seafood; President & CEO, Louisiana Fine Food Companies, Houston, 
TX 
 
Jessica Harris, PhD, Ray Charles Chair in African-American Material Culture, Dillard University, New Orleans, 
LA 
 
Linton Hopkins, Executive Chef, Restaurant Eugene, Atlanta, GA; James Beard Foundation Award 2012 
Marcy Nathan, VP/Director of Advertising, Alford Advertising, New Orleans, LA 
Louis Osteen, Chef, Louis’s at Sanford’s, Pawleys Island, SC; James Beard Foundation Award 2004 
Jeff Tunks, Chef/Co-Owner: DC Coast, Ceiba, Acadiana, PassionFish, Burger Tap & Shake,District 
Commons andFuego Cocina y Tequileria, Washington, DCin Washington, DC 
Andrew Wallace, Senior Policy Adviser to Sen. Tom Udall in Washington, DC 
 
Nora Wetzel, Chef-Owner, Educated Palate, LLC, New Orleans, LA 
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Collections Management Policy 
West Baton Rouge Historical Association/ 
West Baton Rouge Museum   
(adopted 2004; revised and approved by board 7/07; revised and approved by Board in 
4/19/10)  
 
 The mission of the West Baton Rouge Historical Association is to foster interest in history, 
particularly that of West Baton Rouge Parish, and  to encourage and pursue research, collection 
and preservation of materials illustrating past or present activities of the parish. 
 
I.  PURPOSE 
 The Collection Management Policy shall provide procedures and guidelines for acquiring, 
recording, maintaining, conserving, preserving, deaccessioning, and providing security for objects 
for the Permanent Collection owned by the West Baton Rouge Historical Association and 
housed at the West Baton Rouge Museum.  The Cooperative Endeavor Agreement (revised 2004) 
requires the West Baton Rouge Museum to provide museum personnel and an appropriate storage 
facility for the Permanent Collection.  The West Baton Rouge Historical Association shall 
provide for insurance as well as conservation and restoration needs, as recommended by the Curator 
and the Accession Committee. 
 
II. PROCEDURE FOR ACCEPTING OBJECTS INTO THE PERMANENT COLLECTION 
 Objects can be added to the Permanent Collection by any one of the following means: 
  A.  Donation 
  B.  Purchase 
  C.  Loan into Donation or Purchase 
 
 A.  Donation 
 Any person or organization may offer one or more objects to be considered for accessioning 
into the Permanent Collection as a donation to the West Baton Rouge Historical Association.  A 
donation of such an object, if accepted, includes the object itself and all present and future rights to 
the object, irrevocably and unconditionally.  The acceptance of all gifts and bequests shall be 
outright, unconditional and unrestricted.  No commitment shall be made as to exhibition, attribution 
or placement of the gift.  No appraisal of the gift shall be made by any representative of the 
Historical Association or the Museum.  No guarantee shall be made that the gift or bequest be 
retained by the museum in perpetuity.  There shall be no exceptions to this policy unless any such 
restrictions or special provisions are recommended by the Accessions Committee and approved by a 
vote of the Board.  Donors shall be made aware of this policy either through a signed Deed of Gift if 
the object is accepted, and/or through other means.  The Curator shall be responsible for 
communicating this information to the donor. 
 
  1.  Procedure for a Donation: 
a)  The donor shall meet with the Curator to make an offer of a donation.  
The following information shall be supplied by the donor and/or researched 
by the Curator about the object(s): 
 description of the object, stating its significance (relating to the mission 
of the West Baton Rouge Historical Association) and relevant history 
 value as stipulated by the donor 
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 name and appropriate contact information of the donor 
 provenance of the object 
If the Curator is unavailable at the time of an offer, an appointment shall be 
made for the donor to meet with the Curator.  In either case, a temporary 
receipt is issued to the donor, if the object is left for consideration.  If the 
object is not left at the Museum, a photograph and enough information about 
the object shall be acquired for the Accessions Committee to make an 
appropriate recommendation.  The Curator shall also be responsible for being 
sure that the procedure for accessioning is explained to the donor. 
 
b) The object (and/or its description) shall be considered by an Accessions 
Committee appointed by and chaired by the Curator of the West Baton 
Rouge Museum.  The Accessions Committee shall not make 
recommendations on objects without the Curator (or the Director in the 
Curator’s absence) present.  The object(s) is then considered for accessioning 
based on Article III of this Collections Management Policy. 
 
  To Accession Objects being added to the Collection: 
c) An object may be accessioned into the Permanent Collection by majority 
vote of the Accessions Committee.  This information is reported to the West 
Baton Rouge Historical Association Board at the following Board meeting.  
Any concerns by the Board regarding a donation can be discussed at the 
Board meeting then reviewed by the Curator and Accessions Committee. 
 
d)  The Curator shall see that a Deed of Gift, granting all present and future 
rights and title of the object to the West Baton Rouge Historical Association, 
is signed by the Donor.  The original signed Deed of Gift shall be filed in the 
West Baton Rouge Historical Association’s fire-proof safe (there is an option 
of storing the safe off-site at a self-storage location), a copy shall be given to 
the donor, and a copy shall remain in the Accession File for the object at the 
West Baton Rouge Museum. 
 
e)  A letter of acknowledgment shall also be sent to the donor in no more 
than 14 days from the decision of the Accessions Committee.  A copy shall 
be filed in the Accession File for the object.  (This letter can accompany the 
Deed of Gift.) 
 
f)  The Curator shall see that the object is assigned a “permanent home” in 
Collection Storage appropriate to the object’s needs. 
 
g) The Curator shall create a digital Accession Record for each object using 
Past Perfect software and Chenhall classification.  The record shall include a 
unique Accession Number, measurements, condition (recommendation for 
special care, if needed), storage location, a digital photo, provenance and the 
object’s significance to West Baton Rouge Parish as well as donor 
information 
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h) The Curator shall create a corresponding Accession File, filed 
numerically in the Accession File drawers, which contains a copy of the 
computer record, a copy of the Deed of Gift, and other information relative to 
that particular object. 
 
i) The Curator shall see that the object is marked with its unique Accession 
Number according to standard accepted museum practices. 
 
j) The Curator shall see that applicable shelf lists are updated to reflect the 
object’s storage position. 
 
k) The Curator shall see that the back-up of the digital accession files is 
updated at least quarterly to the museum’s flash drive that is stored in the 
museum’s safety deposit box 
 
 Objects NOT recommended for accessioning may be recommended for any of the 
following by the Accession Committee: 
 
a) to become part of the West Baton Rouge Museum’s Education Collection.  The Curator 
must inform the donor that the object is considered dispensable and typically used in 
educational programs at the museum and in outreach locations by program participants, 
visitors, and/or staff.  An inventory is to be kept of items in the Education Collection by the 
Education Curator, to be updated annually. 
 
b) to become part of the West Baton Rouge Museum’s Vertical Files/Research Library.  The 
Curator must inform the donor that the object is considered dispensable.  These files are 
accessible by staff and examined by the public under staff supervision.  They are typically 
books, journals, or archival papers, often copied, scanned, and duplicated. 
 
c) to be returned to the donor.  The curator must provide a full and diplomatic explanation of 
why it does not fit into the collecting scope of the Permanent Collection and encourage the 
donor to continue thinking of the West Baton Rouge Historical Association for future gifts 
that may help the Historical Association fulfill its mission. 
 
 B.  Purchase: 
 To purchase an object for the Permanent Collection, there is no need for a Deed of Gift 
form.  The Curator shall obtain the provenance information on the object, its historical significance, 
and full right and title before or at the time of purchase. 
 
  1.  Procedure for Purchase: 
a) A majority vote shall be made by the Accessions Committee and reported 
to West Baton Rouge Historical Association Board at a Regular or Special 
Board meeting.  A recommendation shall be made based on Article III of this 
Collections Management Policy, and the appropriateness of the object’s 
purchase price.  In cases where a purchase must be made quickly in order to 
ensure the acquisition of a particularly rare or special item, the Curator is 
allowed to spend up to $200 for a purchase based on its appropriateness to 
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the collection; otherwise, a majority phone or e-mail vote of the West Baton 
Rouge Historical Association Board’s Accessions Committee may be made 
in lieu of a regularly scheduled meeting.  Funds for this purpose may come 
from contributions specifically obtained for the purchase, or from the funds 
of the West Baton Rouge Historical Association.  (The Memorial Account is 
earmarked for Acquisitions, but the Board may vote to use funds from the 
General Fund, if necessary). 
 
b) The procedure for accessioning the object should be the same as that 
described above (II.1.a-k). 
 
 C.  Loan into Gift or Purchase: 
 A lender may become a donor or agent.  If at some point during the course of a normal loan 
the lender wishes to donate or sell the loaned object, they may present it for consideration. 
 
1.  Procedure for Loan into Gift or Purchase: The same procedure would apply as 
described above (II. 1. a-k) for Donations or Purchases, depending on whether the 
item is a donation or purchase. 
 
 
III.  CRITERIA FOR ADDING OBJECTS TO THE PERMANENT COLLECTION OF THE 
WEST BATON ROUGE HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION 
 
 A.  The criteria for collecting objects shall be based ultimately in fulfilling the Mission 
Statement of the West Baton Rouge Historical Association: 
...to foster interest in history, particularly that of West Baton Rouge Parish, and encourage 
and pursue research, collection and preservation of materials illustrating past or present 
activities of the parish  
 
 Based on the Mission Statement, one or more of the following criteria must be met in order 
for an object to be considered for accessioning into the Permanent Collection of the West Baton 
Rouge Historical Association: 
1.  The object must have some historical significance to West Baton Rouge 
Parish, either made in West Baton Rouge Parish, or used primarily in West Baton 
Rouge Parish, or used by a resident of West Baton Parish in a significant way. 
 
2.  The object must have some direct historical significance that would foster an 
interest in the history of West Baton Rouge Parish.  (For example, an artistic 
work created by an artist outside of the parish with subject matter identifiably of a 
West Baton Rouge building, scene, etc.) 
        
 B.  Even if an object meets one of more of the above criteria, it may still be rejected if: 
1.  The object is in poor condition, and/or its condition may threaten the integrity of 
 other objects within the collection, and/or it would be cost prohibitive to store or 
 conserve the object. 
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2. Provenance information cannot definitively show that the object can be 
legally transferred to the West Baton Rouge Historical Association in order to 
transfer for full rights, title, and ownership. 
 
3. The object and/or public would be better served if it was placed in another 
collection (for example, either with an appropriate museum, historical 
association, etc.). 
 
4. The object duplicates what is already in the collection (although duplicate 
objects can be accepted if the object under consideration is in a condition that 
exceeds that of one currently in the collection). 
 
5. The object cannot be displayed, exhibited, and/or interpreted appropriately 
for the public (for example, improper historical documentation, exhibition scope, 
conservation concerns, size limitations, etc.). 
 
6. If accessioning the object violates the policies of the UNESCO convention of 
November 14, 1970, which prohibits and prevents the illicit export, import, and 
transfer of ownership of cultural property. 
 
7. If accessioning the object violates NAGPRA (Native American Grave 
Protection and Repatriation Act) regulations of collection human remains and 
associated funerary artifacts of indigenous people. 
 
 
IV.  DEACCESSIONING 
 A.  An object which has been accessioned into the Permanent Collection remains the 
property of the West Baton Rouge Historical Association permanently, unless it is deaccessioned.  
The matter of deaccessioning should concern the best interest of the mission of the West Baton 
Rouge Historical Association, the public it serves, the public trust it represents in owning the 
collections, and the scholarly or cultural community.  No Permanent Collection object may be 
removed from the Permanent Collection through deaccessioning unless one or more of the 
following conditions occur: 
 
  1.  The object becomes lost or stolen. 
 
  2.  The object is broken beyond reasonable means of repair. 
 
3.  The object has deteriorated or is in such poor condition that it cannot be studied, 
stored, or exhibited safely. 
 
4.  The object is found to be inappropriate to the collection (see Article III.) 
 
5.  The object cannot be adequately identified or related to other objects in the 
collection, or is duplicated within the collection. 
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6.  The object is found to be falsely attributed or documented, or proved to be a 
fake, forgery or copy. 
 
7.  The object would be more appropriate in the West Baton Rouge Museum’s 
Education Collection or vertical files. 
 
 B.  Procedure for Deaccessioning: 
1.  The Accessions Committee shall meet and decide, based on the criteria of 
Article III of this Collection Management Policy, whether or not an object shall be 
recommended for deaccessioning.  The reasoning shall be recorded and filed with the 
information pertaining to the object and kept even after an item is deaccessioned in 
its original accession records. 
   
2. If the object is recommended to be deaccessioned by the Accession Committee, a 
majority vote by the West Baton Rouge Historical Association Board’s 
Accession Committee will officially deaccession the object and the information 
will be reported to the entire Board.  Any concerns by the Board regarding a 
deaccession can be discussed at the Board meeting then reviewed by the Curator and 
Accessions Committee. The method of disposal shall be approved by the Historical 
Association Board’s Accession Committee. 
   
3.  A deaccessioned object shall be disposed of in accordance with all local, state, 
and federal regulations and legal requirements, and in a timely fashion.  The 
following methods of disposal shall be considered: 
 
a) The object may be considered for the Education Collection or Vertical 
Files as long as it is understood that the object will no longer be cared for 
according to the standards of care for Permanent Collection objects and is 
considered dispensable. 
 
b) The object may be offered to another museum (for current fair market 
value if possible, if the object was purchased) whose collection focus may 
better suit the object. 
     
c) The object may be offered (for current fair market value if possible, if the 
object was purchased) to another educational and/or cultural institution 
such as a school, library, etc.  
     
d) The original donor is contacted and is offered the deaccessioned object 
(at the current fair market value if possible, if the object was purchased). 
     
e) If the original donor is deceased, a reasonable attempt must be made to 
contact the donor’s family and the next of kin shall be contacted, if known.  If 
the object is to be returned to an heir, legal secession from the donor to the 
heir shall be provided by the heir.  If not known, a search may be undertaken 
to find a relative through a newspaper announcement, or additional family 
research.  If the search proves unfruitful, then the Historical Association must 
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keep a record of the search attempts and then, is free to proceed with the 
steps following. 
 
f) The object may be offered to a collector or dealer (at current fair market 
value if possible, if the object was purchased) or exchanged for like-valued 
objects. 
 
g) If the proceeding steps are not possible, the Historical Association shall be 
free to sell the item through a competitive means. 
 
h) If the item cannot be sold at public auction, or the decision is made not to 
sell the item, the object shall be destroyed.  This step must be reserved for 
items that are beyond repair, or hold neither intrinsic nor monetary value, as 
the method of destruction is irreversible. 
 
4.  A record of all deaccessions with reasons and final disposition of the object shall 
be kept and be maintained by the Curator.  The Curator shall be responsible for 
updating the computer database to show the object was deaccessioned, for removing 
the Accession Number from the object, recording that the object was deaccessioned 
with the date of deaccessioned on all records of the object, and for completing 
Transfer of Title Documents to all deaccessioned objects disposed of via exchange, 
transfer, or sale. 
 
5.  Any funds obtained from the deaccessioning of objects shall be used only for 
future acquisitions.  Anticipation of funds shall not be the reason used for 
deaccessioning any object. 
 
6.  At no time, shall a deaccessioned object be given or sold privately to a West 
Baton Rouge Historical Association or West Baton Rouge Museum employee or 
Board Member, (unless that individual was an original donor and in that case, no 
profit can be made by that person as a result of transactions through the Permanent 
Collection). 
 
7.  Every reasonable effort shall be made to ascertain that the Historical Association 
is legally free to deaccession the object and that there is no legally binding 
restrictions contained in the original terms of the gift or purchase which prohibit 
disposal.  Such restrictions shall be strictly observed unless deviation from these 
restrictions has been authorized by a court of competent jurisdiction. 
 
8.  In the unlikely event that an object is deaccessioned less than two years after its 
accession, it is the responsibility of the Curator to ensure that the appropriate 
paperwork is filed with the Internal Revenue Service to avoid illegal use of tax-
exempt status tax donation “write off”. 
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V.  LOANS 
 A)  Outgoing Loans:  It shall be the policy of the West Baton Rouge Historical Association 
to lend objects from its collection for a stated period of time to responsible institutions for purposes 
of exhibition, study, and public education. Loans shall be made under the following conditions: 
 
1. Loans shall be reviewed by the Curator and the Accessions Committee and 
shall require the approval of the Director. 
 
2. The borrower shall be responsible for all expenses involving insurance, 
transportation, and crating of the object(s).  The borrower may complete a 
Facility Report which shall require the approval of the Director.  A certificate 
of insurance shall be presented to the Curator before an object is loaned, and 
the Curator shall supervise and have final approval of all arrangements made 
for crating, transportation, and care of object for the duration of the loan. 
 
3. The Curator shall be responsible for completing an outgoing Loan Agreement 
Form stating the conditions of the loan which is signed by both parties before 
a loan shall be made. 
   
4. The Curator shall see that the loan is duly recorded in the corresponding 
records of that object. 
 
5. When it is necessary to transfer collection objects temporarily to outside 
parties for conservation, preservation, repair, framing, etc., the Curator will 
be sure that an Outgoing Agreement Form will be completed and signed by 
both parties.  These transactions and the care of the object during these 
transactions are the responsibility of the Curator. 
 
 B)  Incoming Loans:  The general policy shall be to accept on loan only items needed for 
exhibit and study.  The museum shall not be responsible for routing conservation or restoration of 
on loan items, but shall properly protect loaned items and insure them against any damage.  
Incoming loans shall be accepted under the following conditions: 
 
1.   Acceptance of proposed loans, including those for special exhibitions, shall 
be a decision of the Curator with the approval of the Director.  Long term 
loans shall be discouraged.  Rather, loans of a specified, finite period of time 
shall be made. 
 
2.   The Curator shall see that an Incoming Loan Agreement Form stating the 
conditions of the loan shall be completed and signed by both parties before 
receiving custody of the object(s).  A duplicate copy of the Loan Agreement 
Form shall be given to the lender.  A value of the object shall be listed on the 
form to qualify the loan for insurance coverage.  The total value of the loaned 
object shall not exceed the limits of the insurance policy; however, if 
additional coverage is necessary, arrangements shall be made for a temporary 
rider before the objects(s) is delivered.  If no insurance coverage is requested 
on site, then that information shall also appear on the form. 
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3.   The Curator examines the on loan object(s), notes its condition, and files a 
Condition Report.  If special handling arrangements are required for the 
object, that too, is noted.  
 
4.   Borrowing traveling exhibitions that require the expenditure of funds for 
rental fees and shipping costs shall be approved by the Director before the 
annual budget review.  These funds shall be appropriated before contracts are 
signed for the exhibition, if possible. 
 
5.   No objects borrowed can be loaned to a third party. 
 
6.   The Curator shall see that appropriate return shipping arrangements are made 
at the end of the loan. 
 
VI. INSURANCE OF THE PERMANENT COLLECTION OF THE WEST BATON ROUGE 
HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION 
 A.  Objects in the collection shall be insured for their purchase price or in the case of gifts or 
bequests, at an appraised market value that reflects museum or dealer discount, if applicable.  
Insurance valuation shall be reviewed every three years by the Curator or upon request of the 
Director. 
 
 B.  The Curator, upon the Director’s approval, shall secure the approved annual insurance 
coverage after the annual review of insurance and security needs for protection of the collection is 
assessed.  The cost of the Permanent Collection insurance shall be the responsibility of the West 
Baton Rouge Historical Association. 
 
VII. CONSERVATION, PRESERVATION, AND SECURITY OF THE PERMANENT 
COLLECTION OF THE WEST BATON ROUGE HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION 
 A.  Once an object enters the Permanent Collection, its conservation, preservation, and 
security is the responsibility of the Curator and/or any and all staff and/or volunteers he/she 
supervises as part of the Curatorial staff.  The Curator, under the supervision of the Director, 
initiates collections management recommendations and actions.  The Curator shall be charged with 
the orderly increase of collections, cataloging, care, use, and documentation of the collections, and 
all conservation activities surrounding the collections.  The Curator shall maintain all collection 
records, correspondence, Deeds of Gifts and other documents pertaining to the collections.  This 
includes all loans, records relating to regular physical inventories, insurance records, and records 
relating to deaccessioning.  The Curator shall work with legal counsel, when necessary, to examine 
and maintain compliance in the collections policy with any federal, state, and local statutes and 
regulations.  In the absence of a Curator, the Director shall assume these responsibilities and any 
other curatorial duties described in this document. 
 
 B.  The care of the collections shall be in keeping with professionally accepted standards for 
museums.  Failing this, the Historical Association shall effect correction of deficiencies or to 
deaccession any objects for which proper care is not possible.  Even if objects are kept in the best of 
environments, often a vice inherent within the object may eventually lead to its ultimate demise.  
However, as stewards of the Permanent Collection, the Historical Association Board is entrusted, 
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under the supervision of the Curator, to protect and preserve the objects, and shall make every effort 
to delay that demise. 
 
 C. The Curator shall be in contact with the Permanent Collection on a regular basis.  Any 
conservation needs should be communicated to Accessions Committee as soon as possible.  The 
Curator shall make recommendations as needed, and request that funds for conservation be 
appropriated by the Historical Association, based on the recommendation of the Accessions 
Committee. If a Conservator is needed, the Curator shall undertake a search to find the best 
qualified professional.  The Curator will arrange for the conservator’s visit, or, if the object is to be 
shipped to the conservator, will arrange for all packing and shipping and/or hand delivery of the 
object. 
 
 D.  There shall be an inventory of the Permanent Collection conducted at least once every 
three years, under the supervision of the Curator for the purposes of accuracy, accounting, and 
conservation.  A periodic report shall be made by the Curator to the Accessions Committee on the 
state of the collections for the purpose of both monitoring conditions and of keeping the Committee 
informed of the importance of preservation as a primary concern of the Historical Association. 
 
E. The Permanent Collection storage area shall be accessible to the Director, the Curator, and the 
Registrar if one is available.  No one else shall have access to this area without the expressed 
permission of the Director or the Curator.  Nothing shall be removed from or moved within this 
area without the knowledge of either the Director, or the Curator.  An Extraction Form shall be 
filed with information on the reason for the object(s) removal and its new location.  This form 
should remain in the location where the object was removed from until the object is returned.  
The Curator shall keep a written log of who has entered Collection storage and why.  
Housekeeping (i.e. sweeping, dusting, vacuuming) in the Permanent Collection storage area and 
the collections office shall be undertaken by the Curator, the Registrar or supervised by the 
Curator if heavy cleaning is necessary.  See the attached cleaning schedule.  
 
F. Due to the size of the Permanent Collection, it may be necessary to secure an off-site storage 
facility for some over-size items in the Permanent Collection.  As of 2010, the West Baton 
Rouge Historical Association covers the cost to rent one storage unit for Permanent Collection 
items.  The collections insurance will cover items at the off-site storage.  The Curator (or 
Registrar, if available) will make at least one trip a month to check on the condition of the off-
site storage rooms and the collection items stored there.  
 
VIII. ETHICS 
 
 A.  The Ethics Policy of the West Baton Rouge Museum and the West Baton Rouge 
Historical Association shall be adhered to on all matters relating to the Permanent Collection and 
the procedures described herein. 
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IX. PUBLIC DISCLOSURE 
 
 A.  A written statement of this policy shall be made available to donors upon request.  The 
West Baton Rouge Historical Association may make available the identity and description of 
collection material acquired or deaccessioned.  All other facts pertaining to the circumstances of 
acquisitions, deaccessions, and disposal will be adequately documented in West Baton Rouge 
Historical Association records but will not normally be made public. 
 
X.  ASSESSMENT OF THIS POLICY 
 
 A.  This policy shall be reviewed at least once every five years by the Curator.  Changes 
may be made upon the recommendation of the Accessions Committee, as long as they are approved 
by the West Baton Rouge Historical Association Board. 
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Cleaning Schedule for Collection Spaces: 
 
Exhibit Galleries: 
1. Tour guides are to make daily sweeps of the gallery areas to check for cleanliness, broken or 
misplaced items, burned out lights, and anything else out of the ordinary.  They are to report 
any problems to the Director or the Curator. 
2. The museum’s part-time custodian and a contractual cleaner are to keep the exhibit spaces 
swept, mopped, and vacuumed.  Cleaning and dusting of the plexiglass and wood cases are 
typically done by these cleaners but supervised by the Curator.  Any objects within the cases 
that need to be cleaned are done so by the Curator. 
 
Cabins: 
1. The cabins are dusted and swept quarterly every year by a trained contractual employee.  
Items in the Education collection that are housed in the cabins are also wiped or dusted at 
this time. 
 
Aillet House (Permanent Collection exhibit space) 
1. The Aillet House is cleaned once a month by a trained contractual employee.  Windows’ 
interiors are cleaned, floors are swept, all items and surfaces are dusted, and cases are wiped.  
The Curator may also see fit to specially clean certain items while checking or supervising 
the contractual cleaner.  The exterior of the building is cleaned with non-bleach low-
pressure washing by the custodian or contractual worker when needed.   
 
Main Collection Storage and Office: 
1. Daily checks are made for insects or high water levels in the dehumidifier.  The area is 
dusted and swept every two weeks, typically by the Curator or a supervised curatorial 
assistant.    
2. Dust covers in the Collection storage space are washed once a year and all items are 
carefully dusted while the dust covers are removed for washing.   
 
Education Collection Storage area: 
1. The cleaning of this room is supervised by the Education Curator.  She makes decisions 
about who will be responsible for cleaning and when the space is to be cleaned.  Typically 
the custodian will sweep and mop in the area when needed and the museum teacher, who 
inventories this collection, will handle the dusting of objects on a monthly basis.   
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Code of Ethics for Longue Vue House and Gardens  
The Collection  
Management, Maintenance, and Conservation 
Longue Vue derives its importance from its Collections in the House and Gardens as well as the 
architectural fabric of the complex. These aspects set it apart from other kinds of institutions. 
The obligation to the Collection and its maintenance in a continuing state of excellence is 
paramount. 
The maintenance of record keeping for the Collection in an orderly and retrievable form is 
critical and a central obligation of the curatorial staff in conjunction with the Longue Vue House 
and Gardens Advisory Corporation. 
Further, the curatorial staff must be in control of the Collection and know the location and 
condition of the objects that they hold. The physical care of the Collection and the buildings 
which house them must be in keeping with professionally accepted standards. 
Acquisition and Disposal 
Objects acquired by Longue Vue in addition to the original Collection bequeathed by the donor, 
Mrs. Stern, should be relevant to the objects in this original collection. They should enhance the 
existing Collection in a positive way. Although there is no acquisition fund, Longue Vue as an 
institution should remain free to improve special areas of the Decorative Arts Collections 
intended for use in the Gallery exhibitions through the means of selective acquisition by donation 
or gifts. These selective acquisitions will in no way alter the display of the original Collection in 
the Museum House Rooms. Acquisitions must be recommended by the Acquisition Committee 
of the Longue Vue Advisory Corporation by the professional staff, voted on by the Committee 
and presented to the Board for approval or disapproval.  
Historically, Longue Vue has never deaccessioned any item. Selective deaccessioning of objects, 
through sale or trade, may be undertaken in the future to improve specialized areas of the 
Collection (See Acquisition and Deaccessioning Policy), particularly for objects not of museum 
quality or for which there are many duplicates. This policy only relates to the objects intended 
for use in the Gallery exhibitions, and does not apply to the Museum House Rooms, which will 
continue to maintain the integrity of the original Stern Collection. Deaccessioning follows the 
process described above.  If items are determined to be deaccessioned and go for sale no member 
of the staff may purchase any item once belonging to Longue Vue as it is seen as a conflict of 
interest. 
Appraisals  
Longue Vue does not have a large enough staff to provide the service of appraisals or 
authentications of objects for the benefit of private collectors. 
Commercial Use  
In arranging for the manufacture and sale of replicas, reproductions or other commercial items 
adapted from an object in the Longue Vue collection, all aspects of the commercial venture must 
be carried out in a manner that will not discredit either the integrity of Longue Vue or the 
intrinsic value of the original object. Great care must be taken to identify permanently such 
objects for what they are, and to ensure the accuracy and high quality of workmanship.  
Availability of Collections  
Although the public must have reasonable access to the collection on a nondiscriminatory basis, 
Longue Vue is primarily responsible for safeguarding the collection and therefore regulates the 
access to the collection.  
Truth in Presentation  
The stated origin of an object or the attribution of a work in the Longue Vue collection must 
reflect the thorough and hones investigation of the Curator. The museum records and interpretive 
materials should be kept up to date with any changes in original attribution for pieces in the 
collections. Exhibitions should present meaningful and honest views of the subject involved. 
 
The Staff 
General Deportment  
Employment by Longue Vue is a public trust involving great responsibility. In all activities 
Longue Vue employees must act with integrity and in accordance with the most stringent ethical 
principles and highest standards of objectivity.  
As an employee of a museum house and cultural institution, the Longue Vue staff member is 
never wholly separable from his institution. Any museum related action by the individual may 
reflect on Longue Vue or may be attributed to Longue Vue.  
Conflict of Interest  
Longue Vue employees must never abuse their official positions or their contacts within the 
museum community, impair in any way the performance of their official duties, or bring 
discredit or embarrassment to their institution.  
Responsibilities to the Collections and Other Museum Property  
Longue Vue employees should not acquire objects from the museum collection unless such 
transactions have been subjected to a formal disclosure procedure. No staff member should use 
in his home or for personal purpose any object that is part of either the collection or part of the 
property of Longue Vue.  
Information about the administrative activities of Longue Vue that is not generally known to the 
public is considered information proprietary to the museum. Such information should not be used 
for personal advantage or purposes detrimental to Longue Vue.  
Staff members should be circumspect in referring the public to outside suppliers of services such 
as appraisers or restorers and should give at least two sources, when possible, so that no 
appearance of personal favoritism in referrals is created.  
Personal Collecting  
The acquisition of objects by museum employees is not ethical, and extreme care is required 
when an employee collects objects similar to those in the Longue Vue collection. As Longue 
Vue does not have an active acquisitions program, there is not the opportunity for many 
incidences of conflict of interest. Essentially, the Longue Vue employee should not compete with 
his institution in collecting.  
Outside Employment 
Any outside employment by a Longue Vue staff member should be taken so as to not interfere 
with their regular duties. The primary responsibility is to Longue Vue. Outside employment such 
as teaching, writing and consulting should be beneficial to Longue Vue.  
Museum Management Policy 
Professionalism  
The administrative and governing body of Longue Vue must respect the individual professional 
expertise of each staff member for his area of responsibility, each having been engaged because 
of his knowledge in a particular area.  
Personnel Practices and Equal Opportunity  
In all matters related to staffing practices, the standard should be ability in the relevant 
discipline. Decisions cannot be made on the basis of discriminatory factors such as race, creed, 
sex, age, handicap or personal orientation.  
Volunteers  
Volunteers are an integral part of the museum staff at Longue Vue. At Longue Vue, the paid 
staff must be supportive of the volunteers and work with them in the training programs set up for 
them. As with paid staff, the volunteer must work for the betterment of Longue Vue and not for 
personal gain. The lace of monetary compensation in no way frees the volunteer from the 
standards applied to the staff. Conflict of interest restrictions also apply to volunteers just as they 
do to the staff.  
CONDITIONS GOVERNING LOANS TO LONGUE VUE HOUSE AND GARDENS 
 
Care and Preservation 
1. The Longue Vue House and Gardens will exercise the same care of loans as it does in the 
safekeeping of its own property.  It is understood by the lender and borrower that all tangible objects 
are subject to gradual inherent deterioration for which neither part is responsible. 
2. Evidence of damage at the time of receipt or while in the Museum’s custody will be reported 
immediately to the lender. 
3. No alterations, restorations, or repair will be undertaken without written authorization from the 
lender. 
4. The lender certifies that the objects lent are in such condition as to withstand ordinary strains of 
packing and transportation. 
5. Unless other arrangements between the lender and the museum have been arranged to in writing, the 
museum will be responsible for loans throughout the period agreed upon.  Loans may be withdrawn 
by the museum after first notifying the lender of such action. 
 
Transportation and Packing 
1. Costs of transportation and packing will be borne by the museum unless other arrangements are 
agreed upon in advance in writing.  The method of shipment must be agreed upon by both parties. 
2. Customs regulations will be adherer to in international shipments. 
3. The lender will assume that said objects are adequately and securely packed for the type of shipment 
agreed upon including any special instructions for unpacking and repacking.  Objects will be 
returned in the same or similar materials as received unless otherwise authorized by the lender.  
Should it be agreed upon during the loan period that packing and/or shipping arrangements are to be 
altered for the return shipment; any additional expenses are to be borne by the lender. 
 
Insurance 
1. Objects will be insured by the Longue Vue House and Gardens under its all risk wall-to-wall fine 
arts policy against all risks of physical loss or damage while in transit or on location throughout the 
period of the loan except for wear and tear, gradual deterioration, insects, vermin, inherent vice: 
damage resulting from any repairing, restoration, or retouching process: nuclear reaction radiation or 
radioactive contamination: risks of war or warlike action when not in overseas transit. 
2. If lender elects to maintain his own insurance coverage, the Museum must be supplied with a 
certificate of insurance naming the Longue Vue House and Gardens as additional assured or waving 
rights of subrogation, the Longue Vue House and Gardens shall not be responsible for any error or 
deficiency in information furnished to the lender’s insurers or for lapses in coverage. 
3. In case of long term loans, it is the responsibility of the lender to update insurance valuations. 
4. If no insurance is to be carried, this loan agreement shall constitute the agreement to the lender to 
release and hold harmless the Longue Vue House and Gardens from any liability for damage to or 
loss of the loaned property. 
 
Reproductions 
Unless otherwise notified in writing, the object(s) lent may be photographed or reproduced by the 
Museum for educational, catalog and publicity purposes.  It is understood that objects on exhibit may 
be photographed by the general public. 
 
Return of Loans 
Unless otherwise notified in writing, the Museum will release the objects only to the lender.  If the 
Museum’s efforts to contact the lender, with a reasonable period following the expirations date of the 
loan are unsuccessful and no special arrangements have been made for the return of the loan, then 
the objects will be placed in storage at the lender’s expense and risk.  In case of change of legal 
ownership during period of the loan, the new owner is required to establish his legal right by proof 
satisfactory to the Museum. 
DISPOSAL OF UNWANTED ACQUISITIONS  
Deaccessioning from the Original Collection should be carefully considered. Historically, 
Longue Vue has never deaccessioned any item. There are, mainly in the ceramic collections, 
particularly the Creamware Pottery Collection, duplicates and pieces not of museum quality. 
These items are stored when not on view in the Galleries. In the future, selective deaccessioning 
may be considered to improve these special areas of the Decorative Arts Collection.  
This Deaccession policy refers only to the objects intended for use in the Galleries, and does not 
apply to the Museum House Rooms, which will continue to maintain the integrity of the original 
Stern Collection. 
As with acquisitions, deaccessioning must be recommended by the professional staff, reviewed 
by the Acquisitions Committee and upon recommendation by that Committee, approved or 
disapproved by the Longue Vue House and Gardens Advisory Corporation.  
Two objective outside appraisals will be required for disposal, or the object may be disposed 
through auction sale. 
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Vision Statement – The SoFAB Institute 
 
The SoFAB Institute is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit cultural organization dedicated to the discovery, 
understanding, and celebration of food, drink, and its related culture. The whole world can be studied 
through the lens of food from the position of the institution in New Orleans.  All aspects of food - 
history, economics, anthropology, politics, science, technology, the arts, culture, geography – reveal 
the state of the world, because we all eat.  In time the SoFAB Institute and its various components will 
grow -  with its strategic partners -  into the most comprehensive institution studying food.   
 
Our culture is constantly changing, as is the food supply.  One of the guiding principles of the SoFAB 
Institute are the following beliefs: 
 
 The study of food and drink in all of its forms is essential to an understanding of the world 
 It is imperative that there be institutions, like SoFAB, that collect artifacts and archival materials, to 
properly document the history of cultural food and drink practices 
 Documentation takes many forms including works on paper, artifacts, art, digital media, scientific, legal 
and other intellectual products 
 Cooking together with friends and family is a primary means of passing on civilization 
 Eating together as a family teaches love, self-reliance, fights obesity, supports good grades and good 
values. 
 Sharing the table with others not only feeds them, but makes us all strong. 
 
 
Southern Food & Beverage Museum 
 
Located in New Orleans but powered by a regional mission, the Southern Food and Beverage 
(SoFAB) Museum is a cultural enterprise participating in the development of a culinary district along 
Oretha C. Haley Blvd., an economically disadvantaged and ethnically diverse neighborhood rich in 
both cultural history and untapped economic potential. The approximately $5 million project will 
occupy a central location in an envisioned culinary district that is currently home to Brown's Dairy, 
Café Reconcile, Leidenheimer Baking Co., Rouses Market Downtown, and numerous restaurants; 
Ashé Cultural Arts Center, Good Work Network, the New Orleans Redevelopment Authority's new 
offices, the New Orleans Jazz Orchestra and Institute, and Zeitgeist Multi-Disciplinary Arts Center; 
and the pending home of Edible New Orleans, Jack & Jake's Market, and other developments.  
SoFAB’s work is part of a larger portfolio of strategies that will transform Oretha C. Haley Blvd., part 
of the St. Charles Avenue corridor, reestablishing it as a hub of commerce that capitalizes on the 
neighborhood’s current ethnic diversity and rich cultural history. The Museum site, 1504 Oretha C. 
Haley Blvd., was once home to the Dryades Market, serving what was then a multicultural and 
polyglot community. SoFAB broke ground on the museum site June 25, 2012. Opening is scheduled 
1609 O. C. Haley Blvd. ▪ New Orleans, Louisiana ▪ 70113 ▪ 504-569-0405 ▪ www.southernfood.org 
 
for fall 2013. The SoFAB Culinary Library, owned by SoFAB and jointly operated with the New 
Orleans Public Library, is situated in a separate facility at 1609 Oretha C. Haley Blvd.  
Oretha C. Haley Blvd. enjoys both cultural vitality and tremendous commercial potential. By restoring 
two of the neighborhood’s storied addresses to commerce, SoFAB will provide both visitors and 
scholars from across the world with a place to discover and study the culinary heritage of the South. 
 
The new museum will include a restaurant and bar, a children’s gallery, a sugar gallery, a coffee 
gallery, and an exhibit representing every state in the south.  The museum will also include a Kitchen 
Auditorium which will also house the Culinary Innovation Center, which will allow local culinary 
entrepreneurs to have access to a certified kitchen to prepare their wares.  
 
1. Gallery of the South:  States of Taste    
Open, flexible space, with adequate wall and floor space for display of the story of the 15 states 
and the District of Columbia, the Gulf of Mexico and the Atlantic, and Puerto Rico. (Includes the 
Leah Chase Louisiana  Gallery) 
 
2.  Galerie d’Asinthe 
 
3.  Sugar Gallery 
 
4.  Coffee Gallery 
 
3. SoFABventure - Children's Gallery    
Separate gallery space for child-focused material  
  
4. Photo and Art Gallery     
Gallery for photographs, artwork and changing exhibits 
 
5. SoFAB Pantry   
General merchandise area and entry point  
 
6. Museum of the American Cocktail 
                                                                          
7. Kitchen Auditorium   
Also houses the Culinary Innovation Center 
 
8. Restaurant/bar (Purloo) 
     
9. Johnston/Pearce Tasting Room                                                                                        
 
 
The SoFAB Culinary Library 
 
The Culinary Library, a division of the SoFAB Center for Food Law, Policy and Culture, is built on the 
premise that books tell the story of the foodways and beverage culture of their time and place. Thus 
we collect cookbooks from both the South and those areas that have influenced the South. That 
means all cookbooks. We also collect books that define the South politically and geographically and 
books about Southern growing, hunting, manufacturing, etc.  
We consider the community cookbook an important document of the time and people who have 
created it. How else could we know what that hospital auxiliary or that church group eats at home? 
How else could we know that at some point in the 20th century people even considered that they 
could base a weight-loss diet on their zodiac sign? And the lowly food stain is powerful 
anthropological evidence of an era’s most commonly employed recipes.  
The Culinary Library will be the most complete document of contemporary foodways and drink. We 
will gradually extend the collection retrospectively, so that the record grows ever more complete. This 
means that we will collect and maintain as many books as possible, including ones that document 
fads, diets, and idiosyncratic foods.  
 
 
 
The SoFAB Culinary Library, owned by the SoFAB Institute  and jointly operated with the New 
Orleans Public Library, will occupy an historic structure at 1609 Oretha C. Haley Blvd.  
•Archives  
–Currently home to over 10,000 volumes, a growing number of important collections, and a treasure-
trove of literary and graphic culinaria, the facility will return library access to a neighborhood that has 
been without it since 1946, when the city's only library then open to African Americans closed its 
doors.  
–The Menu Project is an ongoing effort to collect, catalog, and digitize menus from every restaurant 
throughout the South and Southern-inspired restaurants across the world. The database records the 
public history of eating and equips scholars with a critical tool in their study of American foodways.  
•Research  
–The SoFAB Culinary Library, effectively the culinary branch of the New Orleans Public Library, is a 
unique resource for residents, visitors, and researchers in the fields of fitness, nutrition, policy, and 
public health.  
–An open resource that will facilitate the professional development of current and future culinary 
artists.  
 
 
The library, which currently has about 9000 volumes, is a partnership with the New Orleans Public 
Library, bringing a library to an underserved area which has not had a library in 40 years.  The library 
will be open to the public, but also provide a resource to the culinary centers of the city, scholars and 
journalists.  Together the SoFAB museum and library will bring an intellectual component to the 
culinary experience that is New Orleans. The library contains an archive of menus, postcards, literary 
papers, and other ephemera that represents part of the culinary legacy of the south.  The museum’s 
collections further document the cultural foodways.  
 
Programming 
 
Besides the tangible nature of the museum and library with their collections, SoFAB presents 
programming for both adults and children which furthers literacy of all sorts – nutritional, reading, 
math, and policy.  From summer camp and Saturday camps for children, lectures and 
demonstrations, an annual symposium (Hungry in the South) which provides academic and 
culinarians a platform for discussing the important issues of the day, and period Policy Roundtables in 
Washington, DC, SoFAB reaches out to the entire country to ensure that its scope is not limited to a 
building in New Orleans. 
 
SoFAB presents the Washington, D.C. Public Policy Roundtable Series on Capitol Hill.  “Advances 
Against Obesity – An Industry Perspective”  presented with the American Beverage Association drew 
an audience of food and beverage industry policy makers, Congressional staff members, restaurant 
industry leaders, concerned citizens, and food bloggers.  Roundtables have included SNAP and the 
Farm Bill and Sugar. 
 
 
 
 
The website, its on-line magazine OKRA, the weekly newsletter, its Facebook, Twitter and Pinterest 
presence, its policy monograph series – Culinaria, the Film Feast series, and its annual Continuing 
Legal Education seminar with Tulane University Law School, allow SoFAB to celebrate the 
fundamental importance of food in so many areas of society and our culture.  Ultimately it is food 
which transmits civilization, because this daily activity is repeated through the generations.   
 
 
 
 Saveur Magazine in May, 2011 named SoFAB one of five great museums devoted to food in 
the world. It was the only museum in the U.S. so named. 
 Yahoo Voices named SoFAB to its “Best 5 Funky Food and Beverage Museums in America.” 
(2012) 
 Louisiana food attraction in “Zagat’s Summer Getaway Guide: 50 Food Attractions by State” 
(2012) 
 Average attendance of over 700 people per week and 36,000 people per year and growing.  
Three-quarters of visitors are between 35 and 65 year old.  One-third of visitors are locals 
and two-thirds are tourists. 
 Kids are a focal point of programming with 50% of all Saturday programs serving 750 Girl 
Scouts during a school year, more than 100 campers attending the annual Kids Summer 
Cooking Camp.  Kids prepare food; learn about healthy eating and cultural traditions, and 
culinary literacy.  
 Recent acquisitions include several collections of vintage kitchen and dining room linens, 
antique oyster tongs, and antique prints of the New Orleans Sugar Exchange. 
 Site of September 13, 2010 FDA Press Conference regarding Gulf Coast Seafood Safety 
with Dr. Margaret A. Hamburg, U.S. Commissioner of the Food and Drug Administration, and 
Chris Comerford, Executive Chef of the White House.  
 Site of June 6, 2011 Reception featuring Ken Burns and screening of his new 
documentary,  Prohibition, that aired in October, 2011.  
 SoFAB enjoys partnerships with New York University’s Food Studies program and Tulane 
University Law School and several other universities. 
 SoFAB’s signature events – the Hungry in the South Gala and Symposium – takes place 
annually in September 
 501(c)(3) museum that opened June 7, 2008 
 
 
Culinary Innovation Center 
 
SoFAB will spearhead and anchor the development of a culinary district along  O. C. Haley Blvd., an 
economically disadvantaged and ethnically diverse neighborhood rich in cultural history and untapped 
economic potential, by developing a Culinary Innovation Center and Culinary Library that will serve as 
a commercially-certified home to the community’s culinary artists.  
The SoFAB Culinary Innovation Center, to be housed in the Museum’s new, in-development facility at 
1504 Oretha C. Haley Blvd., will serve as a laboratory, studio, and primary place of business for the 
area’s economically disadvantaged culinary artists. The site was once home to the Dryades Market, 
serving what was then a multi-ethnic and polyglot community. The SoFAB Culinary Library, situated 
in a separate facility at 1609 Oretha C. Haley Blvd., will be an open resource that will facilitate the 
professional development of current and future culinary artists. Research reveals that the site has 
housed at least two restaurants.  
Oretha C. Haley Blvd. is a place currently characterized by ethnic diversity and economic malaise. 
Many of its residents live below the poverty line. The neighborhood, nevertheless, enjoys both cultural 
vitality and tremendous commercial potential. By restoring two of the neighborhood’s storied 
addresses to commerce, and anchoring an envisioned culinary district, SoFAB will provide the area’s 
underemployed workforce with a place to develop, practice, and, most importantly, derive an income 
from the culinary arts. SoFAB expects that some of those artists, in time, will establish stand-alone 
culinary operations in the neighborhood, spurring further, culture-based and creative economic 
development.  
SoFAB’s work is part of a larger portfolio of strategies that will transform the community, 
reestablishing it as a hub of commerce that capitalizes on the neighborhood’s current ethnic diversity 
and rich cultural history.  
 
 
Farm to Table International 
 
Hungry in the South” is SoFAB’s annual, all-out, weekend-long bash. The 2012 theme is “Science 
and Technology: Past, Present, and Future.”  
The events menu 
 
–Film Feast (details below);  
–Opening of SoFAB’s first international exhibit, “Then and Now: The Story of Coffee in Brazil and 
New Orleans: 18th Century to the Present”;  
–Continuing Legal Education Seminar: Food, Drink, and the Law;  
–Symposium, featuring speakers whose work marks the intersection of food, law, policy, and 
technology;  
and .  the annual Contemporary Issues in Southern Food and Beverages Lecture Series 
presented by Domino Foods, Inc. closes out the Symposium each year. Speakers have included 
James Carville and William Ludwig, USDA. 
 
–French Quarter Cookbook Fair, in partnership with the French Market Corporation.  
 
Beginning in 2013 SoFAB is partnering with the Morial New Orleans Convention Center to put on the 
Farm to Table International which will adopt the old Hungry in the South format on a much larger 
scale. 
 
 
 
 
Film Feast 
 
This year SoFAB adds Film Feast to its Farm to Table International menu. The food-focused film 
festival continues its second year with several world premiere showings. 
 
Partners 
 
Media Sponsor Hoffman Media (Birmingham, AL) publishes a portfolio of high-circulation magazines, 
including Taste of the South and Cooking with Paula Deen.  
Domino Brands, Folgers Coffee, Rouses Market, Tulane University School of Law, New York 
University, Duke University.   
 
Culinaria 
Culinaria is a monograph series that is published by the SoFAB Center for Food Law, Policy, and 
Culture in partnership with the Tulane University Law School.  The series is designed to quickly 
publish peer reviewed articles about the law, policy and cultural issues that involve food and drink.  
The general areas of editorial advisory board categories are  
  
1. Food safety/security  
2. Innovation and intellectual property 
3. Public Health 
4. Food and Beverage Law (Domestic and International) 
5. Agriculture, Fishing, and Aquaculture  
6. Policy  
7. Environment and Sustainability  
8. History  
As important as peer reviewed journals are, the process often results in a publication which is not 
available in a timely manner.  It is the intention of Culinaria to review and publish well written articles 
in the field within a period of about 90 days so that they can be distributed and read while they are still 
relevant and can make a difference.  
 
 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
 
Officers  
James Carter, Chairman; CEO, Cypress Pointe, Inc., Hemp Hill, TX  
Elizabeth M. Williams, President; President, SoFAB, New Orleans 
Dickie Brennan, Owner, Dickie Brennan’s Steakhouse, Palace Café, Bourbon House, New Orleans  
Shawn Smith, President, Hattie Mae and Friends Foundation 
Butler Burdine, Second Vice Chairman; Director of New Business, Peter A. Mayer Advertising Inc., 
New Orleans 
Matt Konigsmark, Treasurer; Internet Marketing, KontrolFreek, Atlanta 
Anne Hart, Secretary; Chef and Owner, Provence Market Café, Bridgeport, WV  
_____________________________________________________________________  
Dr. Jennifer Banquer, Dentist, New Orleans, LA  
Jeanette Bell, Owner, Fleur D’Eden Community Garden, New Orleans, LA  
Lynne Breaux, President, Restaurant Association Metropolitan Washington, Washington, DC  
 
 
Regina Charboneau, Chef and Owner, Twin Oaks Plantation, Natchez, MS  
Ann Colvin, Vice President, JP Morgan, New Orleans 
Sheila Crye, Owner, Young Chefs, Inc., Silver Spring, MD 
Chena Dederian, Senior Vice President, Strategic Marketing Executive, Bank of America in New 
York, NY  
Randy Ensminger, Owner, Primrose Creek, Little Rock, AR 
Cassandra Gaines, Director of Muskogee Civic Center in Muskogee, OK  
David Guas, Pastry Chef, Damgoodsweet Consulting, Washington, DC   
Dale Hawkins, Chef, Fish Hawk Acres, Rock Cave, WV   
Edward A. Johnston, Murphy Oil Corporation (retired), Covington, LA  
Julia Johnston, Owner, Kitchens for Cooking, Boca Raton, FL  
Jane Long, Food Activist, Atlanta, GA  
Maria Machita, Vice President of Sales and Marketing, Consumer Division, Domino Foods, Inc., 
Iselin, NJ  
Rebecca Maisel, Vice President: FIN Branding Group, LLC in Mobile, AL 
Rex Nelson,  President: Arkansas‘ Independent Colleges & Universities and prominent culture 
blogger (“Rex Nelson‘s Southern Fried“) in Little Rock, Arkansas  
Caroline Rosen, Regional Sales Manager, Mountain Valley Spring Water, Montgomery, AL 
Robert Schamber, Vice President of Operations: Sandestin Golf and Beach Resort in Destin, FL   
Shawn Smith, Chairman & CEO, Hattie Mae & PALS Foundation, Grand Bay, AL  
Norman Van Aken, Chef, Tuyo & Director of Restaurants, Miami Culinary Institute, Miami, FL; Chef-
Owner, Norman’s at The Ritz-Carlton, Grande Lakes, Orlando, FL 
Jay Wiener, Owner: Law Offices of Jay L. Wiener, San Francisco, CA and Jackson, MS 
  
 
 
 
 
ADVISORY BOARD 
 
John Besh, Chef, Besh Restaurant Group, New Orleans; James Beard Foundation Award 2006  
John Egerton, Author and Journalist, Nashville 
C. Pat Garner, Professor, University of North Carolina, Raleigh-Durham, NC; President (past), 
Southeast and    West Asia Division, The Coca-Cola Company, Atlanta, GA  
Jessica Harris, PhD, Ray Charles Chair in African-American Material Culture, Dillard University, 
New Orleans, 
Linton Hopkins, Executive Chef, Restaurant Eugene, Atlanta, GA; James Beard Foundation Award 
2012  
Louis Osteen, Chef, Louis’s at Sanford’s, Pawleys Island, SC; James Beard Foundation Award 2004 
Jeff Tunks, Executive Chef and Owner Passion Fish Restaurant Group LLC, Washington, DC 
Andrew Wallace,  
Nora Wetzel, Chef-Owner, Educated Palate, LLC, New Orleans, LA 
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The Future Home of SoFAB
The Southern Food and Beverage Museum is a 
nonprofit living history organization dedicated to 
the discovery, understanding and celebration of 
the food, drink and the related culture of the 
South. We opened our doors on June 7, 2008 at 
the Riverwalk.
Our first exhibit on the history and influence of 
New Orleans beverages opened in June, 2004 at 
a temporary location in New Orleans. Our goal 
in opening the temporary space was to give the 
public a taste of what we hoped to create as we 
built support and solicited donations for a 
permanent home. While based in New Orleans, 
the Museum examines and celebrates all the 
cultures that have come together through the 
centuries to create the South’s unique culinary 
heritage. It brings all races and ethnicities to the 
table to tell the tale, from the farmer and the 
homemaker to the line cook and the celebrity 
chef. And it is be fun, with tastings and other 
food-centered events that capture the essence of 
Southern foodways.
The Southern Food and Beverage Museum 
celebrates, interprets, investigates, entertains and 
preserves. A collaboration of many, the 
Museum allows food lovers of all stripes – 
Southerners and non-Southerners, locals and 
tourists, academics and food industry insiders — 
to pull up their chairs and dig into the food and 
drink of the South. And although we are based 
in New Orleans, we are bringing our message 
about the entire South to the world through 
exhibits, collection of oral histories and videos, 
“It’s an impressive assemblage of 
Southern food and drink history, from 
farmers to cooks and all between, 
represented by all kinds of goodies.”
–Frommer’s Review in the New York Times New 
Orleans Travel Section
The Museum of the 
American Cocktail
Contact Us
Phone: 504-569-0405
Email: info@southernfood.org
Fax: 504-587-7944
Hours
Mail:
Tickets
General admission: $10.00
Student/Seniors/Military: $5.00
AAA Members: $8.00
The Southern Food and Beverage Museum is a 
nonprofit living history organization dedicated to 
the discovery, understanding and celebration of 
the food, drink and the related culture of the 
South. We opened our doors on June 7, 2008 at 
the Riverwalk.
Our first exhibit on the history and influence of 
New Orleans beverages opened in June, 2004 at 
a temporary location in New Orleans. Our goal 
in opening the temporary space was to give the 
public a taste of what we hoped to create as we 
built support and solicited donations for a 
permanent home. While based in New Orleans, 
the Museum examines and celebrates all the 
cultures that have come together through the 
centuries to create the South’s unique culinary 
heritage. It brings all races and ethnicities to the 
table to tell the tale, from the farmer and the 
homemaker to the line cook and the celebrity 
chef. And it is be fun, with tastings and other 
food-centered events that capture the essence of 
Southern foodways.
The Southern Food and Beverage Museum 
celebrates, interprets, investigates, entertains and 
preserves. A collaboration of many, the Museum 
allows food lovers of all stripes – Southerners 
and non-Southerners, locals and tourists, 
academics and food industry insiders — to pull 
up their chairs and dig into the food and drink 
of the South. And although we are based in 
New Orleans, we are bringing our message 
about the entire South to the world through 
exhibits, collection of oral histories and videos, 
and other research.
1504 Oretha Castle Haley Blvd.
New Orleans, LA 70116
Who We Are
 VITA 
Jennifer Stierman Edwards was born in Shreveport, Louisiana.  She grew up in an 
artistic family, with a father who was a professional radio and television voice-over artist, 
as well as an amateur actor and artist.  Her mother was a professional musician.  She 
received her Bachelor of Arts in English from Louisiana State University-Shreveport in 
1976, and her J.D. from Paul M. Hebert Law Center at Louisiana State University in 
1988.  She practiced law in Baton Rouge and New Orleans, Louisiana and in Houston, 
Texas before entering the Master’s in Arts Administration Program at the University of 
New Orleans in 2012. 
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